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omuiunicatlons to be e-dressed
COLDSTREAM.
A  largo party is assembled to celebrate 
tlie least of St. Partridge, at llavelstoke 
Hall, an old country house about two miles 
distant from the north-west coast ol Devon. 
The various branches of English society are 
very fairly represented by its component 
parts. There are two peers, thr^t members 
of the lower bouse, some GuaniSnen, some 
undergraduates, a clergyman, and a lieu­
tenant in the navy. But our hero is not a 
representative m an ; yet he belongs to a 
class which, called into existence by the ac­
cumulated wealth of the nineteenth century, 
is ever on the increase.
Frederick Tyrawley resembles Sir Charles 
Coldstream, inasmuch as he has been every­
where and done everything; but ho is by no 
means used up, and can still take au inter­
est in whatever bis baud finds to do. Nor 
is his everything everybody elsc’s every­
thing. It is not bounded by .Jerusalem and 
the pyramids.
Mr. Tyrawley has fought in more than 
one State of South America, and has wan­
dered for more than two years from isle to 
isle of the Pacific. A  mysterious reputa­
tion hovers round him. l ie  is supposed to 
have done many things, but no one is very 
clear what they are ; and it is not likely 
that much information on the point will be 
obtained from him, for he seldom talks much, 
and never speaks of himself. His present 
mission appears to be to kill partridges, play- 
cricket, and dress himself. N ot that it must 
be supposed that be has ever been in the
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she, ‘ of course, 1 know they are brave : but,’ 
— and here she hesitated a moment, till pos­
sibly piqued because her usual success had 
not attended her in the passage o f arms, 
she concluded,— 1 but to our idle gentlemen, 
who seem to have no heart for anything.’ 
Tyrawley smiled. ‘ Possibly you - may 
judge too much by the outside,’ he said. ‘1 
am inclined to fancy that some of those whom 
you are pleased to call idle gentlemen would 
be found to have heart enough for anything 
that honor, or duty, or even chivalry, could 
find for them to do.’
‘ I hope you are right,’ said Miss Con­
stance, with a slightly perceptible curl of 
her upper lip.
Tyrawley bowed, and the conversation 
terminated a few minutes afterwards; when 
he had left the room, the conversation of the 
young ladies was interrupted by Master 
George Baynton, aged fourteen, who sud­
denly attacked his sister.
i think you are wrong, you know, when 
you call Tyrawley a humbug.’
‘ .My dear,’ said Constance, with a start, 
1 1 never said anything so ru— ’
1 Well, you implied it, you know, in your 
girl’s words, and 1 think you make a mis­
take ; for he can shoot like one o’clock, never 
misses a thing, and I hear he can ride no 
end. He was rather out of practice in his 
cricket when be came down ; but ho is im­
proving every day. You should have seen the 
hit ho made yesterday— right up the cedars.’ 
‘ Do you think there is nothing else for a 
man to do, but ride, and shoot, aud play 
cricket ?’
dives below its centre. The water dashes 
agaiust the cliff, but the swimmer rises far 
beyond it. A  faint cheer rises from the 
shore as they feel him draw upon the rope. 
The waves follow in succession, and he dives 
again and again, rising like an otter to take 
breath, making very steadily onward, though 
mow below the water than above it.
We must now turn to the ship. The 
waves have made a clean breach over her 
bows. The crew are crowded upon the stern. 
They hold on to the bulwarks, and await the 
end, for no boat can live in such a sea. Sud­
denly she is hailed from the waters. ‘ Ship- 
a-hoy !’ shonts a loud, clear voice, which 
makes itself heard above the storm. 1 Throw 
me a rope or a buoy !’ The life-buoy was j 
still hanging in its accustomed place by the i 
maimrast. The captain almost mechanical- i 
ly tak ii lown, aud with well-directed aim ! 
ti- ow; within a yard or two of the swim- j 
mer. an a 'moment it is under his arms, and 
in half a minute he is ou board.
* Come on board, sir,’ be says to the cap­
tain, pulling one of his wet curls professi­
onally. The captain appeared to be regard­
ing him as a visitor from the lower world; 
so, turning to the crew, he lilted up the rope 
he had brought from the shore. Then for 
the first time the object of his mission flash­
ed upon their minds, and a desperate cheer 
broke from all hands, instantly reechoed 
from the shore. Then a strong cable is at­
tached to the small rope and drawn on board 
— then a second— and the communication is 
complete. But no time is to he lost, for the 
steru shows signs of breaking up, and there 
is a lady passenger. Whilst the captain is 
planning a sort of chair in which she might 
be moved, Tyrawley lifts her up on his left 
arm, steadies himself with his right by tli
- - . O ! that’s all very w ell; but ) ou should
habit of wearing .e.is  ^oiolhmg than the cu s-, |lear wbat Merton, our second master, says ; 
tom of the country in which be may have j and a grcat ljrick hc is> t00. . Whatever
been located required : but only that at the j you d0) do it as weU as well as you catli
present time he devotes much attention to i \Vhetber it’s cricket or verses.’ And 1 be- upper rope, and walks along the lower as if
l ull waistcoats and gauze neck-tics, braided , ]jeve ;f Tyraw]ey  |lad t0 fight, he’d go in j he bad been a dancer. He is the first on
coaD and curled mustachios. and win, and no mistake.’ | shore, for no sailor would leave till the lady
.^uc.i as he is, however, he is au object o f . , p ga;j Constance, with a sigh, • he ' was safe. But they soon follow, and in five ;
interest to the feminine portion oi the paily ! bas ev-iJCntly— what is it you boys call it ? minutes the ship is clear— five minutes more, j 
at llavelstoke H a ll; for ho is rich and hand- i _ ti d you. ls „.t it | and no trace of her is left,
some, as well ..s mysterious, anJ he cannot; Indignant at this insult, Geoive walked | llavelstoke Hall has been aroused by the 
be more than two-and-thirty. And the la - , off t0 find his friend, and have a lesson in '
dies at llavelstoke outnumber the men ; tori id njards
although it is still rare for the fair sex to 1 Tho d 'ay  lingered on> aftcr the usua, faph.
participate actively in the saturnalia of the [ ;on ot we't j ~  in September in full country 
partridge-god, they will always be found T1......  .........  ,i......
news of the wreck, and M r llavelstoke has | 
just arrived with brandy and blankets. Him 
Trawley avoids; and, thinking lie can be of 
no further use, hc betakes himself across the 
country once more, and by the aid of the 
friendly elm regains bis chamber without ob­
servation.
The lady, whom Tyrawley had deposited 
in a cottage, with a strong recommendation
, . , , houses. There was a little dancing after
hovering in considerable numbers on the ou t-, djnner . but all retired Car!y m hopes of a 
skirts oi the.feast; and the vanetis of the j finflr d  o n  th o  m o r ro w .
British lady are fairly represented : Tyrawley had some letters to write, so
There are some mammas with daughters that it was pa8t tw0 before be thought of 
to man j ,  an 1 t.ieie aie some daughters with -u to b d .  He always slept with his that she should go to sleep immediately, was 
a mamma to prevent marrying again, which j window and as he threw up the sash, soon carried off in triumph by Mr. Ilavel- 
is, pci naps, tne most < l leult t ling o t ie ]a fierce gust 0f wind blew out his candles, stoke to the Hall, and welcomed by Lady 
t« ). -he nas an income in her own right. , aud bjew down the looking-glass. Grace at half-past three in thc morning.—
ll.ere  are blondes and brunettes, and pretty, | , p ]eagantt by JoVti v he .soliloquized. ‘I j There were very few of the guests who slept
brown-hatred, brown-eyed girls who hover j wonder whether it -s sluashed-unlucky to I undisturbed that night. The unusual noise 
between the two orders, and combine the : t0 brcak a look in g-g lass-I’m hanged if 1 in the house aroused everybody, and many 
ni' >t u.n._. urns i lar.ictei istios o >ot l, " o | k„ow where the matches are ; never mind ; excursions were made in unfinished costume 
ean wear both blue and pink, and who look , p can fiuJ to bed in the dark—  to endeavor to ascertain wl.at was going on., . . , |  ^ — ___ iny way
prettier in the one e lor than they do in the ; What u ni ht>. as a flash of lightning illu- 
ot ‘Ll .’ ,!u' who always command your sub- minuJ tho r00lll ,or a m0lnent, and he bent 
rage in favor o fth at which they are wearing of the window. . Thc wind mu8t be
when you oo„ at t lem. j about uor-nor-west. Cheerful for anything
And tnere is Constance Baynton, with L omi t0 Bristol fr0m the southward—  
grey eyes and black hair. And the n icest, , wonder what a storm is iike 0n this coast, 
critic of feminine appearance might be de- p havc a grcat mind t0 g0 and sec. I sha)1 
fied to state what she bad worn, half an hour, never 1>0° ble to t *f1Bt hli||_tlonr op,.n 
af'er he hai. left her: for no one can cvci wjthout waking them u p ; what a nuisance ! 
‘0J'V ai :-nL, r.ng i e . ■ ••••>-*• Slav, capital idea! i'll go by the window.’
Vet Constance is tliree-and-twenty, and Beforo startin„ up0„ his expedition, he 
still unmarried. Alas, what cowards men cb d the rcmains of his evenin„ dress
are! The fact is that Constance is very 
clever; but as Mrs. Hellish (the widow) 
says, ‘ not clever enough to hi 'c it.’
Is she a little vexed at her present con­
dition'.' Certainly she does not exhibit auy 
tendency to carry out Mrs. Meilish’s sug­
gestion, if it lias ever been repeated to ber. 
The young men are more afraid ot her than 
ever : and certainly she does say very sharp 
things, sometimes. Especially is she severe 
upon idlers the butterflies oi tashsonable ex­
istence. .She appears to consider that she 
has a special mission to arouse them; but 
they do not j ike being lectured. With the 
young ladies she is a great favorite, for she 
is very affectionate; aud though so beautiful 
nl distinguished, slie has proved b
(for hc had been writing in his dressing- 
gown) for a flannel shirt and trowsers, whilst 
a short pea-jaaeket and glazed hat completed 
i his array’. Ilis room was on the first floor, 
and he had intended to drop from the win­
dow-sill ; but the branch of an elm came so 
; near he four 1 that unneessary, as springing
The excitement culminated when the miscel­
laneous assemblage who had conducted the 
captain aud some of the crew to the Hall, 
after being well-supplied with ale aud strong 
liquids, conceived that it would be the cor­
rect thing to give three cheers at the hour of 
half past five.
It was t h e n  that Lord ToJmuUoti. an Ii,. L 
peer, laboring uuder an erroneous impres­
sion that the house was attacked, was dis­
covered on thc landing-place, in array con­
sisting principally of a short dressing-gown, 
flannel waiscoat, aud a lowling-piecc.
Breakfast that morning was a desultory 
meal. People finished, and talked about 
the wreck, and began again. It seemed 
quite impossible to obtain anything like an 
accurate account of what had taken place. 
At last the captain appeared, and thounh
to it, he was on the ground, like a cat, in au almost overwhelmed by the multiplicity oi 
instant, lie  soon found his way across the j questions, nevertheless between the intervals 
country ‘ like a bird,' to the edge of the j of broiled ham and coffee, he managed to 
cliff. The sea for miles seemed one sheet of elucidate matters a little, 
foam. i Then came the question, Who was it who
But a flash of lightning discovered a j swam out to the vessel? Tyrawley had only 
group of figures about a quarter of a mile been at llavelstoke a few days, and was a 
distant; aud he distinguished shouts in the i stranger in the neishborhood. None of thc
intervals of the storm. servants had reached the coast till it was all
, . , t0 De was soon amongst them, and he found over, so there had been no one to recognize
be not .'o dangerous a rival as might have ^  a„ werc turncd on a vesscl which bim.
1 11 ''fPecKd’ Indeed it has happened bad gtruck 0Il a rock wlthin two hundred 
more than once, that male admiration, re- dg of ,he , liff. [t was evident that she 
bounding from the hard surface ol her man- wou]d t0 iece3 under tbcir very Cyes. 
l ie .  has found more jedding meU in the j , Is tberc no wa of opeuin , co.nmunica- 
boeorns o th e r  particular friends. Besides, , ti(m witb bcr-„ he agkcJ 0f  au o]d coast- 
sue i~ always ready to lead the van in the iruurd unn
general attack upon the male sex, when the | c  . Why v’c fieCt sir_ we bavc seut t0 Bilford
for Manby’s rockets ; but she must break upidies retire to the drawing-room.
Not that Si _ luu t uu
their backs she would uot be ready To repeat j “'“‘' r V l , ..,, . , i • i . J i i ,  How tar is it to B tllord ! fo their faces; but in that course probably i . ,, ,, •, , ,’ . , , 1 , J i Better than seven mile, your honor,would not meet with such general sup- , , , , . J ,f e  1 ‘ It we could get a rone to them, we might
In Mr. Tyrawley she affected to disbelieve.! cuiW’ , , , , . .J - - - j  1 Every one oi them, your honor; but itSin luted as her opinion to her intimate 
friends, that she did not believe he ever had 
done, or ever would do anything worth doing; 
but ti. t he plumed himself on a cheap rc- 
putatLn, which, as all were ignorant of its 
foundation, uo one could possibly impugn.
There is reason to believe that in this in­
stance Miss Constance was not as conscien­
tious as usual; but that she really enter­
tained a higher opinion of the gentleman 
than she chose to confess. He certainly 
was not afraid of her, and had even dared 
to contra iict her lavorite theory of tho gen­
eral worthlessness of English gentlemen of 
t! n in eteen th  century. It was one wot 
un tiling wiien she had been reading Scott to 
three m four of her particular friends,— and 
it must be confessed that she read remarka­
bly well,— that she began to lament the de­
cline of chivalry. Tyrawley was sitting 
half in and half out of range. Perhaps 
she talked a little at him. At any’ rate lie 
c l i o t o  accept thc challenge.
‘ I cannot agree with you, Miss Baynton,’ 
L s id. * It i.-. true we no longer wear ’
ain't possible.’
‘ 1 think a man might swim out.’
‘ The first wave would dash him to pieces 
against the cliff.’
1 What depth of water below?’
‘The clitl goes down like a wall, forty 
fathom, at least,’
1 The deeper the better. What distance 
to the water?’
‘ A good fifty feet.
• W ell, 1 have dived off the main yard of 
the Chesapeake. Now listen to me. Have 
you got some light, strong rope?’
‘ As much as you like.’
‘ Well, take a double coil round my chest, 
and do you take care to pay it out fast 
enough as 1 draw upon it.’
‘ You won’t draw much after thc first 
plunge ; it will be thc same thing as suicide, 
every bit.’
‘ Well, we shall see. There's no time to 
be lost; lend me a knife.’
And in on instant hc whipped off his hat, 
boots, and pea-jacket, then with the knife he
,. , , . , , cut off its sleeves and passed the rope
d gloves in cu r helmets, nor do we com -; thro h thein> that it might* chafe him less.
P  b ,n ,lc f  I1,dlv‘duals' 'Tho P0SSlb L  m;U Tho eyes of the old boatman brightened. 
Li ve sweethearts of ti.e.r own. to admit the There was evidently a method in his mad- 
snpenonty of our lady-love at the point of ness. . y ou are a VCI... ood sffim,„er, 1
the lance; but of all that was good tn clitv- c gb.
•“ ‘f ’ of ooura-e, truth honor, enterprise, j "  baVe dived through the surf at Mukn- 
self-sacnfice, you will find as much in the j heva a fevv timesg
nineteen;h century as in the twelfth.’ . j never knew a white man that could do
iio  brightened up as he spoke, aud it was 1 tb,l( . 
quite evident that he believed what he said,
•eumstanee which always gives an advan­
tage to a disputant.
More than ouo pair of bright eyes smiled 
approval, and Miss Constance saw a proba­
bility ol defection from her ranks. She 
changed her tactics.
‘ I  scarcely saw him,’ said the captain,
‘ but lie was a dark, tallish man, with a great 
deal of beard.’
‘ W as he a gentleman ?’ asked .Miss Con­
stance Baynton, who had been taking a deep 
interest in the whole ali’air.
■ Well, d’ye see, .Miss, 1 can’t exactly say. 
lor he hadn’t much ou ; but, if  lie isn’t, he’d 
make a good one, that I ’ll go bail for. /H e ’s 
thc coolest hand I ever saw. Stay, now I 
think of it, I shouldn't wonder if  ho was a 
naval man, for he pulled his fore-lock, haif- 
laughing-like, and said, ‘ Come ou board, 
s ir ,’ to mo, when we pulled him up.’
‘ Perhaps it was llutlierlord,’ said Mr. 
llavelstoke, naming the lieutenant in the 
navy, ‘ he is tall and dark.
‘ And he lias been letting his moustache 
grow since he came on shore, observed a 
young lady.
‘ Where is he ?’
But Mr. Rutherford was gone down to the 
cliff to inspect the scene of the disaster.
* Begging your pardon, sir,’ said the but­
ler, ‘ it could not have been any gentleman 
stopping in the house for the door was fas­
tened till the people came down to tell you 
nf the wreck.’
A t this uiomaut— half past ten, A. M.—  i 
Mr. Tyrawley walked into the breakfast 
room. l ie  was got up, i f  possible, more elab 
orately than usual.
‘ Now, here's a a gentleman, captain, Mr. 
Tyrawley, who has been all over the world, 
and inet with sonic strange adventures. I ’ll 
bo bound lie never saw anything to equal the 
affair of last night.’
* You’d a nearish thing o f it, captain?' 
inquired Tyrawley, speaking very slowly.—  
Ilis manner and appearance quite disarmed 
any suspicion tho captain might have had ol 
his identity. Five minutes more, sir, and 
Davy Jones’s locker would have held us all. 
Bogging your pardon, Miss, apologising to 
Coustaut'c.
The captain had already repeated the 
story a reasonable number of times, and was 
•anxious to finish his breakfast. So Miss 
CoDstauce gave it all for the benefit of 
Mr. Tyrawley, dressed in her own glowing 
periods.
Tyrawley made no observation upon her 
recital, but took a third egg.
Well Mr. Tyrawley,’ said she at last.
with the lady passenger. The lady heard 
him speak, and there are some voices which 
a woman never forgets, and tho dangerous 
journey over the rope had not passed in si­
lence.
She laid her hand upon his arm, and said,
‘ 0 ,  sir, how can I thank you?’
Tyrawley rose as in duty -bound, saying,
‘ Do not speak of it, I did not know when I 
came off, that I  was to have the pleasure of 
assisting you.’
But the astonishment of tho captain was 
beautiful to behold.
1 Why, you dou't mean to say— Well, I 
never; dash my wig— well, I'm— Here, shake 
hands, sir, will you?’ Aud he stretched 
across the table a brawny hand, uot much 
smaller than a shoulder of mutton.
The grip with which Tyrawley. met his, 
seemed to do a great deal more to convince 
him of his. identity, than the lady’s recog­
nition of their preserver.
The day was as wet as the preceding.—  
H alf au hour after breakfast, Mr. Tyrawley 
lounged iuto the back drawing-room. There 
sat Miss Gonstauce Baymou, and by the sin­
gular coincidence which favors lovers of his­
torians, she sat alone.
Now Constance had made up her mind 
that she was bound to apologize to Mr. Ty­
rawley for her rude speeches o f yesterday ; 
she had also decided that she would compli­
ment him on his gallant couduct.
She had, in fact, arranged a neat, quiet, 
cold, formal, appropriate form of words iu 
which she would give her views expression. 
And how do you think she delivered them ? 
She got up, said, ‘ 0 ,  Mr. Tyrawley ’ and 
burst into tears.
If a proud woman’s prido is a shield to 
.bee, 0 ,  man, as well as to her, against the 
arrows o f love, remember, that if  ever she 
.brows it away— after she lias compelled you 
to acknowledge its value— you are both left 
utterly defeucelcss.
Frederick Tyrawley capitulated at once. 
They are to be married this month. And if  
Mr. Tyrawley does not, at some future time, 
achieve areput tion which no mystery shall 
cloud, it will not be Mrs. Tyrawley’s fault.—  
Once a Week.
A m erican  S h ip s  in  F o r e ig n  M ark ets.
Since the modification of the British Navi 
tion Laws, many American vessels have been 
purchased in England, but they have not been 
rated so highly by the marine inspectors, as 
British-built ships. The reasons assigned are, 
that the materials, fastening, and workman­
ship, are nui> as good. In order to show that 
this is sheer assumption. Mr. Donald McKay, 
who is now iu London, has compiled a list oi 
old American vessels, which are still ruiiniiij 
and r ite high, and challenges the English in 
specter to :-,mw a list of equal merits, from their 
records. Mr. McKay's list is highly creditable 
to our old shipbuilders, and, at the same time, 
demonstrates the truth of what we have alreadv 
stated in another article, viz., that the ships 
built by contract were better than those built 
on speculations. While we agree with Mr. 
.McKay that American woods are as durable as 
the timber used in British shipbuilding, we 
have doubts about the fastening of modern 
ships built ou speculation. A comparison drawn
between sl.it.- !.•>•!- thirty, or.....n twenty years
ago. and those built at present, or, in other 
words, assuming that the vessels which he has 
conpiled are no better than the new ones, is 
wide of the truth. There is more copper in a 
ship of 501) tons, built even fifteen years ago, 
than can be found in a dozen ships of 1,000 
tons each, at present. The old style of fasten­
ing, too, was more thorough. Blunt bolts, 
with rings under their heads, the style of inside 
fastening now in general use, was not known 
twenty years ago. Then the ceding was alter­
nately bolted from both sides, and clinched,—- 
not sham-clinched, as now. .Modern ships are 
smoother, and have move fancy work than those 
selected by Mr. McKay, hut cannot he fairly 
compared to them in strength. And this fact 
is as well known to British marine inspectors as 
it is to our own. .Still they may lie, tor aught 
we know t p the contrary, entitled to rate as 
high as British-built vessels. We know that 
they are far superior to those built in the Oulo- 
ni.-s. If Mr. McKay succeed in accomplishing 
what lie has designed, he will have rendered 
our shipowner and builders a great service.— 
Coinmercia' Bulletin.
F r eo  K a n sa s  a t L a s t .
The free State of Kansas quietly completed 
her organization on Tuesday by electing State 
officers and a Representative in Congress—all 
republican—by some 3,000 majority—every 
county heard from but Leavenworth (wherein 
is fort Leavenworth and thc gigantic govern­
ment freighting concern of Russel, -Majors & 
Waddel, whieu gives employment to several 
thousand men) giving a republican majority.— 
The State officers aud Congressmen are as fol­
lows ;—
Governor, Charles Robinson, of Lawrence.— 
Lieut-Governor, Joseph P. Root, Wyandot.— 
Scc’y of State, Geo. S. Ilillyer, Grasshopper 
Falls. Treasurer, William Tholan, Leaven­
worth. Att'y-Gcneral, Bonj. F. Simpson, Ly- 
kin. Co. Supt. Instruction, William It. Grif­
fith, Bourbon Co. Chief Justice, Thus. Ewing, 
Jr., Leavenworth. Associate Justices, Sami. A. 
Kingman, Brown Co. Lawrence D. Bailey, 
Emporia. .Member Congress, Martin F. Con- 
wav, Lawrence.
i'.ie Governor and member of Congress are 
l ie very men elected to those places under the 
Topeka Constitution of 1.S55 : Topeka is the 
Suuo capital, as then; and the State will lie 
admitted under what is essentially the old To­
peka Free State Constitution. -Mr. Ewing is 
the son of tile eminent United States Senator of 
like name from Uhio twenty-o ld years ago.— 
Mr. Conway is a native of Baltimore.
Kansas will very soon be knocking at the 
doors of Congress—probably before the House 
shall have been fully organized. She will bo a 
hard dose for the majority of tho Senate, and 
they will have to swallow it, no matter with 
what wry faces. The sham democracy cannot 
afford to raise and meet a Kansas issue in 1SG0.
Mr. Buchanan's territorial Governor, Sam. 
Mcdary, of Ohio, was the democratic candidate 
for Governor of the State.—N . Y. Tribune.
cannot be housed without unslinging and un­
trussing her lower yards, is not safe when rid­
ing at anchor in an exposed roadstead during a 
gale. Let those who are having new ships built 
see that they are safely rigged for all emergen­
cies. Host Bulletin.
S tartlin g  D iscovery— Great Oil E x ­
citem ent.
The people of Western Pennsylvania, as you 
already know, have just made the exciting dis­
covery that they are walking over streams or 
lakes of coal oil, richer in wealth than the best 
old mines of California. From intelligent 
persons ou the spot, who are magna pars of the 
whole matter, and from personal knowledge I 
have gathered the following reliable fuels.
There is subterranean coal oil in Crawford 
and Venango counties, Pa., in very large, if 
not exhaustlcss quantities. When rectified, it
flotfelaifo
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In the succeeding articles, I shall treat briefly 
of the uses, peculiarities, power and effect of 
is ti pure translucent article, a clear strong j /  1 in cur )mg the passions ; softening the 
burner, wholly unexplosive, does not congeal w ill; promoting peace; elevating thc heart;
in the least at 18 or 20 degrees below zero, is, 
of course, the best known oil for light houses, 
ships, lie., and is the most perfect luhjicator of 
machinery, as it does not gum or thicken like
strengthening the mind ; and softening the man­
ners.
Brown lias divided the action of the human
other oils. Thc discovery is confined to the 1 mind into two general classes ; the “ intellec- 
banks of Oil Creek. This is a stream of some1 tual faculties, and the emotions.” Every per-
size, which issues from a small lake in the ] ___  . , ,- r i) i • . son knows, learned or unlearned, that lie findsnorth western part of Pennsylvania, runs south 1 ’ 1
southeast, through parts of Crawford and ■ himself two distinct, and separate kinds
Venango counties and empties into the Al- ; of mental action in relation to every subject 
leglmny river about 75 miles above Pittsburgh. ; with which he may be connected, or, on which 
Un tins stream, about 14 miles above its junction , , . TT . . .
with the Alleghany, stands the village of Titus- ! he lna>'thlnk- IIe esercise hl3 ™ kr-
■ille, the chief seat of the oil discoveries and 
operations.
From the most ancient times it has been well 
known that there was more or less petrolium 
oil in thc bottom and border lands of this creek.
It floats on the surface of the stream, and was 
collected by thc Indians and poor people for 
lights. In places, it drips out of the rock
hanks in a very pure state, and hence is called . .  . .
rock oil. Hundreds of large and deep pits 13 cnoaoL'd in thinking on auy particular stib- 
were dug in thc most ancient times for tho oil, 1 
which pitsare still traceable, though trees grow-
standing upon it, aud he ean experience certain 
emotions or affections in regard to it ;” or, in 
other words, ho can have thoughts about it, and 
he can have feelings about it. These two kinds 
of mental action, though “ they are evidently 
distinct, have yet a very near and intimate con- 
connection with each other." When the mind
Tyrawley smiled. 1 Rut whatever you 
do,’ hc said, ‘ mind and let me have plenty 
of rope. Now out of the way, iuy friends, 
and let me have a clear start.’
Ho walked slowly to the edge of the cliff, 
looked over to see how much the rock shelved
.. , outwards; then returned, looked to see that 1 ‘ what do you think of the man who swam
.ou are too moderate in your claims for ihere was plenty of rope for him to carry j out to the wreck?’
your contemporaries, Mr. Tyrawley. I f  1 out, then took a short run, and leaped us if  ‘ Why, I think, Miss Baynton,— I  think,’
remember right, modesty has always been from the spriuging-board o f a plunging-bath, said he, hesitating, ‘ that he must have got
considered a qualification of a true knight.’ i Ho touched thc water full five-and-twentv very wet. And I sincerely hope he won’t
1 am tut asaamed to speak the truth ' he | feet from thc edge ol the cliff. Down into ! catch cold.’
le ‘,lL U ’ . 5oal theory would have been its dark depth he wen?, like a plummet, b u t! There was a general laugh at this, in which
soon to rise again. As he reached the sur- the captain joined; but it is to be feared 
face, he saw the crest of a  mighty wave a that Miss Constance stamped her pretty lit- 
few yards in front of him— the wave that he tie foot under thc table, 
had been told was to dash him lifeless againt
more unable before the days of the Crimean 
war and the Indian mutiny ; but the men 
v. ho lit tin ir cigars iu the trenches of the 
Redan, and who carried the gate of Delhi, 
may bear comparison with Bayard, or Cueur 
• de Lion ’
‘ 0  ! 1 do not allude to our soldiers,’ said
0 __ Tyrawley turned, and began to talk to 
theclili. But now his old experience of Pacific Miss Hellish, who was sitting on his right, 
stands him in good stead. For two moments As he was speaking the door on his left 
he draws breath, then, ere it reaches him, he opened, aud Lady Grace Ravelstoko entered
Making S iiii-s Snl-g A loft while R iding at 
Au, non D uring a Gale.—Accounts published in 
the British papers of thc terrible Hurricanes 
which occurred in the early part of last month, 
show that thc old-fashioned plan of housing 
topmasts was common in all exposed roadsteads. 
Our renders will remember that we called atten­
tion to this subject not lung since, and showed 
that owing to tho way our patent trusses were 
fitted, and lower yards slung, that it would he 
almost impossible for our ships to house top­
masts in a gale of wind. Our way of goiuo to 
work when a slrip drags her anchors is to eut 
away the lower masts. All vessels that were 
anchored at thc Motherbank on tho lstu lt. seut 
their topgallant yards and masts on deck, housed 
their topmasts, and pointed their yards to the 
wind, and all rode out tho hurricane. The 
news from Portsmouth of the 1st. ult. describes 
a tremendous hurricane on that day. The white 
and blue burgee was hoisted on the dockyard 
semaphore, to denote no communication be­
tween the ships and the shore. The double- 
danger flag was also hoisted at the market- 
house, Gosport, as a warning to merchant ves­
sels and watermen. The ships of war veered 
out pleutly of cable, sent down topgallant yards 
and masts, housed topmasts, and pointed their 
lower yards to the wind. Ourshipowners would 
do well to hear in mind that though many im­
provements have been recently made in sparring 
and rigging ships, several changes have also 
been made which are not improvements. A 
ship rigged in such a way that her topmasts
on the earth thrown up in the digging are 
from 2Ufl to 250 years old. Tho petrolium still 
ooscs largely into pits of any depth, dug in the 
bottom and border lauds of the creek.
The discovery came in this way. Thc lands 
on Oil Greek aro chiefly owned by a company 
who manufacture lumber at Titusville. Oue of 
thc partners gave some attention to the oil mat­
ter; a company was formed in New York called 
‘ Thc Pennsylvania Rock Oil Company.’ They 
brought a piece of land near Titusville to work 
for o il .  Some of tho pit-petrolium was an­
alyzed by Prof. Stillimen of Yale College, who 
found iu it 80 per cent, of a pure coal oil.— 
This company went through changes, nothing 
was done to work for oil, and finally most ot 
the stock fell into the hands of a man residing 
in New Haven, Conn.
m 1858 a Mr. Drake took a lease of the 
New Haven Company for working their oil 
lands at Titusville, as he pleased, and at his 
iivn expense, for fifteen years, only giving to 
them 12 1-2 cents for every gallon of oil ob­
tained.
Under this lease, in May last, Mr. Drake 
commenced sinking an artesian well for salt, 
oil, or anything which might turn up. Boring 
through lorty-sevcn feet of gravel and twenty- 
two of shale rock, with occasional small aper­
tures in it, he struck, in August, a large open­
ing, not yet explored as to depth, or area, but 
filled with coal oil, somewhat mixed with both 
water and gas. A small pump on hand brought 
up from dUO to 500 gallons of oil a day ; an ex­
plosion soon blow it up. One of three times
Its size anil power wna put in its place, and 
hiring the first four dags threw up 5000 gallon 
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jeet, the feelings which belong to that subject, 
or those which it has a tendency to excite in 
our minds, are called iuto action involuntarily; 
and on the contrary, when wo feel strongly 
upon any subject, it is sure to engross a large 
share of our thoughts. These, then, the 
thoughts and thc feelings are what we experience 
within ourselves and what we wish to express 
to others.
It is well known that language is the appro­
priate means of expressing the thoughts, and I 
shall assume that music was given to us as the 
appropriate expression of our feelings, though 
it is evident that we have other modes of ex­
pressing both. Language is only the expression 
of our thoughts, and instrumental music, that 
is, bare music, is simply the expression of feel­
ing, so litr as it is anything.
in vocal music, however, we have both com­
bined. The words represent a certain subject 
for the exercise of the thoughts, aud that sub­
ject by thc means of these thoughts, is calcula­
ted to awaken in us certain emotions or feelings. 
When we reader speak, we express our thoughts 
upon these words, but, when we sing them, we 
express, or, ought to, our feelings. For illus­
tration, take these words,—“ Hallelujah, for 
the Lord God omnipotent reigneth. The king­
doms of this world arc become thc Kingdom of 
our Lord and li is Christ, and Ho shall reign for­
ever and ever, King of Kings, and Lord of
the martial style, the prince immediately ran to 
iiis arms. At another time, at one of his own 
banquets, he was so excited by the martial 
music ot his dutist that he flew to his arms and 
was about charging upon his guests.
Among the wonderful effects of music under 
this head, Duelling is more elieeted or better at­
tested than what is reluted iu history of the an­
cient Arcadians. The hist' irian say j • the stud v < if 
music lias its utility with all men, ' it it i- ah- - 
lutely necessary to the Arcadians. ’ That nation, 
iu ^natural temperament, were very austere, 
yet, iu establishing their goverment, they had 
so high au opinion of music that they not only- 
taught it to their children, but o b lig ed  young 
people to apply to it till the age or thirtv. It 
was uot shameful among them to be ignorant of 
the otiier arts, but was highly dishonorable not 
to have learnt to sing, and to give proof's of it 
on occasions.
ft is evident that these legislators held music* 
in that high estimation for one great and 
ble end ; to soften the ferocity of the Aixauuiua 
and to divert, by the practice ol music, their 
gloomy and melancholy dispositions.
M liy did the ancient philosophers recommend 
so strongly the practice of sounds ? Why con­
sider music as the principle of all morality ?— 
\\ by publicly reproach Themistocles with uot 
understanding the principles of music? Be­
cause they knew that in rendering a man sensi­
ble to the sounds of harmony it was establish­
ing iu him the principle of order which tends 
directly to general peace and happiness. They 
laid hold of the great cause, and arrived at the 
natural, lasting aud inestimable ofieetd.
There can he no doubt that the true, legiti­
mate object of music, pure music, should be the 
propagation of religion and the cultivation of 
religious sentiments and principles of morality. 
Iu this manner wo should express our joy and 
happiness as David slid iu all his songs, which 
lie employed solely iu adoring, praising, giving 
thanks and singing thc greatness of Gudand pro­
claiming the wonders ot his power. This was 
thc lir a use men made of music. Their music 
was simple and natural, without refinement or 
art, in those times, of innocence and infancy of 
the world. No doubt that the family of 8etu, 
with whom this part of their worship was de­
posited, preserved it in its religious purity.
But secular persuus have been more coslaved 
to tiie passions than devoted to piety, have 
abandoned themselves to the charms of music and 
have been industrious to improve, emhcUisii, 
adorn,support, strengthen and diversity it by the 
helpol instruments. Hence secular music serves 
to adorn, augment and render the passions more 
affecting, to make them pierce the very s eal by 
their additional charms; to render it the cap ­
tive of the senses and to inspire with a uevv 
aversion for the uscfnl things of truth. We 
must know that the abuse of music is quite as 
old as music itself.
Jubij.1 is said to have been the father of secu­
lar music, as was David of sacred. Jubal has 
had the greater numlier of followers.
8. 11. C.
A  G h ost S to ry .
M e were returning from our spiring meeting
f Presbytery—one gentleman and two
if oil, gallons pier day, or one gallon per j Lords.” If wc read or speak them, wo express
minutes for twenty hours fifty minutes each : , ,, t , „ ., •, i - ,,,, . tne tliuughte we are taught to entertain eon-day. llie oil as raised was worth 80 cents a ! . ,
gallon, which produced the large income ol I cernlnS coming and kingdom ol Christ;
.<1000 pier day for four successive days, and so : and if  we sing them we express, or ought to cx-
the matter goes on, yielding about o n e  g a llo n  I m ras the fwdm, re m- .i, .if...... , j — j  a ------------ --  ■■
per annul, during working time. 1 L tU “ "S ', l .LU10t,0U= "L.eh-every p,er- pulies-in a • rockaway,’ and the roads no.. .
Of course, there was no small stir. A him- 3on 0USht tu experience »> contemplating the 
dred strangers daily arrived at Titusville to see j sublime subject.
to wonder, to buy oil lands. Half, third, quar- J  li , then, music is thc language of emotion or 
ter rights in land, enough to sink an artesian ! feeling, expresses the sentiment of the soul, and 
well, with real estate generally, rose to very
high figures. Many pioor people, owning a lit­
tle land, became suddenly rich. The New 
Haven swamp lands, formerly regarded worth­
less, sold for taxes, them for a cow, were now 
marked .<100,000 per acre.
The oil in Mr. Drake's well is undiminished 
by auy amount of pumping. Capitalists are 
on the alert. Ten companies are already bor- 
iug ; twenty-five more are making haste to be­
gin. A large company called the ‘ Consolidated 
Hoik Oil Company,' with a capital of .<1.000,- 
000, has been formed in New York to buy and 
work the oil lands.
This matter presents some deep questions for 
the historian, the geologist, and the merchant.
1. What race of men dug those oil pits more 
than 200 to 250 years ago '.’
2. Where are the immense Coal Beds from 
which this oil flows? Arc they above or below 
thc level of the oil.
3. What effect is all this to havc on the whal­
ing interest, and ou all those branches of in­
dustry which now supply the burning and 
lubricating oils?
New and interesting things will doubtless oc­
cur in thc pirogress of this matter, of which, 
with your consent, Mr. Editor, 1 w ill try aud 
keep your readers informed. 11. K.
Hxtekpbise in th e  Book T rade.—The Bostun 
correspondent of Brattleboro’ Phoenix pays the 
following deserved compliment to one of the 
publishing houses of this city :
We have one prominent house, whoso uncom­
mon enterprise, and consequent success, is re­
markably obvious. No one need hardly be told 
wo refer to Messrs. Brown, Taggard & Chase, 
who have done for CornhilL of Boston what 
Messrs. Smith & Elder, thc publishers of Thack­
eray's new Serial, have done for the Uornhillof 
London. It is not quite a year since they en­
gaged in the miscellaneous publishing business, 
in addition to their half-million of jobbing busi­
ness, and yet tlicir list embraces such works as 
Mrs. Strickland’s Queens of England in several 
volumes, Margaret Fuller’s works, Ac. They 
intend to make somewhat of a speciality of thc 
issue of beautiful Juvenilo works; ami having 
laid a good foundation for the same by publish­
ing Kollo's Tour in Europe in ten volumes, ami 
my Uncle Toby's Library in twelve volumes, 
they will now add to it by publishing in a few 
days three new Juveniles, which the careful 
and judicious piarent desirous of pilacing in the 
hands of a child that only which will ready in­
struct and benefit while it amuses, will remem­
ber to select during thc coming Holidays.
Their titles aro • Our Summer House,’ teach­
ing the wonders of Nature and tho boundless 
love of God in so beautiful and fascinating a 
manner, that tho Summer House Series, of 
which tiiis is the first, and yet additional vol­
umes, will he extensively popular. ‘ Pictures 
from the History of the Swiss,’ in which are 
gathered many a romantic and thrilling story, 
hitherto untold, and yet not unlike in interest 
the familiar one of Tell shooting theapple from 
the head of his Son; and ‘ Nelly and her 
Friends,’ which will delight thc little misses, 
who wc hope will watch Nelly’s progress, as 
she advances from her poor condition, to a 
higher station in life, and as she was ever in 
tho search of thc path of duty, may they profit 
by her example in finding it. Having been pior- 
mitteJ by the publishers to examine these, and 
professing to know somewhat the essential 
requisites of a really good juvenilo book, we can 
consistently aud enthusiastically recommend the 
above. Their miscellaneous issues during tho 
next month will oinbracc Dr. Hayes's ‘ Arctic 
Boat Journey in the Autumn of 1854,' design­
ed more for a personal narrative of hair breadth 
escapes and thrilling adventures, than for any 
scientific purposes, and Margaret Fuller’s now 
work, ‘ Life Without and Life W ithin,’ which 
abounds in miscellaneous essays never before 
published, of an exceedingly popular character.
P ersonal.—Among some curiosities sent from 
India to the Methodist Mission rooms in New 
York by Dr. Butler, is the venerable god 
1 worshiped by Nana Sahib, the great rebel leader.
is designed to be spoken to the souls of others, 
how important is it that so sacred a gift should 
not be lightly dealc with. Young says “ time 
is a piece of old eternity, cut off and east be­
neath thc skies.” So is music a portion of 
eternal heaven. It must he the gift of God.— 
.Man did uot impart vibration to the extended 
wire, or the strings of the viol and harp; man 
did not organize the exquisitely musical ear ; 
man could not have created the susceptibility of 
the brain and heart. Man could not have made 
music, had not God intended it. But man has 
been its possessor so long, that he forgets the 
Giver, and ungrateful, imagines it his own.— 
It produces him pleasure and applause of men, 
it drives away thought, and helps to make him 
happy. By its heavenly intoxication arc killed 
the thoughts of his present euiharasments and 
hc troubles not for what he was, is, or shall he.
There is a power in music that will touch the 
deepest chord in the human heart; a power 
that will act where neither thc most gilded elo­
quence nor sweetest diction, nor the finest ef­
forts of intellect ean make the slightest impres­
sion. A modern writer has said, “  Music for 
thc melancholy! Yes, let it be breathed over 
the desponding heart and even, if  it he buried 
in gloom, like the landscape at midnight, ere 
long you shall see cheerfulness climbing up the 
horizon of despair, like the moon beyond the 
mountains, hallowing every thing with a light 
softer than the very dakness it illumes, and more 
bland than the noontide of unclouded joy.”— 
Music for the mourner! Not the wild 
measures that lead the dance, or that rouse 
wrath iu the tempest of battle. Oh ! no ! let 
it lie as soft as the whispers of angels, and 
plaintive as the meanings of a broken heart. 
Let them murmur of disappointed hopes and 
buried love till the broken heart is filled with 
the sympathetic strain.
If music be the resource of our lighter hours, 
might it not be the means of bringing and fos­
tering good things in our minds instead of other 
images ? If it be the solace of our sadness, 
might it not better serve the purpose by bring­
ing together with its soothing melodics, the re­
membrance of joys unseen anti yet to come, and 
thus find a euro for tho heart's anxieties ?
It is true that music, tinder some of its forms, 
is calculated to excite the passions and intoxi­
cate thc spirits. But, it is, in others,eminent­
ly calculated to allay and pacify, to soften and 
subdue them. The ancients had a very high 
opinion of music and its powers. Thc histori­
an tells us that Pythagoras, seeing a young 
man heated with fumes of wine and excited by 
the liute iq Phrygian measure and about to com­
mit violence, restored the ynung man’s tran­
quility and reason, by ordering the minstrel to 
change the measure to play iu more solemn and 
serious numbers according to the cadence called 
after the loot Spondee.
Rollin relates another instance of thc effects 
of music and of Damon. A young female per­
former upon the flute had made a number ol 
young men frantic by playing in thc Phrygian 
(sprightly) measure, and whom she brought to 
their senses again by Damon's advising her to 
change her measure from tho Phrygian to the 
Doric (gloomy). WhileTimothcus was playing 
1 upon the flute before Alexander the Great iu
the U-st. Night, cold and damp, overtook ns 
eight or ten miles from home, but only a short 
distance from Judge Blank's, Knowing that 
we should find outside the Judge's door the 
latch-string, and inside a warm welcome, a 
warm lire, and a warm supper, beside beds 
which we could warm for ourselves—tor he was 
a good Presbyterian—we unhesitatingly con­
signed ourselves to liis hospitalities.
Supper being over, and our persons disj -e l  
according to our several tastes in a semi-eirele 
before au old-fashioned blazing lire, we were 
just in the mood to enjoy the entertainment of 
our host's conversational gifts. Arnoug other 
things lie narrated the following unique tale, 
whieu we unanimously agreed to put m .nut. 
tiiis, however, Lbelieve, ne has uot done, and 
lienee 1 volunteer to send it to y ..i, toi i . 
tion in the Presbyterian, if  you so plea. -.— 
fhrough writing trom memory, and, not bring 
a Pope, falliIile at tiie best, yet the dec;' . 
pression made by the story upon my mind vvi.i 
prevent my going astray except in minutim.
Said the Judge substantially as follow s . -  
• Years ago, we Had in our house a sweet little 
child about four years old, the object, of course 
of a Very tender affection. But sickness laid 
iiis hand upon it. Remedies promptly resorted 
to, all proved in vain. Day alter day the i i-es 
faded Irorn the cheek, aud the fire m tiie ey  . 
burned low ; and at length death closed those 
eyes, and sealed the lipslorever; and we learned 
by trying experience, how intense a darkues.i 
follows the quenching of one of these little 
lights of life.
‘ The time rolling sadly on, brought us at, 
lengfh to tiie hour appointed fur committing 
our treasure to the ordinarily sure custody of 
tho grave. The friends assembled, the custom­
ary services were held, the farewell taken, and 
the little from securely shut beneath the vw ! • 
screwed coffin-lid, and indue time the grave re­
ceived its trust. \Ve looked on and aw u 
earth thrown in, the mound raised a 
tho plates of sod neatly adjusted iuto a green 
sheltering roof, and then wended our way hack 
to our desolate home. Evening came on and 
wore away. My wife hail gone into an adjoin 
ing room to give some direction to a servant,  ^
aud 1, unfitted by the scenes of the day lor 
aught else, had just laid my head upon my pil­
low. in our room upon the lower floor o*f the 
house, when i  heard a shriek, and in a in micas 
more my wife eaine flying into the room, aud 
springing upon the bed behind mo, exclaimed.
‘ See there ! our child ! our child ! ’
‘ Raising my head, my blood froze within me, 
and tiie hair upon my head stood up, as X saw 
the little thing in grave clothes, with open but 
manifestly aigntless eyes, and paie as when we 
gave it the last kiss, walking slowly towards 
us! Had I been alone—had not the extreme 
terror of my wife compelled mo to play tiiemau 
l should have leaped trom thc wiuduvv aud bed 
without easting a look behind. But not dariug 
to leave her in such a terror, I arose, sat down 
in a chair, and took tho little creature betweeu 
my knees—a cold sweat covering my body—and 
gazed with feelings unutterable upon tne object 
before me. L'iic eyes wore open in a vacant 
stare. The flesh was colorless, cold, and clam­
my ; nor did the child seem to have the power 
either of speech or hearing, as it made uo at­
tempt to answer any of our questions. The 
horror of our minds was the more intense as 
we had watched our child through its sickness 
and death, aud had been but a few hours before 
eye-witnesses of its interment.
‘ While gazing upon it, and ask>"0 <n n»y 
thoughts, • VV hat can this extraordinary prov­
idence mean? Bor whatcett it be sent?’ the 
servaut girl having crept to the door, after a
time suggested. ‘I t  looks like M r . -------'»
child.' Now our next neighbor had a child, ol 
nearly the same age as ours, and its constant 
companion. But what could bring it to our 
house at that hour, and iu such a plight? Still 
the suggestion had operated as a powerful seda­
tive upou our excited feelings, and rendered us 
more capable of calm reflection. And, after a 
time, we discovered in truth that the grave 
clothes were night clothes, and the corpts.' a 
somnambulist! And it became manifest that it  
was the excitement attending the loss and 
burial of its playmate, working upon the child t 
mind iu sleep, to which we were indebted for 
this untimely and most startling visit.
and taking 
. . .  ' countcrmarcn
the little intruder back to its forsaken bed.— 
Back we went, it keeping at my side, though 
still asleep. It had walked quite a distance 
across the damp grasB. I found the door of its 
home ajar, just as the fugitive had left it, and 
its sleeping parents unconscious of its absence ! 
The door creaked as I pushed it open, and 
awakened the child, who looked wildly round a 
moment, and then popped into bed !
‘ Now, had it not been fu r  my wife, as I have 
said, I should, on the appearance of this appar­
ition, have made a leap of uncommon agility 
from that window, ana after a flight of uncom­
mon velocity for a person of my age and digni­
ty, I should have been ready to take oat(i in 
any court, either in Christendom or heathen­
dom, that I had seen a ghost.’—Presbyterian.
Arrival o f  the Yacht Wanderer.
A SLAVE VOYAGE ABANDONED.
In te re s tin g  P a rtic u la rs .
The yacht Wanderer, whose career hereto­
fore in the slave trade has excited so much in­
terest, entered this port Saturday, under rather 
peculiar circumstances. It will be remembered 
that she left the port of Savannah laBt October 
in defiance of the revenue authorities at that 
port, and escaped to sea,as was supposed of mak­
ing another voynge to Africa. The annexed 
statement will give an account of the voyage, 
and how it terminated. The yacht came home 
in charge of the sailing master Mr. Henry 
Welton, of British North America, who fur­
nishes the following account:
On the 20th October, at 9 P. M., Lincoln 
Patten, under, the assumed name of David 
Martin, first having succeeded in getting on 
board the 6chooner about fifteen men to assist 
him in getting stores and provisions, came him­
self, accompanied by Edward Talbot and Cap­
tain T. Black, shipping agent for the vessel, 
and drawing a revolver, swore he would shoot 
the first man who refused his assistance, or of­
fered resistance in getting the vessel to sea. lie 
loaded both cannons with grape shot, armed hie 
crew, and made every preparation to lire into 
and resist the United States revenue cutter, if 
she interfered in his progress down the river.
He compelled Edward Talbot to pilot her 
down, in doing which she was twice rnn ashore 
and remained immoveable for five hours. Hav­
ing supplied the crew copiously with liquor, he 
made sail and proceeded to sea, carrying most 
of the men away contrary to their wishes. Mr. 
Talbot and Capt Black he sent back.
The voyage purported to be for Matanzas and 
Nassau, N. P., for fruit, and back to Savannah 
some on board having signed articles to that ef­
fect; but Captain Patten, called all hands on 
the quarter deck, declared the vessel to be with­
out papers, tho collector refusing a clearance.— 
He declared his intention to proceed to the 
coast of Africa for a cargo of seven hundred 
negroes, and from thence to Cardenas to dispose 
of them at the rate of $050 each, lie  stated 
he was well acquainted with the trade, having 
already landed several cargoes in the barques 
Niagara, Ocean Tyrant, brig Frances Ellen, and 
several other vessels.
In the hurry of leaving Savannah he took 
neither chronometer, charts, or nautical alma­
nac, and we were compelled to go entirely by 
the reckoning, On tho 23d of Octolier he 
boaded the ship Troy, of Boston, and succeeded 
in buying an epitome, Blunt’s Coast Pilot, and
&jjf Itafclaitli i&ajrttt,
T hursday, D ecem ber 29 , 1859.
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paid $75. After leaving the Troy a barque hove 
iu sight and the captain bore away in chase, 
firing a gun to bring her to. She proved to be 
the barque “  Eliza Brewer,” commanded by 
some acquaintance, as the captain hauled his 
wind and stood away from her under sail. The 
next day be gave chase to a schooner, both guns 
being loaded with grape, but in passing under 
her stern he exchanged longitudes and kept on 
his course. Nothing material again occurred 
until the 28th of October, when all still was 
made to overtake a brig which appeared in the 
northeast, came up with her at 8 o’clock P. M. 
but could not make her ou t; kept pursuing 
her, tacking every hour and firing heavy cliarges 
of grape to make her heave to, but " without 
ill, for
Governor W ise  threatens Invasion .
The Southern fire-eaters have a way of their 
own of passing judgement upon the patriotism 
and loyalty to the Constitution of the citizens 
of this republic. They make arbitrary and un­
constitutional demands for the protection of 
slavery everywhere and under all circumstances, 
and dignify their impetuous claims with the 
high-sounding designation of “ the constitution­
al rights of the South.” They even go so far 
as to deny to the people of this country the 
right to choose their own rulers, except the bal­
loting be confined to candidates of the slave­
holders’ own selection. They declare, with 
puerile and imbecile bluster, that if  the candi­
date of a political party who will not carry out 
their own policy he elected to the Presidency 
they will not submit to his inaugration, but 
will right-about-face and march out of the 
Union. These same hot-headed slave-holders 
regard the writing or speaking against slavery 
or the recommendation of an anti-slavery book, 
as evidence of hostility to the Constitution and 
the Union, and of a desire to excite sedition 
against tho “ rights of the South,” but we sup­
pose their own attempts to intimidate their fcl- 
low-frccmcn from exercising their constitutional 
right of suffrage as they please, by loud threats 
of disunion in case the result docs not suit the 
slavcholding party, must be considered sound 
patriotism, forsooth ! An ordinary observer of 
these things will perceive that there is a vast 
difference between Tweedledum and Tweedledcc.
Governor Wise, of Virginia, who has recent­
ly hung five prisoners with such military eclact 
who has valiantly turned back from the borders 
of the “ Old Dominion ” the whole tribe of in­
surrectionary demons who harbored dark de­
signs against that outraged commonwealth un­
der tho apparently harmless guise of venders 
of Connecticut clocks and wooden nutmegs, is 
a faithful champion and exponent of the 
“ rights of the South,” as broadly interpreted 
in the first paragraph above. He not only 
turns back,as plotters and seditionists, peaceable 
citizens, who have not an urgent business in the 
commonwealth or cannot satisfy the authorities 
that they arc orthodox in their opinions as to 
the “ rights of the South,” but he asks the 
President to invade other sovereign States, with 
the power of the federal authority, to seek out
a chart of the coast of Florida, for which he (and punish persons suspected of harboring evil
intentions towards Virginia. He not only de­
nies free passage and safe conduct to the citi­
zens of other States coming peaceably into Vir 
ginia, but lie threatens to pursue into any of 
these States future negro-stealers who attempt 
to run away with the slave property of the 
“  Old Dominion,” and to puniidi them wherever 
the terrible battalions of his 'invincible militia 
can find them. Governor W ise has made the 
demand and the threat to 'which we allude, in 
a letter to the President, calling upon him to 
| “  preserve peace betweerj the States,” where it 
, had not been disturbed, and in a similar letter
C ity Council.
Below we give tho record of the action of the 
City Council, at the meeting of last Wednes­
day evening, called for the purpose of making 
some public expression with reference to the 
sad and fatal accident which occurred at the 
burning of the Commercial House.
I n Board of A ldermen, ) 
Wednesday Evening, Dec. 21, 1859. )
The board met pursuant to a call by the 
Mayor.
An Order was passed by both branches of the 
City Council, to meet in convention for tho pur­
pose of making some expression in relation to 
the accident which occurred at the burning ol 
the Commercial House, resulting in the death 
of James F. Sears and the seriouB injury ol 
Edward Love and James Ulmer, while gallant­
ly performing their duty as firemen.
The boards then met
I n Convention of Citv Council.
The Mayor read tho following communica­
tion : .
Gentlemen :
I have thought it proper to call a meet­
ing of our body this evening,that we may have 
an opportunity, in our official capacity to ex­
press our heartfelt sorrow at the tragical event 
which has so recently Bpread a gloom over our 
people.
1 allude to the death of one of our young and 
active firemen, who has been so suddenly 
snatched from earth iu the discharge of his 
duty, and to the dangerous situation of two of 
his companions, who are now languishing on 
beds from which they may never arise.
It has seemed to me that it would lie a prop­
er act for the representatives of the city,as well 
as a pleasure to us as individuals, to express the 
feelings which have called us together by some 
appropriate action,and to tender our sympathies 
to the friends and relatives of the dead and in­
jured firemen.
1 would leave you to suggest the proper mode 
in which this should be done. I will take the 
occasion, however, to say that I have thought it 
eminently fitting that we should now do what 
has been done in many other places—set apart 
for the last resting place of our firemen a suit­
able lot in our public cemetery ; that those 
among them who may die in our midst away 
from home and friends, and those who meet 
death in the fearless discharge of duty,may, (if 
their friends and companions desire it,) find, at 
least, an honorable grave at the expense of a 
grateful community.
Appropriate remarks were made by Council- 
men Burpee, Clark and Glover, after which a 
committee consisting of Councilmcn Young and 
Harden and Aldermen Mollitt was chosen to 
draft suitable resolutions for tho occasion. The 
Committee subsequently reported the follow­
ing :
Whereas, It has pleased an cvcr-wise Provi­
dence to remove so suddenly from our midst 
James Freeman Sears, and to prostrate on beds 
of pain Edward Love and James Ulmer, three 
excellent young men and gallant firemen, while 
in the discharge of their duty at the burnin 
of the Commercial House, on the night of Dec. 
20, 1859, therefore
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt sympa­
thies to the relatives and friends of the dead, 
and trust that a merciful Providence will re­
store the wounded to us in health once more.
Resolved, That the City Council of Dockland 
attend the funeral of James Freeman Sears.
The resolves were adopted and, on mot on, 
it was voted that the City Clerk be instructed, 
to procure the publication of the record of die 
doings of this meeting in the two newspapers 
published in this city.
Voted, That when the Council adjourn it be 
to meet at the Council, rooms to-morrow at 1 
1-2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of attending 
the funeral iu a body.
The Convention was then declared dissolved.
O pposition to th e N ew  County M ove­
m ent— Spasm odic s tru gg lin g  o f  a 
L aw yer and The D eputy  Sheriffs-—  
Sym pathy requested.
Up to within a few days tho new county 
movement had been bo quietly conducted—and 
with so much apparent unanimity of sentiment, 
that its friendB were gradually settling upon the 
confident conclusion that no resistance would lie 
attempted. It is true, they were aware that 
there dwelt within the contemplated limits of 
the County to be, a class of very important per­
sonages, we may almost say a class indispensa­
ble to the welfare of society, namely, the half 
dozen or less sub-sheriffs of the County. It was 
well known also that the lino which is to he the 
western limit of tho new county, would sever 
the artery which connects these functionaries to 
the fountain head of their authority, and their 
official existence would instantaneously become 
extinct—nipped from the parent stem, their 
scepter broken and their pap removed. Their 
occupation, like poor Othello’s, would bo gone 
indeed.
All this we 6ay, was known, and the sympa­
thies of the community were drawn toward the 
uncomplaining expectants of a fate so hard to 
meet with composure. They were looked upon 
with admiration for the heroism and patriotism, 
their non-resistance to the step which would de­
stroy them all, “ in one fell swoop,” displayed. 
All began to look to sec exemplified in them a 
devotion to the public weal as pure and un­
selfish as was that of the fathers of the Revolu­
tion. But alas for such principles in the nine­
teenth century ! As the doom of this unfortu­
nate half dozen approaches, they wiggle in 
spasmodic attempts to avert their fate. They 
have called to their aid a lawyer who is ac­
knowledged to lie the big gun of the bar, from 
his superior noise and fizzle if not from the ef­
fect of his discharges, who, frightened at the 
sad reduction which a division of the county 
will make in his travelling fees, is now valiant­
ly leading the immortal s ii in lusty combat 
against the united people, in defence of their 
lucrative functions, and his own $2.04 per client, 
travel to Court. No small inducement to fight 
when we consider that the $2.04 will become 
.33, in the event ot a new county.
Well, gentlemen, your case is a pitiable one. 
Next to life, honor and emolument arc dearest 
to most men. But yet, we cau not sec how you 
can possibly avert your doom. Your remon­
strances will avail nothing—your object is too 
patent—all we can do is to tender you our ad­
vice to submit with dignity to what is inevita­
ble. And we also feel it our duty to suggest to 
the people the necessity of being on their guard. 
Remonstrances have been thickly put in circu­
lation, and specious arguments are used to in­
fluence people to sign them. But remember, 
die lawyer and Deputy Sheriffs above named 
originate them all, and the sole and only ground 
of their struggles is the reduction of travelling 
fees of the former, and official decapitation of 
the latter, if the new county is formed. tjf
L etter o f M iUard FiUm ore.
At the great Union meeting in New York, on 
Monday evening of last week, a letter was read 
from Ex-President Fillmore, which, in contract 
with tho intemperate utterances of some of the 
pro-slavery speakers commands much favor and 
respect for its calm, wise and sensible state­
ments. This letter was evidently a bitter pill 
to some of tho managers of the meeting. Af­
ter alluding to other matters, Mr. F’illmoresays, 
alluding to the questions raised in 1849 and 
1850:
“ After a severe struggle, which threatened 
the integrity of tho Union, Congress finally 
passed laws settling these questions, and the 
government and the people for a time seemed to 
acquiesce in that compromise as a final settle­
ment of this exciting question ; and it is ex­
ceedingly to be regretted that mistaken ambi­
tion or the hope of promoting a party triumph 
should have tempted any one to raise this ques­
tion again. But in an evil hour this Pandora’s 
box of slavery was again opened by what I con­
ceive to he an unjustifiable attempt to force 
slavery into Kansas by a repeal of the Missouri 
Compromise, and the flood of evils now swell­
ing and threatening to overthrow the Constitu­
tion, and sweep away the foundation of the 
government itself, and deluge this land with 
fraternal blood, may all be traied to this uu 
fortunate act. Whatever might have been the 
motive, few acts have ever been so barren of 
good, and so fruitful of evil. The contest has 
exasperated the public mind, North and South, 
and engendered feelings of distrust, and I may 
say, hate, that I fear it will take years to wear 
away
The lamentable tragedy at Harper's Ferry is 
clearly traceable to this unfortunate controversy 
about slavery in Kansas, and while the chief 
actor in this criminal invasion has exhibited 
some traits of character that challenge our ad 
miration, yet his fanatical zeal seemed to have 
blinded his moral perceptions, and hurried him 
into an unlawful attack upon the lives of a 
peaceful and unoffending community iu a sister 
.State, with the evident intention of raising a 
servile insurrection, which no one can contem 
plate without horror ; and few, I believe very 
few, can he found so indifferent to the conse­
quences of his acts, or so blinded by fanatical 
zeal, as not to believe that he justly suffered the 
penalty of the law which he had violated. 1 
cannot hut hope that the fate of John Brown 
and his associates will deter all others from any 
unlawful attempt to interfere in the domestic 
affairs of a sister State. But this tragedy has 
now closed, and Virginia has vindicated the 
supremacy of her laws, and shown that she is 
quite competent to manage her own affairs and 
protect her own rights. And thanks to an 
overruling Providence, this question about slav­
ery in Kansas is now also settled, and settled in 
favor of freedom. The North has triumphed, 
and having triumphed, let her, by her magna­
nimity and generosity to her Southern brethren, 
show that the contest on her part was one of 
principle, and not of personal hatred, or the 
low ambition of a sectional triumph.
Finally, if I had tho power to speak, and 
there were any disposed to listen to my counsel,
f r o m  ;e u r o p e .
Sandy H ook, Dec. 22.—The steamship Asia, 
from Liverpool, with dates of the 10tn inst., 
passed this point about 8 o'clock this morning, 
and was boarded by the newsJjoat of the Asso­
ciated Press.
The political advices brought Sy the Asia are 
not very important.
Additional adhesions to the Congress have 
been received at Paris.
Speculations relative to Plenipotentiarcs and 
probable proceedings, are rife.
The English Reformers were holding cam­
paign meetings.
The Directors of the Great Eastern have post­
poned their explanation of embarrassments to 
the shareholders for a month. There is much 
dissatisfaction among the shareholders.
The total amount of gold recovered from the 
wreck of the Royal Charter reached £180,000.
Victor Hugo has published an eloquent ap­
peal in behalf of Brown's Harper's Ferry affair. 
He says his execution, will be a crime of the 
greatest magnitude.
The Bank of France has gained 0,000,000 
francs cash during the month.
The pacific policy in France towards England 
had made much progress.
The French Budget for next year reaches 
nearly 73,000,000 sterling. The Bourse was 
buoyant.
Advices from Italy are unimportant.
The differences between Prussia and Hesse 
will soon be settled through the intercession of 
the Diet.
It was reported that the Emperor of China 
has given notice to the Russians to quit the set­
tlements on the Amoor river, and that the Rus­
sian embassy at Pekin was confined to its palace.
A Ministerial crisis had taken-place in Tur­
key. Tuad Pacca had tendered his resignation, 
which was not accepted.
The.Envoy of Prince Daniel of Montenegro 
had been assassinated in Constantinople.
Spain had ordered an additional levy of 50,- 
000 men.
The Asia left Liverpool at 9.30 on the morn­
ing of the lOtn inst., and brings London tele­
graphic advices of that date.
It is announced in Paris that the Rothschilds 
have contracted to buy the Moscow and St. Pe­
tersburg Railway.
Reports were current in Madrid that dysen­
tery, and even cholera, had broken out among 
the Spanish troops in Morocco.
It was thought the Spanish Generals would 
not assume the offensive till all their forces were 
concentrated.
There is no confirmation of the reported death 
of Nana Sahib.
XT  Ladies’ thlck-.ole heeled Congress Bools, $1.25, 
without heels, $1.00, at W e n tw o r th ’s , N o. 2 BpolTor 
Block. 45tf
L IM E , WOOD & CASK M ARK ET
Reported for the Gazette, by 
A L D L N :iU L M E R , Inspector.
Rockland, December 29.
Lime per cask, - - 62
. . * * - - 14 (a) 15
- - 50Kiln-wood, per cord,
SPECIAL NOTICES.
F uneral of J ames F. Sears.— The funeral of 
James F. Sears, the young man who was killed 
by a falling chimney, at the burning of the
Commercial House, took place at two o’clock ;  ^ w01!^  Kly to niy brethcrn of the South Be
last Thursday afternoon, from the resideme of 
his brother-in-law, Mr. C. A. Harrington, on 
Rockland street. The house, which is a large
] not alarmed, for there arc few at the North 
who would justify iu any manner an attack 
upon the institutions of the South which are 
guaranteed by the Constitution. We are all
one, was filled with ladies some time before the anti-slavery in sentiment, but we know that \vc 
hour for the services arrived, while iu the street | l,avo nothing to do with it iu the several States 
outside were several hundreds of ladies and eiti- and we do not intend to interfere with it. And 
zens, besides live tire companies and tho mem- 11 W0UId say to my brethren of the North, ro­
llers of the city government. The funeral scr- 1 SpCCt the rights of the South ; assure them hv
TIIE GREAT IYIHAY REMEDY
-----F o r  F e m a le * .-----
DR. MATTISO.VS INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated female medicine, possessing virtues un­
known of any thing else of the kind, is prepared from an 
Indian Plant, used by the natives for the same purpose 
from time immemorial, and now for the first rime ottered 
lo the public. A knowledge of this plant was obtained 
from
O L D  S H E N A N D O A H ,
on Oneida Chief, who lived near Syracuse, New York, to 
n very great age. Ir is neatly put up in two ounce bot­
tles, wtib^Ql directions for using, and is warranted to 
bring on.j^ monthly sickness iu cases of obstruction, 
ofteu in iwemj -four hours, alter all other remedies have 
been tried in vain. This may seem incredible, but if it 
fail in any case, the price will be refunded.
O " PURELY VEGETABLE,—containing nothing in 
the least injurious to health, and may be taken with per­
fect safety at all times.
LADIES, therefore, in want of a medicine of this kind, 
had better Get the Best, instead of wasting time and 
money in trying other things which are always either un­
safe or uncertain, and therefore never warranted, as is 
this GREAT REMEDY.
Sent by Express to all parts of the country Sold only 
at Du. MATTISO.VS REMEDIAL INSTITUTE for 
SPECIAL DISEASES, N o. 2 8  U n io n  S t. .  P r o v i ­
dence*. R .  I .
O '  SENT FREE, by enclosing one stamp, us above, 
a  Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEM, and on Private 
and Chronic Maladies generally ; also CIRCULARS, giv­
ing full information, with undoubted references and tesii- 
mnni'ils, without which, no medicine of the kind is de­
serving of Any Co.nfde.ncb W hatever.
Orders by Mail promptly attended lo.
December 22, 1859. Iy52
A Card to the  Ladies.
MI*S ANDREWS will visit Rockland outlie 12th of 
December and otter to the ladies of this city and vicinity 
her new and beautiful
S K I R T  S U P P O R T E R ,
Which for neatness and comfortable adjustment cannot be 
surpassed.
She h ik also SHOULDER BRACES, and other SUP­
PORTERS. which, besides their real merit of giving to 
the wearei COMFORT, are the next very important step 
lo regain health.
Mi*s A. has letters that will be sure to satisfy, and the 
things that will recommend themselves at the
FIRST SIGHT!
She may he found at the residence of MRS. FOSTER, 
[ on Water Street, where she will remain a shot I time.
50tf
vices, which were brief, were performed hy Rev. 
Joseph Kalloch, pastor of the 2d Baptist 
Church. The hearse was preceded, by Diri 
Defiance and Fire-Kin:
avai  at 11 o'clock she was not in sight.
We again shaped our course for Fayal, en- Gov. Chase of O'oio, wherein lie intimates 
countering a severe gale. The captain being ; that he may have ' ~ ’
all this time full of liquor, was extremely reck- into tiiat Statu 
le»s and endangered the safetv of the vessel in 
carrying sail, sometimes driving her twenty 
knots an hour. Od *’ue afternoon of the 5th 
we made the Uplu,l 0f Flores, making the 
voyage in fift- ,^-, jays. On nearing the settle­
ment of S^nta (;ruz we fired guns, and were 
boarde^ by tlle English Consul, the Ciiief Mag­
n a t e ,  and a pilot. Fatten then produced a 
false clearance ol the vessel, under the name of 
the “ William.” of Savannah, bound to Smyrna, 
stating that lie had lost sails, water, provisions, 
spars &c., galley and the chronometer, and ask­
ing for a supply of provisions, water, and 
epTirs, which they agreed to let him have. The 
vessel laid here live days and obtained the prom­
ised supplies. The magistrates becoming sus­
picious, Capt. Fatten on the sixtii day (having 
the night before smuggled two women on 
board) slipped from the harbor, leaving one 
man behind. He did not pay a dollar for his 
Bupplics, and took away three men from the 
island against their will. 11c made no secret 
of his intention to dispose of the women on the 
coast to the highest bidder, declaring they 
would exchange for at least eighty Africans.
Wc then steered for Madeira, and on the 7th 
day made the island, anchoring at a small vil­
lage called Point dc Sac, but the authorities re­
fusing supplies and permission to land, we run 
for Funchal, twelve miles distant. Finding a 
British steamer here, the Captain bore away 
for Cape St. Ann, intending to pass between 
the Canaries. He declared his intention to 
board the first vessel that refused him provisions, 
and take them by compulsion, swearing that lie 
would shoot the first man who refused to fight, 
or assist him in such an undertaking.
On the 22d of November we spoke the barque 
Clara of Bordeaux, but she refused supplies, 
when the captain bore away for two other 
barques, and at 4 o’clock spoke the barque Jen­
ny of Marseilles, which agreed to the captain’s 
demand. Fatten launched a boat, and taking 
four men, boarded the vessel. We kept on our 
cenrsc, set all sail, and steered to the eastward, 
determined to leave him and give the vessel 'up 
to the laws ol' the United States. The next day 
we made the westernmost of the Cauary group, 
and thence continued our course for Boston.
Tlie Wanderer arrived here early on Satur­
day, and came to anchor about a quarter of a 
mile off India wharf. She is a vessel of 250 
tons, large and roomy below, with elegant 
cabins, but at present in a dirty and disorderly 
condition. She has on board a crew of ten men
and a plenty of provisions. She was built in 
New York lor a pleasure yacht, and as such 
imec visited this port. Her elegant and rakish 
look as she lies in tho harbor, attracts great ad­
miration. She is now in the hands of Collec­
tor Austin, and will probably be handed over 
to the United States authorities.—Bys/on Jour.
A N ew W eekly P aper.— On the first of Jan­
uary, 1860, Mr. Gleason, of Boston, will com­
mence the publication of the largest, most mag­
nificent and valuable literary weekly Jourual 
yet attempted in this country, to lie entitled 
the “ L iterary Companion. ”  It will be an clc- 
yant, moral and refined, miscellaneous family 
Journal. Its columns wili be entirely devoted 
to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and po­
etic gems. An unrivalled corps of contributors 
has been engaged for the same, and every de­
partment will be under the most finished system 
that the long experience of Mr. Gleason, as a 
publisher, could devise.
In size, the “ L iterary Companion ” will be 
some sixteen hundred square inches, forming a 
mauioth paper of sixteen octavo pages, and will 
contaiu about tw ice as much reading matter as 
any other $2 weekly. Our friends, no doubt, 
will he surprised at the astonishiug low price 
of this valuable weekly, viz., one subscriber 
one year, $2 ; 2 subscribers, $3 ; 4 do., $ 5 ;  
and 10 do., $10. Besides a gratis copy to the 
getter-uj, of a club of 10. Specimen copies 
will be sent to any one who wishes to form a 
club, by addressing F. Gleason, Boston, Mass.
Castlye.—The valuation of Unstinc in 1849 
and 1859, shows a larger amount of property to 
each inhabitant than any other town in the 
State. The money at interest returned this 
year, shows an average of $552 to each poll in 
the town.
Schooner Josiah Hathorn, of Bangor, Yesey, 
for Philadelphia for Salem, before reported to 
have got ashore in the gale of the 17 th inst., 
on Squan beach, 12 miles south of Squan, is a 
total wreck, the crew barely escaping with their 
lives, losing all their clothing, &c.
On the 8th in6t.,a fire broke out at St. Johns, 
N. F., in the locality of Belle Shutc. Upwards 
o f fifty tenements were burned.
t t e  e occasion to pursue offenders 
In the words of the Bath 
Times, “  his idea of State rights seems to have 
forsaken bun, and lie felt a sort of sovereign 
j authority over such pig,my allairs as tiie States 
Ohio, Maryland and Pennsylvania.” In 
llisauxiety to preserve the “ rights of the South," 
he seemed to make light work of trampling 
upon the constitutional rights of the States.— 
Here is a paragraph from the conclusion of his 
letter to the President:
I apprise you of these facts, in order that 
you may take steps to preserve peace between 
the States. 1 protest that my purpose is peace­
ful, and that 1 disdain all threats when I say, 
with all the might of meaning, that if another 
invasion assails this State or its citizens from 
any quarter, 1 will pursue the invaders wherever 
they may go, into any territory, and punish them 
wherever arms can reach them."
President Buchanan is quite an old gentle­
man, but he has some notions about State sov­
ereignty, as well as a strong regard for “ South­
ern rights,” and lie wisely rebuked the Wise 
governur. We quote from his reply
“ You inform me that 1 places in Maryland, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania have been occupied us 
depots and rendezvous by these desperadoes, 
unobstructed by guards or otherwise, to invade 
Virginia,’ and you apprise me of this fact, 
that ‘ 1 may take steps to preserve peaco be 
tween the States.’
I am at a loss to discover any provision in 
the Constitution or laws of the United States 
which would authorize me to take steps for 
this purpose. It is, doubtless, the imperative 
duty of the respective State governments to 
break up such depots, and to prevent their cit­
izens from making incursions into Virginia, dis­
turb its peace of prevent the execution of its 
law
If the federal executive, however, were to 
enter those States and perform this duty for 
them, it would be a manifest usurpation o f their 
rights. Were 1 thus to act, it would be a palpa­
ble invasion o f Slate sovereignty, and, as a pre­
cedent, might prove highly dangerous.”
Governor Chase also replies to the Virginian 
ruler iu a style' which will perhaps make him 
conscious of certain restrictions upon the extent 
of his power and jurisdiction as a State execu­
tive. We should not be surprised if Mr. Wise 
should wake up some morning with the whole­
some couvietiou that he is only governor of one 
State of the Union. Gov. Chase, after saying 
that he has l>ecn unable to learn of any such 
bands, depots or movements as Gov. Wise al­
ludes to, proceeds as follows :
panics of this city, State of Maine and Eureka 
Fire Companies of Thomaston, and the members 
of tiie City Council, the whole headed by the 
Rockland Band and conducted by Hon. N. A. 
Burpee, Chief Engineer of the Fire Depart­
ment, and was followed by the immediate rela­
tives and friends of the deceased and numerous 
sleighs containing other citizens and friends.— 
The place of burial was at the cemetery on 
At a meeting of Dirigo Engine Company, I J““ ’B Poi"‘’ . Weunderstand[that a funer- 
3. of this Citv. l,el,r nee V ,  1850 .iL’ al discourse will lie delivered at the 1st Baptist
R esolu tions o f D ir igo , N o. 3.
We readily give place to the following Re­
solves passed by Dirigo Engine Company, No 
3., relative to the death of their late comrade
your acts that you regard them as friends and 
brethren. And I would conjure all, in the 
name of all that is sacred, to let this agitation 
(boys’) Engine Corn-: cense with the causes which have produced it.
Let harmony be restored between the Nurtli 
and the South and let every patriot rally around 
our national flag, and swear upon the altar of 
country to sustain and defend.”
B autist F air at South Tuomaston.—The la­
dies of the Baptist Society at Soutli Thomaston 
are to hold a fair to-morrow (Thursday) cvcn- 
"riends of tho Society in this city who
No. 3, of this city, held Dec. 26, 1859, the
ttend the levee will undoubtedly enjoy a very 
dock pleasant entertainment, while at the same time
following Preamble and Resolutions were unan- j V * ! ’ j0scP“ P ' mv e o t r  u tc o a wmthy oLiect Admi^ionunanimously adopted : ■ M" °.n Sunday next, and hat the Engine ’u ™  obJCCt’ AUmlbalun
Whircas, At the burnin- of the Coinmer-1 Companies will attend m a body. only LCnt3’
cial House in this city, on the night of the 20th A y  x R » _ Tho les80n of the lat(. 
inst., J ames r. Sears, a member ot this Com­
pany, accidently met his death, while in the per- *'le forcibly suggest this question to overy
Pn *.r. \W ?tv’ Lectures*—Tito second of Prof. 
Wells’ course of lectures on Physical Geography 
was given at Atlantic Hall, last Friday evening, 
person who has property or effects liable to be to (Mull and attentive audience. The subject 
element. There are was “ General Views of the Ocean,”  which 
was treated with ability and interest. Many
— ----  — ....... _ ,  ...., considerations drawn from the circumstances of
high personal and social qualities, that his | reduced to absolute want ll their household the extent, depth, temperature, and bed-forma- 
death has brought the deepest sorrow to all our i goods and clothing were to bo destroyed by lire. : tion, of the ocean, were developed in an elo- 
’ ” i c j - " Many of these live in hired tenements, hut po3- 1
lorm ancc o f his du ty  as a fireman, therefore,
Resolved, That J ames F. Sears was held in scizMid. by. the destroyi 
g rea t c6tcem by the members of th is  Company, .. , , , ,°  , 1 1 . J. ii . i . .  . ’ very many families in the city who would beand we believe by all who knew him, fur his j j j
T h irty -S ix th  Congress.
In the Senate on Tuesday, aftera brief debate1 
upon Mr. Pugh’s resolution upon New Mexico, 
the subject was postponed until next Monday 
In the House the debate upon slavery was 
tinned. Three ballots for Speaker were taken,
Mr. Sherman lacking four votes on the first 
two, and three on the last ballot, in which Mr.
McClernaiul of Illinois (Jem.) received 28, and 
Mr. Boteler (Am.) 38 votes.
In tiie Senate i n Wednesday, the standing 
committees were appointed. Mr. Slidell intru 
iluced a hill providing for appropriations to aid 
the purchase of Cuba. Tho Post-Office Com­
mittee was instructed to inquire into the recent 
delay in the mails between Washington and 
this city, and to see if the matter can be rectifi­
ed. In the House," the debate upon slavery was 
continued. One ballot for Speaker was taken 
and Mr. Sherman lacked eight votes of an elce- 
tson. Mr. Millson of Virginia (dem.) received 
96 votes.
In tiie Senate on Thursday, notice was given 
of the proposed introduction of several bills.
In the House two ballots were taken for 
Speaker. On the first (112 necessary to a 
choice) Mr. Sherman had 95, Million (dem.)
49, Gilmer (Am.) 36. On the next, Sherman 
108 (lacking 4 of election,) Millson 69, Gilmer 
21. Mr. Grow of Pa., administered a just re­
buke to tiie democrats for oceuyping the time 
with agitating the slavery question, while the 
government is in debt, and its debtors are press­
ing their claims.
In the Senate on Friday, Mr. Davis of Miss., 
presented a bill providing for a temporary gov­
ernment in Arizona, and for the creation of sev­
eral offices. The Senate adjourned until Tue. 
day, but will nut transact any more business 
u n t i l  J a n .  4 .
In the House Mr. Farnsworth of Illinois,
(republican) occupied most of the time in an 
able vindication of the republican party, mak­
ing a humorous, telling speech. Only one bal­
lot was taken for Speaker. Mr. Sherman had 1 he
103, (lacking 4 of election,) Millson 2 7 , Gilmer | B  l l  V A  X ’ S  
19, Boeuek if), scattering 53.
THiil GR-fiAT E N G L IS H  R EM EDY. 
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S 
C e le b r a t e d  F e m a l e  F i l l s .
.! P i epared from  a prescription o f Sir J. Clarke, 
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary lo the 
Queen.
ThU invaluable Medicine is un failing in the cure of .11 
chu»e painful anil dangerous diseases lo which lire female 
constitution in subject. It moderates nil excess, nod re- 
• novesall obstructions, and a speedy cure tnuy he relied
T O  M A R R I E D  L A D IE S
it » peculiarly suited. It will, in a shut lime, bring on 
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, Brice One Dollar, bears the Government 
stam p of Ureal Britain, to prevent couolerfeits.
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not lie taken by leuinlea during the 
F i r s t  T h r e e  M o n th s  of Pregnancy,as they aresure 
to bring on miscarriage; hut at any other time thev are
hearts, and that while we cherish fond recollec­
tions of any associations, he shall have a most 
sacred and endearing place in our memories. 
Resolved, That, during the four years our
queLt and effective manner, but we have not 
less furniture and housekeeping goods of con- | time or space to attempt an extended report.— 
’ 1 ‘ ’ ’ ' ” ' Xlie third lecture of the course was giveu on
We were unable to be pre-
siderable value, which it would cost them a lou 
I effort to replace, if destroyed and uninsured.— j Tuesday cvenin 
late comrade was a member of this company, We recommend all such families to protect sent, but hear the lecture very highly spoken of. 
he was a noble example of promptness, firm-1 themselves, in part, at least, against such fu- The two remaining lectures of this course will
tore loss, by procuring an insurance upon their be deli 
fleets. Those who have little household prop- next.
ness and unflinching courage in the perform­
ance of his duties, and that it was the exercise
of these noble impulses that led him where he erty can least afford to lose what they have.
ed on Friday and Tuesday evening 
Everybody should go.
met his untimely death. Insurance can be procured on any amount of
Resolved, That the example and the death of I insurable property, however small, and those
our late associate shall only lead us to a faith­
ful and earnest performance of our duties as 
firemen, and though in obeying the dictation of 
our name and motto, Diuiuo, he met His death,
who have nut ready means tu replace their j
P hrenological L ectures.—By referring to 
our advertising columns, the reader will see
;oods and effects, in case of loss, should not be ; that D i. Charles Frentz, of Germany, is to give
day uninsured. a free lecture, at Atlantic Hall, on Wednesday
In nl! cases of Nervous and Spina! Affections, Pain in 
Ihn Hack and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita­
tion of the Heart, Hysterics, and W hiles, these Pills will 
eilcci a cure when all oilier means have failed, nnd al­
though a powerful remedy, do notcontain iron, calomel, 
antinomy, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
pull directions accompany each package.
Sole Agents for ihe Uuiled S ta irs and Canada,
JOB MOSES,
(Late I. C. Baldwin Jt Co.)
Rochester. N. Y.
N. If 31,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au 
iBoflzed Agent, w illiasure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FF.SSEN DEN, J S. I1ALI.&CO. 
a r d F .G . COOK, Rockland ; and one Druggist iu every 
town ta tile Hinted Slates.
M. s . iilIRR, ,v CO„ No. 1 Cornbill, Boston Whole- 
gland.
ts for the Stale of




U L >1 O N 1 C
cure of Coughs,
\V  A F E R S
Colds A STII.M
Aside from these reasons, we think it a duty ! evening, Jan. 4th, upon 44 Mental Science nnd j
One more ballot was taken for Speaker on i Bronchitis, rfoau T hroat 
Saturday, on which Mr.Sherman had 100 votes; 
four less than were necessary for a choice. The i 
Senate was not iu session.
S lc a u i e r  A ^ ro u u < l—- F r o n i  P i k e ’* P e a k ,
St Louis, Dec. 2 3 .—The steamer Diligent, 
from Alten, is aground on Chain, ten miles 
above this city. Sixty to eighty persons arc on ; for »a,e* Twenty-five cents a box. Sold by dealers gener- 
board of her, without provisions, and the ice 
prevents any communication being made with j 
the shore. Strong efforts are making to keep | 
them from starving.
The Pike’s Peak express arrived here this 
morning, with £10,000 in "old dust. The ad-
senSss ,  Dif f ic u l t  
Uiifa t u in o , In c ip ie n t  Consum ption , and Dise a se s  of 
t iie  Lungs. They have no taste of medicine, nnd any 
child will lake them. Thousands have been restored to 
health that had before despaired. Testimony given in hun. 
dreds of cases. A single dose relieves in ten m in u tes .
Ask for Bryan’s Pulmonic W afers—the original and only 
genuine is stamped “ Bryan.”  Spurious kinds are ottered
JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, Rochester. N. Y.
For sale in Rockland by C. 1*. FESSENDEN, J. S. 
IIAI.L & CO., and F. G. COOK, and by one Druggist in 
every town in the United States.
M«rch 16. 1859. U tf
deceased a heartfelt sympathy in the deepafllic- When a man has his family brought to destitu 
tion which this sad event lias brought upon tion by such losses, his neighbors feel called up- 
them. on to alleviate his wants, as is their duty, from
Resolved, That these resolutions be published their own abundance, but still it docs not seem 
in each of the papers printed in this city, and fair that others should lie seriously taxed
the subjects which he announces. Go and judg 
for yourselves.
P ostponed.—We are requested to state that the 
that a copy be forwarded to the relatives of the make up losses which the loser himself lias nut Band of Hope Fair has been further postponed, 
deceased, and that a similar copy be engrossed, taken the necessary precautions to prevent.— 1
Insurance is one of the most obvious and im-framed and hung in this Hall.
R esolu tions o f  Am ory E ngine Com­
pany, N o. 4 , o f  Bangor.
We have received from a friend in Bangor, 
who is a member of Amory Engine Company, 
No. 4., of that city, a copy of resolutionsadopt-
| on account of the pre-engagement of the hall fur 
, ,. . „  . J  the evening designed for the Children’s Levee,
R0rtlVltJ,l,f..SU!.!.!!.r1e,<f '“S T ’ i and in order toadd greater attractions to th.
aturc had adjourned, i „m;ip.-,i in 
aws for the govern- j '.‘v Ih,u
h.,m8eLt: ,r:.r! 8S t ,t0 | is to lie held on the 23d of January. Elections j
are to lie held in all the counties on the first;
Monday in January, for the election of local i Hamel 
officers, and a general organization under the | J». M 
new order of tilings.
Utah advices are to the 1st inst. by tiie arri­
val, but there is no news from that Territory of 
general interest.
m itiilioeil (we are still ready to lead amid the dangers which individuals owe to their neighbors anti | Human Nature.” Dr. Frentz is highly spoken ; ^  p^ineliefl uf the Ia-"-ish ‘° — ----- ’
which may yet call us forth, the community, to protect themselves by insur- of as a Phrenologist, and as his first lecture is ^  r ,)L.'rje(.tjn.. ;l Jt' Yn
Resolved, That wc tender to the friendsof the ance, as far as may be, from losses by fire.— free any one who is skeptical can readily assure ) * j. j c(perg0n Territory
it is hardly excusable. Wc hope that the at­
tention of our citizens will lie drawn to this 
subject, and that all who have property liable
entertainment. The time for the Fair is now 
* positively fixed for Thursday evening, Jan. 12, 
when wc trust the children will receive substitu­
te destruction by lire which they cannot afford ; , token8 o f the encouragement of the public, 
to lose will protect themselves by a policy uf °  r
insurance. The agency of Mr. E. II. Cochran,
ed by that Company, on Thursday evening of jn this city, representing as it does nearly all 
jnt which oc- j the best and most reliable companies in Newlast week, relative to the sad accide t 
cured at the buruing of tiie Commercial House,
in this city. Immediately on hearing of the effecting insurance fully equal to those whic
A Valuable C uriosity.—We have been shown 
an ingenious little invention, consisting of a 
England and New York, affords facilities for j perpetual almanac, printed on two circular
“ When ever it shall lie made to appear, 
either by evidence transmitted by you or 
otherwise, that unlawful combinations are 
being formed by any persons or at any place in 
Ohio, for the invasion of Virginia, or for the 
commission of crimes against her people, it will 
undoubtedly become the duty of the executive to 
use whatever power lie may possess to break up 
such combinations, and defeat their unlawful 
purposes ; and that duty, it need not be doubted, 
will be promptly performed.
I observe witli regret an intimation in your 
letter that necessity may compel the authorities 
of Virginia to pursue invaders of her jurisdic­
tion into the territories of adjoining States. It 
is to be hoped no circumstance will arise creat­
ing, in their opinion, such a necessity. Laws 
of the United States, as well as the laws of 
Ohio, indicate the mode in whieli persons 
charged with crime in another State and escap­
ing into this may be demanded and must be 
surrendered ; aud the people of this State will 
demand from her authorities the punctual ful­
fillment of every obligation to the other mem­
bers of the Union. They cannot consent, how­
ever, to the invasion of her territory by armed 
bodies from  other States, even fo r , the purpose o f 
pursuing and arresting fugitives from  justice."
We do not think that Governor Wise will 
ever cross cither the Ohio or the Potomac in 
search of fugitive negro-Btealers. But if he 
should, however, and if, bn some fine day or 
dark night, when he is hunting abolitionists 
aeroBS the one r iver, with his militia at his 
back, perchance some second John Brown shall 
cross the other, with a dozen men behind him, 
O, who shall save Virginia then? Wc do not 
believe Virginia’s distinguished Executive lias 
ever contemplated this alternative. O, Gover­
nor, be D isc, and tempt not fato !
accident, Amury’s llag was raised and a mcet- 
uf the Company called. The deatli of young 
Sears made a deep impression upon the mem­
bers of this Company, aud they would have sent 
a delegation to attend his funeral, had it been 
a day later. They also have made daily inqui­
ries at the telegraph office concerning the condi­
tion of the two other young men who were in­
jured by tho late accident. The following are 
the resolutions alluded to :
At a special meeting of Amory Engine Co., 
No. 4., held on Thursday evening, Dec. 22d 
1859, the following Resolutions were adopted.
.'•an be found in the State or out of it. Mr 
Cochran has full authority to act for the com
panics which he represents, and arrangements 
can be made with him on as favorable terms as 
at the offices of those companies, lie  will be 
glad to communicate all desired information 
with respect to the subject of insurance, and tu 
issue policies on the most favorable terms.
ESP Mr. S. G. D ennis, the late landlord of 
the Commercial House, who has been so sum­
marily and unfortunately interrupted in sup-
plates of firm card board aud fastened together 
' by a little tube in the center. It is not so large 
" : as a dollar in size, but will tell you the day of
Whereas, It lias pleased Divine Providence plying the wants of the traveling public, is al­
to remove, while in the discharge uf Ids duties, re;Kly prepared to receive guests again. He 
our friend and fellow-fireman, James I'. Sears, has taken the lanm house, on School 6trcct, itn- 
a member of Dirigo Engine Co.. No. J., of Rock- mediately in the rear of his former location, 
land, and to seriously and we fear fatally injure and lias fitted it up for tiie accommodation of 
Edward Love and James timer, other members the public. He can now accommodate about
of said Company,
Therefore, Resolved, That the members of 
this company deeply sympathize with our
thirty guests with lodgings, and any number 
with meals, and will probably soon possess in­
creased accommodations. We commend him to
friends and brother-firemen of said company in ti,e 0id friends and patrons of the Commercial 
the loss of their brother James F. Sears, while n 0UBC ;U1J the traveling public
manfully discharging his duty asa fireman,and 
in the severe injury of Edward Love aud Janies 
Ulmer on the same occasion.
Resolved, That our sympathies be likewise 
extended to the afflicted families of our deceased 
aud injured brother firemen.
Resolved, That by this loss, we are again 
reminded, that, as firemen, we should be “ ever 
ready ” in other senses than in the discharge of 
our duties as firemen, as was, we trust, our 
brother who lias been taken.
Resolved, That we shall long remember the 
occasion when we had the pleasure of meeting 
those whose loss must be so severely felt by their 
friends, when they so much endeared themselves 
to us by their gentlemanly and urbane deport­
ment.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions 
be forwarded to Dirigo Engine Co., No. 3, and 
also to the friends of our lost and injured 
brothers.
W h . i.iam II. S. L aw rence.
Clerk of Amory No. 4.
Suicide.—We learn that on Thursday morn­
ing of last week the dead body of a man named 
Nathaniel Palmer was found hanging by the 
neck in an unoccupied lime-shed in this city.— 
The deceased was a shoemaker, of about 40 
years of age and without family, and undoubt­
edly hung himself while laboring under the ef­
fects of intoxicating liquors. The body was 
taken to the police station, where an inquest 
was held, after which it was interred. Palmer 
was not a native of this city, but had been em­
ployed here during the past year.
M essrs. J. T. B erry & Co.—Now that our 
steamboat communication with Boston and 
Portland is interrupted, our people must turn 
to the stage route between this city and Bath, 
as the thoroughfare for western travel during 
the winter. It is certainly pleasanter to be 
carried to one’s destination by the swifter con­
veyance which steam affords, but if anybody 
can make travelers forget every inconvenience 
which attached to the process of stagc-coaeli 
traveling in the davs of their fathers, Messrs. 
Berry & Co. are the men to do it. Tho coach­
es, teams and drivers on this line are all that 
can bo desired, and the proprietors are men who 
have served the public so efficiently, and who 
have maintained so high standing in all their 
relations, that their success will always be a 
matter of general congratulation.
F air of tiie Second B aptist Society.—The 
fair held by the ladies of the 2d Baptist society, 
at Granite Ilall, on Friday evening, was a com­
plete Bucecss. The company present was very 
large, the antiquarian supper au excellent one, 
and the vocal music (by the choir of the socie­
ty and several solo performers,) received with 
much favor. There was a goodly display of 
fancy articles and refreshments. The receipts 
of the occasion were $237.
Cold "Weather.—To-day (Wednesday) is 
giving us a touch of winter in earnest. The 
thermometer stood as low as 10 degrees below 
zero, at ten o’clock, A. M.
the week aud month for overy year in the pres 
cut century, and enable you to ascertain a great 
many other facts with reference to dates, Ac.— 
We can't, tell you any more about it, but if you 
will call at the “ Cheap Cash Store,” opposite 
Berry's Block, you can see this little curiosity, 
nnd purchase it for a very small sum.
T he W ounded F iremen.— We are glad to be 
able to announce that Edward I / ive, the young 
fireman who was the most severely injured of 
the two who survived the late accident, lias been 
gradually improving since his injury, and that 
iiis recovery is considered quite probable. Tiie 
report from him this (Wednesday) morning is 
timt lie is better. Mr. Ulmer is doing well,and 
is in no danger.
The Bath Times of Tuesday explicitly 
denies the statement that Capt. Lincoln Patten, 
uf that city, was master of the yacht Wan­
derer.
The Skater’s Pocket Companion, a com­
plete manucl of the A rt; with hints to learners, 
rules for forming clubs, a full and compile de­
scription of the apparatus for saving life used 
by the Skater's Club of Philadelphia, etc. etc. 
Illustrated. Boston : Mayhew & Baker. 1860.
This isa seasonable little manual, and is fully 
described in the title page. It is for sale by E. 
R. Spear.
Lizzie Wayt, of “  Home Ties ” memory, at­
tempted to cowhide a newspaper reporter in 
Pittsburg last week. She seized the offensive 
individual by his goatee, and lifted her cow­
hide, when lie slapped her face, and though Liz­
zie was assisted by a male friend, the knight of 
the quili came oil' victorious. Lizzie had been 
engaged in a disreputable exhibition which the 
Mayor had stopped, and did not like the report­
er's comments upon it.
Oxygenated B itters.—This is a remedy for 
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and the numerous dis­
orders of the stomach. It was discovered by a 
regular physician, after years of research. It 
is unlike all other medicines, and extracts the 
disease by its roots, leaving no vestiage be­
hind. **
T h e  H orrors of W ar can be materially les­
sened if Army Surgeons will use Bedding’s Rus­
sia Salve in eases of wounds, cuts, bruises, sores 
etc. This Salve is also an excellent remedy for 
burns, scalds, corns, bunions, erysipelas, salt 
rheum, chapped hands, etc.—For sale every­
where for only 25 cents a box.
The porter at the Central House in Portland, 
was caught prying open travellers’ boxes, on 
Thursday night last. The landlord then dis­
covered that the fellow had a trunk full of plun­
der laid by.
Miss Eliza Hamlin, sister of Hon. Hannibal 
Hamlin, died at her residence at Paris on the 
16th, aged 55.
Two Catholic Churches were dedicated in 
Cincinnati, on Sunday, hy Bishop Purcell.
The Belfast Age reports that on the 15th inst. 
a daughter oi Win. Harvey of Swansville, four­
teen years of age, left the house ot her sister to 
return home, but lost her way, and on the 17th 
she was found dead on the bank of a stream 
about a mile from her father e house. She had 
evidently attempted to cross the stream several 
times, lint the ice was not strong enough to 
hold her.
A Bethel correspondent of the Advertiser 
says that snow was four feet deep in the roads 
at that place immediately after the late storm.
At Belfast, two feet, according to the Pro­
gressive Age.
Newell A. Foster, Republican, was on Thurs­
day elected Representative from Portland, in 
place of N. J. Miller, resigned.
“  T rue as the Book. ” —Prentice says, ‘ there 
are two periods when Congress docs no business. 
One is before the holidays, and the otlicrafter.’
F atal A ccident.—A correspondent informs 
us that on the 18th inst., Mr. Charles Abbott, 
of Fairfield, Me., was instantly killed by the 
falling of a tree, while engaged in lumbering 
for Norcross. Saunders &. Co., at Woodstock, 
N. II.
The central republican committee has decided 
to hold the presidential convention in Chicago, 
on the 13th of June next.
A  CARD.
The undersigned, grateful to his friends for their nohie 
ami generous services on the occasion of the burning of 
the Commercial House, takes this earliest opportunity 
to render to them his most hcaitfelt thanks. To the hrave 
and willing Firemen, especially, he expresses his deepest 
obligations, and most profoundly sympathizes with those 
atliicted by tiie terrible accident, which will render the 
night of the lire painfully memorable
Rockland, Dec. 28, 1659.
lost a day !” W e are too prone in 
of childhood to Jisreg-ard the warnings 
mes ami goes, and wc are suddenly 
t pursuits hy the sad and cold reai- 
g old. Then come profitless regrets 
a life misspent, and the demon Remorse follows us up 
down the highways ami bye wavs of lil*-, giving us 
Iter rest nor peace. Some there are who from their 
years seem to have Iiee t acquainted with the 
value of lime. Prominent among those, may be 
m eminent American Chemist, Dr . Ayer of Low- 
Uis life lias been spent in perfecting remedies 
for the diseases incident to our climate, ami his success is 
such as always attends persevering and well directed ef­
fort. Iiis preparations (Cherry Pectoral, Sarsapar­
illa and Cathartic P ills,) are reliable remedies—such 
as can only be produced by long years of patient study 
and research — Fredericton (iV B ) Reporter.
M A N S F I E L D ’S
V E G E T A B L E  H I T I G A T O R .
In preparing this Medicine for public use, ihe author has 
spared neither pains, labor, nor cost, to make it worthy of 
public patronage and a name which it privately claims. 
Its qualities are not produced by a combiioition of cheap 
ingredients, but are the result of a union of superior and 
costly articles. Its real cost is double that of .miny medi­
cines :n the market w h r h pretend to have eqnal excel­
lence -its superiority is bey ond dispute. This statement 
does not test upon my single assertion, but is corroborat­
ed by the teMimcny of the first physicians in Massachu­
setts and Maine, to whom the formula has been presented. 
The great virtue of the Mitigator consists in the extraor­
dinary strength ami perfection to which its composition 
has been carried, *tiid ibis is shown by its rapid, complete, 
and successful operation in cases of neuralgia, pain, swell­
ing and stillness of the joints, rheumati>m, nervous and 
sick headache, scrofula, dyspepsia, bronchitis or sore 
throat, canker and obi ulcerous sores, cramps, cholera, 
dysentery, diarrhea, tlesh wounds, burns, lameness oi the 
back, side or breast, infiamaiion oi the bowels, and all 





Dirigo Engine Company. No. 3, of this city, express 
their very sincere thanks to the members of the city gov­
ernment, Defiance Engine Company, No. 4, Fire King 
Company, No. 5, ot this city, and also to Fire Companies 
State oi Maine, No 3, and Eureka, No. 4, of ThomnatAn, 
in attending the luneral ot J ames F. Sears, our much la­
mented brother fireman.
E. WALKER, Foreman.
Rockland, Dec. 27, 1859.
ally
ii only by Wm. P, Mansfield, Rockland 
i whom all orders must be addressed.
For sale at C. F. Fessenden’s, Rockland, and in c 
orts generally, throughout the couutry.
October 5, 1859. 41 If
^ - B A R K E R ,
BOOK BINDERY
To tiie I i F R R \  B L O C K , T h i r d  S to ry *  where 
he may lie found at all times prepared to attend to all Or­
ders lor Uiuding
M usic, M agazines, N ew spap ers, P e ­
riod ica ls and Pam phlets
of every descriptian in any style desired.
Thankful lor patronage already bestowed, he is iu hopes 
to receive a still larger share.
Rockland, Nov. 30,1659. 48lf
\ \ ' h y  w i l l  y o u  s u t l e r ?
To nil persons suffering from Rheumatism, Neuralgia 
Cramp in the limbs or stomach, Billions Colic, or Tooth­
ache, we say Curtis &. I’erkins’ Cramp and I’aiu Killer is, 
of all others, the remedy you want. It operates like mag­
ic ; it has cured the above complaints in thousands of 
cases after long years of suffering, and when all other rem­
edies that have1 been tried have failed.
For sale iu Rockland by C. I*. FESSENDEN. J. S. 
HALL CO., aud F. G. COOK.
January 18, 1659. ]y4
F. G. COOK’S
CI TY D R U G S T O R E ,
P A L M E R S  B L O C K ,
3IGN BLUE MORTAR.
Wholesale and Retnil Dealer in DRUGS. MEDICINES 
CHEMICALS and PATENT MEDICINES of every ap 
proved Kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES 
SOAPS, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON* 
MACE, FIGS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS, 
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES ami PORTERS 
BURNING FLUID. All ol which will b e  Hold at he 
lowest market prices for c n * h  o r  a p p r o v e d  c r e r  
Rockland. October 7,1857. 4 It.
S. E. BENSON,
D E N T I S T ,
AT UIS R ESID EN C E.
Firm Door from MAIN STREET on PARK STREET 
R ockland ,
(ET All operations warranted
Rockland, Oetober 18, 1859. 43tf
Stage and R ailroad Notice.
STAGES w ill leave ROCKLAND for BATH ever)' morn ing Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2 
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the 
cars leaving at 10.40, A. M-, for Portland and Boston, and 
also connects with the Damarisr.otta and Gardiner Stage.
RE TURNING—Will leave BATII for Wiscasset, Dair- 
ariscotia, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock­
land at ft A. M. Second Stage will leave at 3 P. M. or on 
arrival of the train from Portland and Boston.
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D u iu a r ia c o l ln  
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M. 
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri­
days. passing by Datnariscotta Mills and through Ainu, 
Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi­
ner in time for the Boston train of cars and also the 
Stage for Lewiston. ,  , ,RETURNIN G- Will leave Gardiner for the above nam­
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on tne 
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at Dumaris- 
cotta in season to connect with the Stage , from Bath to 
Rockland. F a r e  § 1 ,2 5 .
j .  T . BERRY te CO., P roprietors 
Rockland July 14. IBM. 29tf
C. P . F E S S E N D E N ,
Druggist and Apothecary,
N O .  5  K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
RO CK LAND. ME.
M A R R I A G E S .
In Tiskilwa. 111., Dec. 14, by Rev. G. Street, at the Recto­
ry, Mr. James C. Dexter, of Providence, 111., to Miss Fannie 
S., daughter of Otis Barrows Esq ,o f this city.
In Belfast, Dec. 14th, by Rev. Dr. Palfrey, Mr. Charles 
Thurston, of Belfast, and Miss Hattie A. Elliott of llart- 
land.
In Dover, N. II., Mr. George Ilodgdnn, of South Ber­
wick. to Miss Abby II. Lloyd of Brooksvillc.
In Damuriscotta, Dec. 1ft, by Rev. S. W. Partridge, Mr. 
Lorenzo Spinney to Miss Mary E. Marr both of Phipsburg.
in Gouhlsboro, Leander Lawrence of Cherry field to Miss 
Susan B. Whitten of Steuben.
D E A T H  S
In this city, 19th inst., of croup, Julia Vesty, youngest 
daughter of Joseph II. and Rooksby M- Flint, liged 1 year, 
5 mouths and 2 days.
No bitter tear lor thee be shed,
Blossom of being, dead and gone.
With flowers alone we strew thy bed 
O, blest departed one,
When all of life, a rosy ray.
Blushed into dawn and pnased away.
In Belfast, Nov. 30th, Mr. Thomas Carter, aged 82 yrs. 
He was a soldier of the Revolution.
In Northport, Nov. 30lh, Miss Emily Stevens, aged 59 
years and 9 months.
In Lincolnville, Dec. 7th, Mr. Abner Heal, aged 78 yrs.
In East Boston, llth  inst., of quick consumption. Capt. 
Robert 1*. Burt lei t, formerly of Mt. Desert, aged 30 years, 
lat master ot schooner Medora.
In Hampden, 11th inst., Capt. James Patten, one af the 
earliest settlers of H , aged 82 years.
In Staten Island, N. Y., Dec 7th, CuU. Clias. Randell, 
of brig C. 11. Kennedy, late of Cutler, aged 34 years.
In Newcastle,21st Mrs. Clara A. Holmes, aged 21 yrs. 
and 3 months.
In Bath, 18th inst., of consumption, Mrs. Abby M. Chip- 
man aged 33 years.
In Wiscassei, 17th inst., Mr. Frederi: F. Roberts, aged 
27 years, 9 months.
In Garland, 20ih inst., at the residence of Thaddeus P. 
Irish. Miss F. Davis, aged 2G years.
lu Mechanic Falls, llth  inst., Francis M. Churchill, aged 
29 years.
In St. John, X. B., llth  ult., Rufus C. Beau, formerly of 
Lewiston aged 45 years
In Boston, 15th inst., Mrs. Hannah Canty, aged 47 y’rs. 
18th inst., Mr. John Emery, formerly of Dixmnut, aged 31 
years; Ellen Pitcher, daughter of J. W. Pitcher, 5 years. 
5 mouths and 11 days.
M A R I N E  J O U R N A L .
POST OF ROCKLAND-
Arrived.
Dec 22d, sells Leo, Pratt, Boston; Mt Hope, Post, do; 
Gen Warreu, Guptill, do; Sarah, Henderson, do; Amanda 
Powers, Smith, Norfolk; Geo & James, McAllister, Bris­
tol. NBj Revolution, Walles, Mathias. 53d, sclirs Alno- 
inuk, Andrews, Bosun; Surah, Elwcll, do; II B Pitts, 
Gregory, do. 24th, sells Sarah Louise, Yeaton, New 
York; Susan T aylor,-----. Brooksville. 25th, barque Car­
oline Ellis s, Ellms, Boston; Monntain Eagle, Pendleton,
do; Minnie Cobb, Ham, Norfolk, sch S E P arker,--------,
Camden. 28th, sch I L Snow, Conary, Boston.
Sailed.
Dec22d, brig Fredk Eugene, Achorn, New York; sclirs 
E in hi a Furbish. Ames, do; 1 C Heiiz- Spoffbrd, do. 24th, 
sells Juslina, Brewster, New York; R Hewett, Bucklin, 
do; Equal, Kellur, Boston. 27th, schs Tiident, Snow, Sa­
vannah; E Arcularius, Snow, Richmond, Va; Sarah, Hol­
d en .-----; Bengal, Hix, New York; Corvo, Holbrook, do;
Chah Wifliam, Mealy, do.
[Reported by A. Parker.]
TENANT’S HARBOR.
A R R I V E D .
Dec 19th, schs Alquisza, Long, Boston; Boston, Haskell, 
do; J H ( ounce, Watts, do; Victory, Murphy, Salem.—
20th, sch Packet,-----. Bangor. 21st, Elmira Aim, flick-
more; Portland. 23d, sch Hampton, Furnham, Boston; 
sloop Eugle, Teal, Georges River.
S A I L E D .
Dee 23d, sch Packet,-----, Providence.
IN PORT, 25th, 6 o’clock PM, schrs Elmira Ann, J H 
Cornice, Victory, Alquiszar, and sloop Eagle.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, barque P R Ilazelline, 
Coombs, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar20th, sch Nautilus, Small, Rock-
THE COMPLIMENTARY
POSTPONED,
r jlI IE  Committee of Arraugements have postponed the 
C O M P L I M E N T A R Y  B E N E F I T  B A L L
to MR. C. F. BARNS, on account of the storm, until 
THNRSDAY EVENING, Dec. 29, to take place ut that 
time in A t l a n t i c  H a l l .
Dancing will commence at 8 o'clock. The music will 
consist ol 1st and 2d Violins, PiaiiOf Trombone, and Cornet 
T I C K E T S  7 5  C E N T S .
Per Order R. A. PaLMER, Secretary.
Rockland, Dec- 27, 1859. lw l
A d m in istra tor’s Sale.
PURSUANT to a license from the Hon. S eder F ales 
1  Judge of Probate, within and for the County of Lin­
coln, I shall sell at public Auction, on the premises, at one 
o’clock P. M., on Tuesday, January 3lst, I860, all the 
right, title and interest which HORACE WILLIAMS, ol 
South Thomaston, had at the time of his death to the ioI- 
lowing disrribed Real Estate, it being the homestead of 
the said Williams, and where he lived ut the time of bis 
death being ilie same premises conveyed to the said Wil- 
liuins by Win. McLoon.
M. W. FARWEI.L, Administrator of said Estate.
8wl
A flieiuru iu  L ibrary.
1’HE annual meeting of the Sliarc-holdera ofthe Ailienamui Library will be holden ai the Library 
Room. MONDAY EVENING, Januaiy 2d, 1860, at 6 1-2 
o’clock, for the choice of ollicers for the ensuing year, and 
the tran-aciion of uny oilier business which may properly 
come before them.
Per Order,
W. 1J. TITCOMB, Secretary. 
Rockland, Dec. 18, 1859. lw l
Correct Likenesses,
T HE subscriber would respectful!}’ inform theHUblic that hr lias takrn flippubli e h e the
O il L im e  R o c k  S i r e n ,  P e r r y ’s B lo c k ,
near the Post Oflice, where he will remain a short time.
All kinds of pictures made from a Cheap Ambrotype to 
a Photograph, and small minaiures enlarged to Cabinet 
or Life Size.
Positive and Negative Collodion for sale.
O ' PLEASE GIVE HIM A Ca LL.
V. C 'T A R B O X , A r t i s t ,
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1859. ltf
T E N  P E R  C E N T .  B O N D S
OF TI1E
City of Saint Joseph. $Eo.
$ 4 3 , 0 0 0  D U E  1 8 7 9 ,
Principal ami Interest payable at American E x­
change Hank, New York.
S T A T E M E N T  O F  TELE
Hartford Fire Insurance Company,
Showing its condition on the first day of November, A. 
D. 1859 ; as made and presented to the Board of Directors 
on the 28th day of November, 1859, and transmitted to the 
Secretary of Stale for the Stale of Maine, in conformity 
with the laws of said State.
CAPITAL STOCK, all paid in in Cash, 
A S S E T S .
Bills receivable for Loans,amply secured, 
Balances on book due from Agents,
Slocks, Bonds and Real Estate as follows, viz : 
Market Value.
Real Estate, $15,000 00
511 Shares Hartford Bank Slock,
Hartford,
400 Shares Phoenix Bank Stock.
Hanford,
100 Shares Connecticut River 
Banking, Co. Stock, Hartford,
200 Shares Exchange Bank Stock,
150 Shares Bank of Ilurlford Co.
Stock, Hartford,
200 shares Charter Oak Bank 
Slock, Hartford,
220 Shares Farmers’ and Mechan­
ics’ Bank Slock, Hartford,
150 Shares Mercantile Bauk Stock,
Hartford,












$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 .
f Gloves and Mittens of 
every kind quality and price, 




A NEW Style and juat the thing for winterwear, and also a very large slock of every kind of
Boots, Shoes Hats, Caps and
F U R S
which are selling very rapidly and at extremely low prices, 
at
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
Rockland, Dec. 22, 1859. 3w52
1000 pairs
315 Shares .Etna Bank Stock, 
Hartford,
177 Shares City Bauk, Stock, 
II a ri ford,
200 Shares American Exchange 
Bank Stock, New York,
200 Shares Bank of Commerce, 
New York,
300 Shares Importers’ and Trad­
ers’ Bank Slock, New York,
300 Shares Bank of America 
Stock New York,
200 Shares Manhattan Company 
Stock, New York,
300 Shares Merchants’ Bank Stock, 
New York,
200 Shares Ocean Bunk Stock, 
New York,
200 Shares Union Bank Slock, 
New York,
100 Shares Bank of North Ameri­
ca Stock, New York,
300 Shares Metropolitan Bank 
Slock, New York.
100 Shares Bluckstone Bank Stock, 
Boston,
100 Slmres Bank of Commerce 
Slock, Boston,
100 Shares Granite Bank Stock, 
Boston,
10 Shares Suflolk Bunk Stock, 
Boston,
100 Shares Hide und Leather Bank 
Stock, Boston,
100 Shares Webster Bank Stock, 
Boston,
100 Shures National Bank Stock, 
Boston,
100 Shares Atlantic Bank Stock, 
Boston,
100 Shares Safety Fund Bank 
Stock, Boston,
100 Shares Boylston Bank Stock, 
Boston,
100 Shares Revere Bunk Stock, 
Boston.
200 Shares Bank of the State of 
Missouri Stock, St. Louis,
200 Shares M erchants’ Bank 
Slock, S t. Louis,
126 Shares Connecticut River 
Company Slock,
20 Shares Connecticut River 
Railroad Company,
100 Shares Hartford and New 
Haven Railroad Company,
20 Bonds Tennessee State Stock, 
6 per cent , payable 1692,
2 Bonds Ohio State Stock, 6 
per cent., payable 1860,
20 Bonds Michigan State Stock, 
6 percent., payable 1863,
10 Shares Missouri Stale Stock, 6
per cent., payable-----
35 Hartford City Bunds, 6 per 














Also.—A large lot of Ladies’ 









of nil descriptions, just received, at
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
Rockland, Dec. 22, 1859. 3w52
GEM OF T H E  N E W  
T H E











1 8 6 0 .
Containing CALENDARS, MEMORANDUM PAGES 
RECIPES, and other matter, multum in parvo. Elegant­
ly illustrated with designs by Billings, engraved by An­
drew. Printed on superior tinted paper. Bound in red 
and gold, blue and gold, gilt edges und sides. It is the 
M o s t U s e fu l  a n d  O r n a m e n t a l  A n n u a l  P u b -  
H a lte d  f o r  t h e  c o in in g  y e a r
P R I C E  2 5  C E N T S .
B O S T O N
A L M A N A C !
I 8 6 0 .
TO CONTAIN
; A PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF TIIE NEW  CHURCH lo 
j be erected for Rev. Dr. Gannett’s Society, on Arling­
ton Street.
I INTERIOR VIEW OF THE SAME 
A PERSPEC1VE VIEW OF ARLINGTON STREET, 
I fronting the Public Garden on the West.
A PLAN OF THE PUBLIC G WIDEN, showing the new 
improvements to be made by the city authorities.
WITH DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES of the above Ulus- 
itious, and all the usual information, Map of Boston,
HURRAH FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
CHRISTM AS COMES
E. R. S
Has got the largest
EVER OFFERED IN
All of which will be sold at the low
BE SURE JsJSfJD
R ockland B
B EFO R E PURCHAS
Rockland, December 8, 1859.
Drugs, M edicines and
DYE STUFFS,
fUST received at
* J. S. HALL te CO.’S,








Just received and for sale low by
J. S. HALL *. CO.,
49tf No. a Spear Block.
Sliakei* H erbs,
&c., tec
P R I C E  2 5  C E N T S .
Published by BROWN, TAGGARD, «fc CHASE, Boston, 
and sold at all usual places in New England. Sent by 
j mail, postpaid, to any part of the United States, on re­













WE offer for sale $43,000 of T f.u Pen Cent. Bonds, i 
sued by ihe City of St. Joseph, Missouri, for the *• Rivi 
and W harf Improvement.” The loan, authorized for ih 
purpose was $ 100,000, of which $50,000 was issued 
1858, und we now offer the balance. The bonds are i 
sued under a special Act of the Legislature, approved hjNi j 
direct vote of the people ; and the payment of principal 
and interest is provided by a Special Tax, which is irre- 
pealable until the bonds are fully paid.
Saint Joseph is situated on the Missouri River, at the 
western terminus of the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Rail­
road, which makes it the gateway 10 the great territories 
of Kansas, Nebraska, Utah, tec., and as it is the most 
western point reached by railroad, it is the great outfitting r- 
point for the new gold regions at Pike’s Peak. From its J 
geographical position, it must always command a large j 
share of the Hade with the vast country which stretches 
beyond it to the Rocky Mountains
it is the second city in Missouri, ranking next to St. !
Louis, in population and commercial importance. Iis tax- 1
able properly has increased over $750,000 in the Inst year, Hartford,
Mid Hie city revenue ha* increased over twenty-five per Personally appeared II. HUNTINGTON, President,Mid 
cent, during u e  same nme. Its erowtl) is rapid, sul.slau- TlMO. U. ALLVN, Secretary of lire Hbove named Hart- 
Hal and legitimate. The population now exceeds SI2,000. f„rd Fire Insurance Company, and severally made uall, 
ihc tsixable proper!) i* four and one quarter millions ol that the above statement, uy them subscribed, is, in their 
I"-1 “'*■ “".d lh,.t eross revenue for the present year exceed, belief, true. Before me,$:)2,0U0. Its financial affairs are managed in the most con­
servative manner, and the rate of taxation is only six mills 
on the dollar, including both general und sptcial taxes. j 
We invite the attention of capitalists, and parties who ! 
desiie a sound security, ut a high rule of interest, to this 
loan.
Orders per mail will recc 
liter information apply to
SPENCER, VILA & CO.
13, Congress St . Bos r
’he entire amount of outstanding Risks, $47,968,481,00 
io Premium Notes held by this Company.
H. HUNTINGTON, President. 
TIMO. C. ALLYN, Secretary.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, 4
rd, C ounty , ss. >
ford, Dec 5th, 1859. J
; prompt attontion. For fur-
S T A T E M E N T  O F  T H E  
d o  a w a y  F u t  f a s u c o A ic e  d o .., 
OF CONWAY, MASS.,
O il tin* F i r s t  d a y  o f  N o v e m b e r*  1 8 5 9 .
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
OF T11E
\n v  Eii»iuud Fire ami Marine lus. Co.
of H artford, on the 1st of Nov. 1859.
; Capital Stock, $200,000 00
: Capital Stock paid in* 200,000 00
The Assets of the Company are as follows •.
FANCY GOODS,
F or the Coining
W , Si, K E E liE ,
No. 2 Perry’s New Block,
Lime Rock Street, 2 Doors West of Post Ofli< 
Rockland, Dec. 11, 1859. 51tl
No. 3 Spear Block.
T o  the H o n . B eder F a l e s , J u d g e  o f  Probate  
f o r  the C o u n ty  o f  L in c o ln .
G AMANDA HEALEY, Administratrix of the Estate • of Dodge Healey late ol Thomaston in said County 
deceased, respectfully represents, that the Personal Estate 
of the said deceased is not sufficient by the sum of five 
hundred dollars to answer the just debts and charges of 
Administration : she therefore prays that she may he 
powered and licensed to sell and convey so much of the 
Real Estate hf the said deceased as may he sufficient to 
raise the satd sum with incidental charges.,either at public 
or private sale.
C. AMa NDA HEALEY.
LINCOLN, SS.— At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset, 
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the 6th day 
of December, A. 1). 1859.
On the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the said Pe­
titioner giv^ notice to all persons interested in said Estate, 
that they may appear at a Court ol Probate, to be holden 
at Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the 1st Tues­
day of January next, by causing a copy of said Petition, 
with this Order, to be published in the Rockland Gazette, 
printed at Rockland in said County, three weeks succes­
sively previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate. 
A ttest;—E. Foote, Register.
A true copy—Attest :—15. Foote, Register. 3w51
BUT ONCE A YEAR.
PEAR
S t o c k  o f  G o o d s  f o r




o ok  Store,
IN G  E L SE W H E R E .
DRUGS, MEDICINES
C H E M I C A L S !
r HAVE juat returned from Boaton, with the largest and best assorted Stork ever offered before In this City.— 
Bought at the lowest Cash Mark, I will sell at an honor­
able profit.
F. G. COOK, City Drug Store. 
Rockland, October 27, 1859. 44tf
Lard Oil and Sperm Candles,
n  ECEIVED this day, at
1A 47tf F. G. COOK’S City Drug Store.
Curtis’ Cure for Baldness.
DOR Ml. , t F c  COOK’S,
1 47,r Ciiy-Diug Store.
Spald ing’s Prepared C lue,
F ° .a le  atDlllnS G'“ "’ Ear,heu »"* Wooden Ware, for 
17lf F- ° .  COOK'S, City Drug Store.
A nother Invoice
Q F  Draga, nod Pa.ent Medicine, i m M  this day at 
47lf CITY DRUG STORE.
Swedish Leaches.
FOR sale, ai F. q . COOK’S,City Drug Store.
Great Bargains.
rpHE Subscriber wishing to close out his
J_ large Stock of
BOOTS, SHOES, BOBBERS,
HATS, CAPS, FURS,
F U R J Y 1 S H I J Y G G  G O O D S ,
offers them to purchasers at gr sally reduced prices
F O R  6 0  D A Y S .
Persons in want of anything in this line will do well to 
call before purchasing elsewhere as the goods will all be 
sold at some price in the next 60 days
G W. KIMBALL, J r.,
N o . 7 K i m b a l l  B lo c k . 
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1859. 50tf
90 KEROSENE OIL. 90
mHB Subscribers are selling Downer’s Kerosene Oil in 
1_ quantities of five gallons and upwards for ninety
Silver Soap.
i jTOR polishing Silver dee., at45tf F. G. COOK’S, City Drug Store.
WINTER
P. J. KIRKPATRICK.




l a d ie s  & m is s e s
H a t s ,D r e s s
Comprising every variety of
Style and Material to be found in the Market. 
ALSO—A large assortment of 
R ib b o n * , F e a t  h e r n ,  F lo w e r s .  R u c h e s ,  She-* 
neal.n , E d g in g * , G lo v e* . C a p *  a n d  
IIe a d -D re * * c * .
A general assortment of W o r m e d  G o o d s, dec., which 
will be sold at the very lowest cash prtces.
A choice selection of
M OURNING GOODS
hand, at prices satisfactory to the purchaser.
Amount of Capital, paid up,
Amount at Risk,
Amount of Cash on hand nnd in Bank,
Ai..omit of Cash in hands of Agents,
Real Estate unincumbered,
Bank Stock owned by Company,
Market '





Ila‘" |,‘len' an‘l Clir,on' 1,lu",cr> : 50 .h u e ,  Hide <V Leather Bank, of
RICHMOND—Sid 22d,sUi. Gertrude Ho,ton, Myers. ; * * * “ :
und si H Allen. Baker, B>
Ar 19th, sell Josiah Achorn, Newell, Nova Scotia. Sid 
sell Medora, Rhoades, Providence.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d, sch Hardscrabble, Packard, Provi­
dence.
Ar JPili, sch Florence, Jameson, New York.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, brig Waterloo, Condon, Elizabeth 
port.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Mauritius Oct 15th, Kate Sweetland, Spalding, 
Callao.
Ar at Valparaito 7lh ult, Charles A Farwell, Williams, 
Liverpool July 24 (and aid 12th for Caldera).
DISASTERS.
Sell Josiali Hnthorn, (of Bangor) Veaey, from Philadel­
phia for Salem before reported got ashore in the gale J7»It 
inst, on Squau beach, 12 miles south of Squall, and is a to­
tal wreck, the crew barely escaping with their lives, losing 
all their clothing, tec.
SPOKEN.
No dale, lat 13 54, Ion 50. was seen brig Baltic, (of Cam­
den) Hooper, from Minatitlan lor Hamburg.
C H E A P  GASH S T O R E .
O P P O S I T E  B E R R Y  B L O C K ,
LAY be had Confectionary, Nuts, Raisins, Figs, Sugar’d 
J l  Corn, Popping Corn, Apples by the Barrel or Bu.-hel, 
Nutmegs, Cinnamon, Cloves, Tea. Coffee, Saleratus, Salt, 
Mustard, Ginger, Starch,Candles, Chemical and Common 
Bar soap, Tobacco, Matches, Brooms Ac., C h e a p  fo r  
U a * li. u n t i l  N e w  Y e a r* , a t  R e d u c e d  P r ic e * .  
Rockland, Dec. 28, 1859. 3wJ
hares Conway Bauk, of Con- 
Bank,{ 10 shares Grei 
Greenfield,
Amount loaned on pledge 
held by the Company, to wit:
On 274 shares Conway Bank, of 
Conway, ' S
On 24 shares Greenfield Bank, of 
Greenfield.
On 48shares Franklin County Bank 
of Greenfield,
n 51 shares Holyoke Bank, of 
Northampton,
Ou 5 »li ires Northampton Bunk, of 
Northampton.
On 10 shares Springfield Bank, of 
pringfield,
On 10 shures John Hancock Bank, 
of Springfield,
On 18 shares Exchange Bank, of 
Boston,
On 10 shares Bank North America, 
of Boston,
On 20 shares Mechanics* Bank, of 
Worcester.
On 12 shares Am. Exchange Bunk, 
of New York City,
On 4 shares Bunk State New York, 
of New York City,
On 20 shares St, Mary’s falls Ship 
Canal Co.,
On 17 shares Boston te Worcester 
Railroad Co.,







10.000 00 10,400 00
1,100 00
---------- $16,332 00








100 Shures Bank of 
Commerce Slock, N.
York, $10,000 00
100 Shures Continental 
Bank Slock, N. Y. 10,000 00
100 Shares Park Bunk 
Stock, N. Y., 10,000 00
100 Shares Bank of 
the S ure  ol New
York, New York, 10,000 0U 10,300 00




itan Batik Slock, N.
York,
50 Shares Bank of X.
York Stock, N. Y.,
100 Shares Ocean Bank 
Stock, New York,
50 Shares National 





50 Shares Bunk of 
( ommerce Slock,
Boston,
iv t  x  y  o  IS . S3 M -
OYSTER SALOON,
N O . 2 P E R R Y ’S N E W  B L O C K ,
u Iltck Street, 2 Door- West of Post Office.
I f .  I I .  K E E A ’E ,
LINCOLN, SS.—At u Court of Probate, held at Wiscas­
set, within and for the County of Lincoln, on the sixth 
day ol December, A. 1). 1859.
M A RY  LOUISA IIa RTHORN named Executrix in a 
i l l  certain instrument purporting to he the last will and 
testament of AARO v IIATHORN, late of Cushing, in 
said County, deceased, having presented the same for Pro­
bate :
Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice to all 
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
posted up iii some public place in the town of Cushing and 
by publishing the same in the Gazette printed at RocKland 
three weeks successively, ihal they may appear at a Pro­
bate Court to be held at Wiscassei, in said County, on 
tile third day of January next, and, shew cause, if any 
they have, why the said instrument should not be proved, 
appoved, and allowed as the last will und testament of 
said deceased.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A true Copy—A ttest:—E. Foote, Register. 3w51
A. II,
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1859.
KIMBALL & CO.
46 It
N. B. The market is full of bogus Oils purporting to 
be Kerosene, and persons are liable to be cheated if they 
are not careful; by purchasing of ui they will gel the 
genuine article. 46
I. Nov. 23, 1859. 6w48*
Sole Leather-
A PRIME article of Buenos Ayers Leather,ju s t  received aud for sale low  by
A. H. KIMBALL & Co.
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1859. 50 if
Groceries and Provisions.
A CHOICE assortment of the above for aalo
LX very low, viz:
Granulated and Crushed dugars, 11 cts. per lb.
Coffee Crushed, 10
Havana Brown, 9 1-2
Rice, 5 “
and other things in proportion bv
A. II. KIMBALL te CO.







2,500 00 2,500 00
A
V A L U A B L E
CURIOSITY
May be seen and purchased at the CHEAP CASH STORE 
opposite Berry’s Block.
Ruck laud, Dec. 27, 1859. Swl
R o c k la n d  F ir o  a n d  M arin o
IN S U R A N C E  COMPANY.
T H E  a n n u a l mcnting of the Stockholders of 
I  this Company will be held at their office, on MON­
DAY. January 9th, 1860, at two o’clock, P. M., for ihe 
choice of Dltectcrs, and any other business that may le­
gally come belore said meeting.
Per order.
M. SUMMER, Secretary.
Rockland, Dec. 27. 1659. 2wi




Amount loaned on 4 Bonds f$ 1,000 each) 
First mortgage of tin* Peoria te Bureau 
Valley RuiltuaJ Co. of 111., bearing eight 
per cent interest,
Amount loaned on mortgage of Real Estate, 
Amount notes secured by lien on real and 
personal estate,
Amount all other securities,
Amount interest accrued,
L I A B I L I T I E S .
Losses adjusted and due. None.
Losses adjusted and not due,
Losses reported upon which the liability of 
Co is not determined,
Amount ol all other claims against the Co. 
being for unclaimed dividends.
D. C.
I COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, ^
F ranklin, ss., [-
Conway, Nov. 29th, 1859.)
| Personally appeared DAVID C. ROGERS, Secretary of 
the Conway Fire Ins. Co., and made oa.li that the forego 
! ing statement bv him subscribed, is, in his belief, true. 
Before me,
F. E. PATRICK, J 
E .  H .  C O C H R A N , A g e n t .
stise of the Peuce.
Swl
W IN T E R
A R R A N G E M E N T .
p R .\N E  A CO.’S Express will leave Rockland for Port- ; 
'  / laud and Boston, via Bath, every Tuesday and Friday 
morning.
Returning— W ill leave Boston Every Monday and 
\> ednesday evenings, arriving in Rockland every Wednes- i 
day and Friday mornings, proceeding to Bangor same d..ys !
The Messenger leaving Rockland for Bangor Wednes- 
!}u- roomings, will receive business for Boston, to be done 
b\ a Messenger from Bungor by Cars direct to Boston.— 
Making ny ihe above arrangement
1  h r c c  t h r o u g h  ExprcHMC* w e e k ly  to  B u x to n .
Business for Portland will be attended to.
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
o r  THE
S P R I N G F I E L D  F I R E  A N D  M A R I N E
I N S U R A N C E  C O M P A N Y .
O n  th e  F i r s t  clay o f  N o v e m b e r ,  1 8 5 9 .
In Conformity with the Laws of the Stale of Maine.
Capital Stock r.ll paid in, $200,000 00
Surplus over Capital, ,233,086 68
5q Shares Merchant’s 
Bauk »tock. Boston, 
100 Shares jEinii Bunk 
Slock, Hartford,
100 Snares Mercantile 
Bank Stock, Halt- 
lord,








5.000 5o 5,100 00 
10,800 00
10,000 00 10,000 00
3,000 00 3,030 00
1,500 00
onus oi) Mortgages of Real Estate 
(U t Lien,) 33,fcOO 00
nans on pledge of Bank Stocks 
and Bonds, 16,700 00
('ash on hand, 5,446 30
Cash in hunds of Agents and in 
transit, 7,959 II
All other investments iuctudiug ac­
credited interest unpaid, 58.574 09
Total Assets, November 1st, 1859, 
L I A B I L I T I E S
For Losses reported adjusted and 
unadjusted, including $2490 sup­
posed caused by arson, $2010 of 
which since settled for $250, $9,253 87
Amount of all other claims not ex­
ceeding 1,000 00
rtmeiil of NEW YORK
Confectionery mid Sugar Toys,
Nuts. Fruits, Raisins, Prunes, Currants, Figs, Dates «fcc., 
as the market affords.
ALhO,—Some of the best brands of A I  ,K  manufac 
lured, namely : Flemming’s Golden ALE, Taylor’s, Boyd 
te Brothers, Massy’s, Collins, Mnckintire’s, M. Vassers «fc 
Co.’s
B A L E  A N D  A M B E R  A L E ,
constantly on draught and for sale. ALSO,—Meakin’s 
I.Million Pale Ale and Porter, a superior article. ALSO,— 
It. By ass A. Hibbert’s London Porter for sale by the bottle 
| or rank.
ALSO,—A geod assortment of Pickles, Olives, Limes,
I Capers, Ketchup, Olive Oil, Mustard, Pepper Sauce, 
Brandy Peaches and Cherries, Extracts, Syrups, 
Jellies, Jams, Orange Flower Water, Itcse 
W ater. Lemon Syrup, Tumutiuds. Clium- 
paigne Cider, Tobacco, Cigars, Sar­
dines, Cooking Extracts, tec.
Meerschaum Pipes and Cigar Tubes,
PORT MONa IES and CIGAR CASES.
Leather Bags, and Purses. Fancy Bracelets, Cologne, and 
Parian linages, Hair Oil. Perfumeries, Soaps,
Tooth Powders, tec.
| Together witty a large assortment of
T O Y S  A N D  F A N C Y  A R T I C L E S ,
Rockland, Dec. 15, 1859 51 if
W. E. TOLMAN
Agent fo r  the Sale o f
C'oDiunissioiicr’s Notice.
examine all claims of creditors .o the 
Estate of Russell S Heuly, late of Kockland, in said Coun­
ty of Lincoln, deceased, represented insolvent; and six 
months are hereby allowed to the said creditors for bring­
ing in their claims. Notice is heieby given that we shall ... .i... -tu  ^ ..r ol. /iyer, in sani Kocklanu. ou
the first FRIDAY of February, April und June 1860, from 




Rockland, Dec. 12, 1859, *6m51
Flour, Flour.
"THE nest brands of Genessec and Ohio Flour ache, 'niiiou. Affection... yc. 
-T for sale at a very small advance trom cost, by October 28, lc59.
A. II. KIMBALL te CO.
Dec. 11859. 49tl ; --------
C oughs, C olds, IIoxrsenkss and 
Influ en za , I rr ita tio n . So reness , or 
any affection of the T hroat CURED, 
the I Iackinq Cough In Consum ption , 
Bro n ch itis , W hooping  Cough , Asth­
ma, C atarrh , relieved by BROWN’S 
BRONCHIAL TROCHES, or Cough  
Lozenges .
“ A simple and elegant combination for Coughs, tec.
Dr . G. F. Big elo w , Boston. 
'■'Have proved extremely serviceable fo r  H oarseness.”  
R ev . H enry W ard Beech er .
** / recommend their use to P ublic  S pea k er s .”
R ev . E. H. C h a pin , New York.
4* Meat salutary relief in  Br o nchitis .”
R ev . ri. S e iq f r ie d , Morristown, Ohio. 
st Benpjicial wh°n Compelled tc speak, suffering from  
Cold .” R ev . S. J. P. Anderson , St. Louis.
*l Effectual in  removing Hoarseness and irritation o f  
the Throat, so common with S peakers and S in o ers .” 
Prof. M. STACY JOHNSON, LaGrunge, Ga. 
Teacher of Music, Southern Female College, 
“ (ircat benefit when taken before and after preaching, 
as they prevent Hoarseness, trom  their past effect. I 
think they will be o f  permanent advantage to me ”
R ev . E. Bo w ley , A. M., 
President Athens College, Tenn. 
Sold by all Druggists, at 2 3  cents per box.
Also, Brown’s  L axative  T roches, or Cathartic Loz- 
, for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Head-
6 in 44
Kerosene Lamps. MRS. WINSLOW,
^  F U L L  asso rtm en t; o f  K erosene  L am ps W ith : An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, present* to
the latest improvement, from 50 cents 
received and for sale, by
A. II. KIMBALL & CO.
the attention of mothers her
A d m iiiistra tor’s Sale.
Currants, Citron & Raisins
ATUK DAY, the fourteenth day of January A. D. 1860, 
t the dwelling house occupied by the subscriber, in Rock­
land, so much of the Real Estate of the lute Edmund Gro­
ver us will raise the sum of six hundred dollars. Said 
Real Estate, consists of a lot of land and buildings there­
on situated in Rockland, and bounded Southerly by Cam­
den Street ; Westerly by Cedar Street ; Easterly by land 
of ri. Manning and Northerly by la id of L. Rhoades.
LUCY GROVER, Administratrix.
Rockland, Dec, 8, 1959. 3w51
SOLD AGAIN.
HAVING recently sold to N. H. IIALL, Botanic Drug­gist, my enliro stock of Medicines, crude and coin-j T , . r . v c  / xxT‘'rr . r  , ,
pound, 1 hereby inform my friends that hereafter all my | A L>» A l o  UN MAiND and tor Stile t>y 
compounds prepared by myself will be sold by him di- j  ^ A. II. KIMBALL <fe_Co
rectly, under my office. | Dec. 7, 1859. 50 t
DR. C. II. COFFRAN.
N. B. Having made an agreement with him to com­
pound said Medicines my self, the public may be assured 
of obtaining genuine articles, C. 11. C.
Rock and, Dec. 14, 1859. 8w51
. Apples.
choice selected New York Ap-
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
Crockery and Glass Ware For C hildren T eeth ing ,
/CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale at the Which greatly facilitates the process ol teething, by sofe- 
U  lowest prices, ull kinds of Crockery and Glass Ware. guins, rediicing all intUmation—will allay ALL1 PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will rest to yourselves, and 
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
We have pul up and sold • th is artic le  for over ten 
years,and can say , in co N -fj^  fid en c e  and t r u t h  of It, 
what we have never been,.— able to  say o f any o ther 
medicine— NEVER Hasj- J  IT.FAILED IN a SINGLE 
INSTANCE, TO E F F E C T .^  A CURE, w heu timely 
used. Never did we know|-L| an instance o f  uissaiisfac-
i     l  
A. II. KIMBALL & CO.
49lfDec. 1, 1859.
Lard, Hams and Cheese.
U'XTKA BOSTON CURED HAMS,
Pd FIRST QUALITY LEAF LARD,
PRIME VERMONT CllEESE,
For sale low by
A. II. KIMBALL &. Co.
Dec. 7, 1859. 50 tf
Golden Syrup.
A VERY NICE ARTICLE, for sale by





Amount at Risk, Oct. 1, 1859, $4,134,983 U0
Premium Notes—none,
GEORGE D. JEW ET T, Secretary. 
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 19, 1859.








La d ie s  and g e n t s  whotrip the light lantastic 
toe may be pleased to know 
that they can find a good as- 
ortmeut of dancing pumps, 
boots and slippers at 







At Wholesale und Retail, at Boston Prices.
Cor. of Main and Lime Rock Sts. 
Rockland. Nov. 22, 1H59. _________
Figs and Raisins
f  A  URUMS NEW  FIGS. Also, NEW RAISINS, 
in Whole, llalfuml Uuurier Uo\es, tit 
4w5I W. E. TOLMAN’S.
VT E W F I G S ,  O It A N G E SOTHER LARGE LOT OF GENTS’ j ] \  E
Fur Coats and Collars Lemons and Raisins,
of all kinds and qualities just received at
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
3w52Rockland, Dec. 22, 1859.
Somethin"' Xew.
m ilE  Zouave Hats, also a 
X new style of Mole Skin 
Hats, just received at 
T .A . W ENTW ORTH’S.
—C. L. C rane , an 
w ill give their personal attention 
business en tru sted  to their care.
M o n e y , P a c k a g e s ,  O r d e i  
warded, and D r a f t*  a n d  H il l  
Loomis T aylor .
•I Georoe if  Y eaton , 
as lar as possible to all Li
*, rd«'i*H a n d  F r c i n l i t  for
B *  collected.
C. L. C rane .
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent.
N o . 2 B e r r y ’* B lo c k ,  (L’p  S ta i r * . )
Ovei E. Barrett’s, l)ry Goods rilnre. 
Rockland. December 27, lft59. ltf
To w hom  it m ay concern .
THIS (’priifies that my minor eon. HIRAM II.riTET 'O ?!, is, from and after this date, free io act, 
trade and do business for himself, and that 1 shall hereaf­
ter claim none of his earnings nor pay any debts of his 
contraction. GEORGE STETSON.
Rockland, Dec. 27, 1859. Swl*
Instructive Lectures.
D R . CHARLES F R E N T Z , o f  G erm any,
expected here JANUARY 4lh, to give a Free Lecture,
-Hentnl Science and Human \a tu re ,
at A T L A N T IC  1 IA A L . These Lectures will be il­
lustrated with a very large and aplrndid collection of pic- 
tuies oi distinguished men and women The ladies and 
gentlemen of RocuiHnd ure earnestly invited to attend the 
First Lecture. Boys are positively not admitted to the 
Free Lecture. oW|
A**cl* n* fo l lo w * :
Real Estate owned by the Com­
pany, $33,308 4'
Bans on Improved Real Estate, 
secured by Mortgage, within the 
Commonwealth ol Muss., 127,706 7
Cash on hand, 6,490 5;
Cash in hands of Agents and oth­
ers, in course of transmission,
1520 rihares Bank Stock,
613 Shares Railroad Stock,
Railroad Bonds at Mmkct Value,
Loans on Personal and Collateral 
Security,
Office Furniture, Library, &c.,
All other Investments,
TRAPPERS / ’A S H .and the Highest prices
O T3 r\r% *1 paid for MINK, FOX and 
O l O D  OC X iB c iC l .  MUSKRAT SKINS, bv 
r  T. A. WENTWORTH
LADIES the quality  and prices  
of the Tippets now on exhib­
ition at WENTWORTH’S, 








Warren, Dec. 15, 1859.
T slia y .
the 15th inst., s
Amount of all 
Claims,
Amount of Outstanding Fire 
Risks,
Amount required to Re-insure 
ull Fire Risks,
$433,086 68 $433,086 68 






I CONVENIENT Dwelling House, in the 
.V pleas silt viliage of South Thomaston 
• with Garden, Well of water tec. Also a 
Cook Stove and Household Furniture, (if desired.) The 
above must be sold by 'he first of March next, Hnd can be 
purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN, if applied for soon, 
for Cash, Approved Credit, or in e\i hange for Neat Stock, 
Domestic Goods or other movable property.
JOEL ADAMS.
So. Thomaston, Nov. 24, 1859. 49tf
ut R. M. PILLSBURY’S.
Dec. 14,1859. 3w5I
A nnual Meeting of the
GKOEGES i m m K G J g  GO.
rp H E  Stockholders of the Georges Insurance Company 
■L are hereby norified that ihe Annual Meeting of said 
Company will be held at their office, in Thomaston, on 
MONDAY, January 2, I860, at one o’clock, P. M., for the 
purpose of making choice of seven Directors and to attend 
to such other business ns may legally come before said 
meeting.
C. PRINCE, Secretary.
Thoinasloo, Dec. 13, 1859. 3\v51
For Sale or Exchange.
m ilE  subscriber offers for snle, or in exchange for a farm 
I  in the country, his dwelling house situated on Lime 
Rock rit., near Brown’s Coiner. Said House is a 1 1-2 
story house with Ell and Stable. The lot contains fifty 
one rods. It is an excellent stand, (perhaps the best in 
the State) for a blaeksmiih, the occupant’s present busi­
ness.
W . RUSSELL.
Rockland, Oct. 1, 1859. 41 6m*
T o  the J u d g e  o f  P robate w ith in  a n d j'o r  the C oun­
t y  o f  L in c o ln .
SARAH H. ANDREWS, Administratrix of the Estate of E i.lis  An d rew s , late of Rockland in said Countv, de­
ceased, respectfully represents, That the Personal Estate 
of the said deceased is not sufficient by the sum. ot seven 
thousand dollars to answer ihe just debts and charges ol 
Administration : she therefore prays that she may he em­
powered and licensed to sell ami convey so much of the 
Real Estate of the said deceased as may be sufficient to 
! the said sum with incidental charges.
SARAH II. ANDREWS.
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset, 
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the 6th day 
of December, A. D. 1859.
On the foregoing Petilirn, Ordered, That the said 
Petitioner give notice to ull persons interested in said Es­
tate, that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to be 
holden at Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the 
first Tuesday of January next,by causing a copy ofsaid Pe­
tition, with this order, to be published in the Rockland 
Gazette, printed ut Rockland in said County, three weeks 
successively, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate. 
A ttest:—E. Foote. Register.
A true copy—A ttest:—E. Foote, Register. 8w51
Siiei'ifT’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, L incoln , ss . ) 
November, 29, 1859. )
I^AKEN on Execution, wherein Gardner Hahn of Wal- doboro’, in said County, is the creditor and Christian 
Schweier, nnd John G. Schwaier, late of said Waldoboro” 
are the debtor.i, and will be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, 
on the sixth day of January, A. D. i860, at ten o’clock. A. 
M., at the office of John II Kennedy, Esq., in said Wul- 
doboro’, all the right in Equity which ihe said Chri>tian 
Schweier has or had on the eighteenth pay of April A 1). 
1859, of redeeming the following described lot of Real 
Estate situate in sail Waldoboro’, bounded and described 
us follows, viz: beginning at the road leading to Borne- 
man’s Mills in said Waldoboio’, ou the West side of said 
road nt laud of Edgar Day ; thence Westerly by land of 
said Day to the Medoinuk River ; thence Southerly by said 
river to land of Gorlina Ludwig ; thence Easterly by land 
of said Ludwig to land of John Hock; Ihence northerly 
by said Hocks’ land to laud of Mary Ann Welt, and lo 
hnd of said Schweier; thence Easterly by land of said 
Mary Ann to the said road ; thence Northerly by said road 
to the boundary bugun at, containing all that piece of land 
purchased by said Schweier of the late Dr. William Lud­
wig, excepting one ncre conveyed by said Schweier to 
John Hock. Also excepting one acre conveyed to Mary 
Ann Welt, by said Schweier.
3w51 JOHN RICHARDS, Deputy Sheriff*.
Lamp Oil.
A VERY Superior article of Sea Elephant Oilmuch better than Whale Oil, for snle nt 
$ 1 .0 0  P E R  G A L L O N ,
By A. H. KIMBALL A Go.
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1859. 50 tf
child from pnm, but invig- 
bowels, corrects acidity,
R L -J j  Pi
Portland Crackers.
AKE'S Celebrated Crackers and Extra
ilot Bread, constantly on hand and for sale only by
A. II. KIMBALL & Co.
kland, Dec. 7, 1859. 50 tf
No liability to Banks or individuals, 
except Office Expenses.
(Signed) WILLIAM CONNER, Ju., Secretary.
RICHMOND’S
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, )  
H ampden  County , > 
November 12, 1859.)
Subscribed—Sworn to before me. N
(Signed) SAMUEL S. DAY, Justice of the Peace. 
Swl E. I I . COCHRAN, Agent*
CALF & THICK BOOTS,
! For sule only at
COBB, WIGHT & CASE’S.
I Rockland, Oct. 19, 1659. 43tf
WILLIAM F. JOY,
Shipping and Commission
TO S m i t l i ’ii W h a r f ,  c o r n e r  o f  P r a t t  S t r e e t ,
BALTIMORE, Md.
Attends specially to purchasing and shipping Grain, 
Flour. While Ook Ship Plank, Locust Treenails, and to 
sales of Lumber, Ice <fco.
Freights and Charters procured.
Refers to Messrs. HITCHCOCK, FLYE te CO. Damar- 
iscotta *, DANIEL LEWIS te CO. Boston.
November 29, 1859. 49tf
Men’s Rubber Boots.
IPOR §3 50. Also a nice article of Men’s TUiek Souls for 82.50. For ,ale by
A. H . KIMBALL & CO.
Dec, 1, 1859. 49lf
Fine Feed and Shorts.
A A A  LBS. Fine Feed and Shorts. Oats, Rye, 
J A / t v V / U  Barley, Wheal Meal, and Buck Wheat 
Flour ill store and for sale by
O. B. FALES.
Rockland, Dec. 1, 1859 4 9 tf__
/TNE THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR
Instructions in a profitable business, and tools found 
fer only $15. We will send by express to any part of the 
country on recoipt of $15, a full set of Watchmakers’ 
Tools, with printed instructions for taking apart, denning, 
and putting together all the various kinds of Watches now 
in u*»•. These instruction* were originally written by a 
celebrated London Watchmaker, and given to one of the 
subscribers, who has been in the. business several years, 
earning from one thousand to fifteen hundren dollars a 
year, and never receiving any knowledge of the business 
from any other source. These instructions are so explicit 
that any man of ordinary talent can clean a watch as 
well as the best watchmaker.
Address THOMPSON te CO.,
No. 7 Trcmont Row, Room No. 3, 
4W50 Boston, Mass.
IJ irO IC T W T  NOTICE
TO
C a lifo r n ia _ P a ssen g er s .
m H E OLD ESTABLISHED LINE to California, con- 
1  necting with the Steamers of the
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
have removed their Office in New York to the New Pier of 
the
North Atlantic Steamship Company.
Foot of CANAL STREET, North River, whence will be 
despatched, on the
5th  and 20th  o f  each M onth,
one of the North Atlantic Steamship Co’s well known 
and commodious Steamers
Adriatic, Itnltic, and Atlantic,
of 4000 tons and upwards, formerly of the Collins Line to 
Europe, known to be unrivulled for
C apacity, Speed and Comfort!
Connecting, via the Panama Railroad, with the splendid 
steamers of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
G OLDEN AG E, GOLDEN GATE, 
JO H N  L. ST E P H E N S & SONORA.
N. B.—This is the ONLY Line having an EXTRA 
STEAMER, ALWAYS at Panama, thus insuring no de­
tention.
Rates of Fare as low as by any other Line, and NO EX­
TRA expense at PANAMA.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
On account of the numerous frauds nnd impositions on 
Travellers, those bound to California are cautioned to buy 
tickets at the only authorized Agencies of the N. A. te P 
M. ri. Cos
T ic k e t*  muMt b e  *i^ue«I b y  o n e  o f  t l ic  C o m ­
p a n y ’* a g e n t ’ll b e f o r e  they will be recognized by 
the AGENT at PANAMA ; and Tickets, thus signed, can 
be obtained at the only authorized Agency tor the N. A 
.v P M. Steamship Companies, where State Rooms and 
Berths can he secured, viz: at the old established Office, 
well known for ten yeais past,
16 ftroad S treet, U oston.
C. L. BARTLETT.
rjp H e sure and observe the. Name and Number.
G. W. BERRY-, Agent for Rockland. 
Boston, Nov. 15, 1859. Iy48
ure delighted with its oper- K"1 alions, and speak in term* 
of highest commendation^^ of its magical effects and 
medical virtues W espeak^^  in this matter “  w h a t  w e  
do  k n o w ,”  after ten year’s * ^  experience, a n d  p l e d g e
OUR REPUTATION FOR T l l E W  FULFILMENT OF WHAT WS 
HERE DECLARE. In alinost^r every instance where the 
infant is suffering from p a in ^ i  and exhaustion, relief will 
be found in fifteen or iw e u -H  ty minutes after the syrup 
is administered. m  This valuable prepara­
tion is the prescription o :> 4  one of the most INEXPE­
RIENCED and riKILL-r . FUL NURSES iu New 
England, und has been usedu1 with n e v e r  failing sue-
THO USA NDS® OF CASES.
It not only relieves the 
orates the stomach and'
and gives tone and energy to the whole system, 
will almost instantly re-CT2 lie/e
I E |>  BOWELS, AND 
S D ^  COLIC,
and overcome convulsions,^^ which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. We J  believe it the ns*T and 
SUREST REMEDY IN T H E ^  w o r l d , in all case s  of 
DYSENTERY AND D l-0 ^  ARRHCEA IN CHIL­
DREN, whether it arises^—  from teething, or from any 
other cause. We w ould^4 say to every mother who 
has a child suffering fro m ^ j any of the loregoing com­
plaints—do  NO r  LER YOUR PREJUDICES, NO* TUB PBE-
jU D iCE s o n  o t h e r s , standy^ between your suffering 
child and the relief t h a t |^  will be SURE—yes. AB­
SOLUTELY riURE— to m follow the use of this med­
icine, if timely used. Fuil_-t directions for using will 
accompany each bottle.—U J  None genuine unless thefac 
simile ol CURTIS Jc PER-P^ KINS, New-York, is ou 
the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists through-fcsj out the world.
Principal Office, No. 13^5 Cedar St., New-York.
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. J . S. HALL te 
CO., and F. G. COOK.
January 18, 1859. ly-4
Kerosene Lamps.
T) ECEIVED .hit. day per Sleuincr M. Snuford, another 
rv  invoice of K e ro m -n e  L n u ip a ,  (of every descry 
lion,) ranging fiom 50 cents to $8.00 each.
y ou  w ou ld  bo S U R E  o f  th e
B E S T  K E R O S E N E  O IL
in the market, buy it at
| 3w48 WEEKS'.
TO BOOT AND SHOE
Lanterns.
iment of Lanterns i; 
found at No. 2, Thorndike Block.
Rockland, Nov. 15, 1959.
Notice.
the Store of Leander Weeks, the first Friday of e*ch 
mouth, at 7 o’clock, P. M., for the purpose of examining 
claims against the city.
W. H. TITCOMB, Chairman.
Rockland, May 23, 1859, 22lf
I V la u u fa c tu rc r * .
THE CASH SYSTEM!
TUE BEST FOR ALL !
FALL IMPORTATION
— op—
FANCY GOODS & TOYS.
L e a t h e r  B a g s , F o r i  M o n n a ie s ,  P e r f u m e r y  
M c c r s c h a m u  P ip e * , C ig a r  H o ld e r s .  
O h iu a  a n d  P o r c e l a i n  G ood*,
B r u s h e s .  C o m b s , te c .
Also 120 Cases TOYS of nil descriptions;
THE WHOLE COMPRISING ONE OF TIIE LARGEST STOCK* 
TO BE FOUND IN THE UNITED STATES.
D EALERS will find it for their interest to eall before making their purchases, as they will find bargains. 
$20,000 worth COOKING EXTRACTS,—SOAPS,—CO­
LOG NEri,—SOAP POWDER, <Scc.,to be sold at manufac­
turers’ prices.
TOYS by the r ase, from $5 to $150, well assorted in 
each case.
HOLDEN, CUTTER & CO.
3 2  & 3 0  F e d c r n l ,  n n d  1 0 7 , 1 1 1 ,  1 1 3  C a n -  
Sr«*** S tr e e t* .  B O S T O N ,
Manufacturers and extensive dealers in F IR E  
W O R K S o f all descriptions.
September, 21, 1859. 15w39
it,
would inform all
D e a le r *  i u  L e a t h e r ,  a n d  M a n u f a c t u r e r *  o f  
B o o t*  a n d  S lice* ,
That he is prepared to supply them with ALL KINDS OF 
STOCK, either in 
S O L E  L E A T H E R ,  C A L F  S K IN S ,
U P P E R  L E A T H E R ,  B IN D I N G S ,
L IN IN G S , Jcc . i n  g r e a t  v a r i e t y ,  
which he WILL sell at such
L O W  K A T E S  F O K  C A S H
as to satisfy ALL of the great advantages of buying of him 
on those terms. He would also say to
Curriers and Finishers o f Shoe Stock,
That on Consignment* invoiced to him at a little LESS 
than the current Market rates, he will guurauled them 
prompt CASH return*. Please call on
JA M ES P. W H IT N E Y ,
No. 88 Milk Street, opposite Pearl St.
BOSTON.
October 27, 1859. 3m44
M . E. THURLO,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
N O . 3  C U S T O M  H O U S E  B L O C K ,
AS in Store a choice Stock of
BROADCLOTHS, CA SSIM ER ES, 
D oesk ins, V estin g s, Satinets
and other CLOTHS, together with a full stock of 
T A I L O R ’S T R I M M I N G S ,
which he will be pleased to make up to order from meas­
ure, warranting every garment made, not only as to style 
and set, but also as to quality of material, while he will 
ensure perfect satisfaction us to ih t price of good* and gar­
ments. lie has also a full stock of
G ents’ Furnishing Goods, &c.,
which will be sold as low as the lowe*t. Per*on* la 
want of any articles in his line of trade are respeci fully 
solicited to cull and examine his ritock a* he is confident 
I it will prove of mutual benefit.
| Rockland, August 18,1859. Mil
WOLFGANG;
OB
TH E W R E C K E R 'S  BEACON.
CHAPTER I.
BEFORE THE GALE.
The good ship P a t h fin d e r , of New York, 
and bound to Copenhagen, had entered the 
North Sea, having left the Straits of Dover two 
day behind.
’f  be commander of the ship was a young man 
not over eight-and-twenty, and his name was 
M aurice L ester , He stood by the tatfrail, gaz­
ing off upon the horizon to the eastward, ever 
and anon raising his hand above his head to 
feel if there was any wind stirring, and as often 
easting his eye aloft to see how the canvass 
hung. Ashe stood thus his mate approached, 
and spoke to him :
‘ What d’ye think of this, Capt’n ?’
‘ 1 think we’re in for a storm, sir,’ the mas­
ter replied. ‘ And 1 tell you what it is, Griffin,’ 
he added, after sweeping the horizon again witli 
his eye, ‘ when it comes it will be an earnest 
one. None of your broad Ocean puffs, with 
nothing but water to hatch wind from ; but 
we'll have it right fresh from some of those 
places where they know how to make things 
blow.’
* Then you think we’ll have a hard one?’ said 
Griffin.
• Aye,’ answered the captain, with almost a 
shudder, 11 feel it in my bones.'
Id the meantime, Captain I ester had been 
watching the sea and sky as before, and he fan­
cied that the signs of the storm were growing 
more and more palpable every moment. The 
sun was going down in a thick bank, giving to 
the whole western horizon a dull, purplish-red 
bloody hue, with here and there spots of a 
darker tinge, like openings, through the fiery 
cloud, looking upon a fearful blackness behind.
‘ Do you see how strangely it looks off there?’ 
said the captain, raising his linger towards the 
point where the sun was setting.
‘ Ave,’ returned Griffin, ‘ I have been watch­
ing those dark places.’
And others noticed the same thing, and spoke 
of it, too.
Seven o’clock came and went. Light o’clock 
name, and the first watch was set.
‘ Don’t go below,’ said the captain, as the 
men of the last dog-watch left their stations.—
• This calm can't last a great while. You had 
better batten down the hatchcsnow, while there 
is nothing else to do ; for 1 am sure there will 
lie need of having them close lie lore the coming 
of another day.’
The men had no thoughts of going below, 
for they could see and feel ; and they were not 
wholly ignorant of what was coming so they 
went at work and secured the hatches with 
thick tarpaulins ; and when this was done those 
who had no particular station collected about 
the wheel. Another hour passed away—and 
another. Ten o'clock came, and still not t 
breath. The ship lay upon the water like n 
dead thing, with the ropes, and blocks, and 
sails, rattling and flapping as she was swayed 
to and fro by the lazy swells of the sea.
• What does it mean?’ cried Griffin, as the 
boy struck five bells.
• Hark 1’ said the captain, almost instantly. 
‘ 1 guess you’ll soon see. Did you feel that?— 
Ida !—and that?’
It was a puff of wind, and a light flying of 
spray : or, perhaps it was a spit of rain. At 
all events, the puli' was felt : and the drops of 
water fell upon other cheeks than Maurice 
Lester's; and other ears than his heard the dull 
mnauing which came over the dark waters. So 
other ears heard the roar which followed, and
Mr. Thornton, with his daughter, was to meet 
me in Copenhagen, and there we were to be 
married, and all three come home together.— 
The evening before 1 sailed I spent with Carrie, 
and when 1 left her 1 felt that I was leaving my 
very life.
‘ Well,' continued Lester, wiping his eyes, ‘ I 
went to Copenhagen. I waited a month—then 
I heard that the American ship, 1 White Faun,’ 
with \ \  illiam Thornton and daughter on board, 
had touched at Dover, and that all were safe 
and well when she left. 1 waited another week, 
and then I crossed over to Hamburg ; but I 
could learn nothing there. Next 1 went to 
London, and there I learned enough to assure 
me that the ship had been lost! On the second 
day after she left Dover a severe storm had 
arisen, and several vessels had been reported 
lost. I sent my ship home in charge of the 
mate, and spent four months in searching after 
the lost ones ; but I could gain no trace of them. 
Not even a piece of the wreck could 1 find—not 
a mark of the ship nor one of its crew ! I came 
home with a sad a heavy heart.’
Maurice Lester stopped a few moments, and 
bowed his head upon his hands, for his feelings 
had almost overcome him. In a little while, 
however, he looked up again, and added, in a 
touching tone,—
‘ Ah, my dear friend, you do not know what 
I have suffered—tongue cannot tell it, nor can 
pen write it. That blow did break my heart— 
broke it in the rending of its tendercst cords, 
and in the crushing of all its earthly hopes !— 
Do you believe in dreams ?’
The mate started, not so much at the charac­
ter of the question, as from the sudden manner 
in which it was put.
‘ W ell,’ said Lester, in a lower tone, ‘ I have 
had a dream repeated many times ; but never 
lias it come to me so directly and so vividly as 
within the past three or four days. Carrie 
Thornton is not dead.' I know she is not!—she 
has appeared to me repeatedly in a dream, and 
calls upon me to save her ! To-night as I stood 
all alone by the mizzen rigging, trying to peer 
out into the thick gloom, I heard her voice as 
plainly as you now hear mine, and she called 
out for me to save her. Of course what fol­
lowed was mere fancy, though even that affected 
me much ; 1 thought 1 saw her standing not far 
off, upon a huge sea, with her arms stretched 
imploringly towards me—saw her then, with 
my eyes open, as I have often seen her in my 
sleeping dream !------’
At this point the captain was cut short in his 
speech by the rry of ‘ Light-ho !’ from the deck 
They hurried up and found the men crowding 
forward.
‘ What is it?' Lester asked.
‘ I think it is a light, sir,’ replied Parker,
‘ Here, sir,—just stand here.—Now turn your 
eye about four points upon the'larboard bow. 
Wait, now, till she rises.—Ha—there!—there? 
—Sec !—Did you see it, sir?’
Yes—he had seen i t ; and he knew it must be 
a light upon the shore : but it was a great way 
off. He watched until he had seen it several 
times, and then remarked to his mate that it 
must be a light-house. The light was bold and 
distinct, and evidently at a considerable height 
above the level of the sea ; for, had it not been 
<o, it could not have been seen at that distance. 
After a short consultation, during which refer­
ence was had to the chart of the Northumber­
land coast, it was decided that this light must 
be upon Dorton Point. To tffe north of Dor- 
ton, as the captain knew from personal experi­
ence, as well as from the chart, there was a 
snug harbor, of easy entrance. These things 
were settled.
As soon as it had been determined where the 
light was, Capt. I ester made all possible haste 
to determine his course of action. Had the
It was the body of stout Tom Bricket that j fearful murmurs of the still rising waters, and 
lay close by, and when the captain had made j the splash of the rats as they fell from the 
himself sure that there was no particle of life ! wretched enptive’s head and shoulders, only to
in it, he reported the same to Dick.
‘ But, he added, ‘ what do you mean 
has done you harm ?’
‘ Haven’t you seen ’em?’ the man asked, 
struggling lor breath.
return again, in their fierce struggles for a perch 
IV ho 1 of safety from the advancing tide, which had 
| now nearly reached our hero's shoulders.
The above is all of this story that will be 
published in our columns. Wo give this as a
‘ Seen whom? What do you mean?’ de- sample. The continuation of it from where it
manded Lester, eagerly. leaves off here can be found only in the New
Dick started up to his elbow, and gazed York Ledger, the great family paper, to which 
around; but lie seemed to find nothing for the most popular writers in the country con- 
which he was looking, and he sank back again, tribute, and which is for sale at ali the stores 
Had he not made this effort he might have throughout the city and country, where papers 
spoken further, but the act of rising had ex- are sold. Remember and ask for the New York 
hausted him, and the last grain of strength : Ledger of January 7, and in it you will find 
was leaying him. 1 the continuation of the story from where it
1 What do you mean ?’ cried Lester, as he leaves oil' here. If you cannot get a copy at 
saw that the poor follow-was sinking. ‘ Has any book store, the publisher of the Ledger
___ l____________ A i .....:i ...........  • mi -i i •
other bodies quivered beneath the shock of the ; thillg ,)ceu practicahlc, he would have laid his
storm giant when he came in his might.
Aye—the storm had come. It came with 
wind and rain, and with an angrv heaving of 
the sea. It came with a darkness like Erebus, 
and with the voice of thunder. The gale con­
tinued to increase in fury as the long night 
passed away. When the morning came the 
scene was one of awful grandeur. The wind 
was howling with terrific fury ; and the broad 
aea was lashed into huge mountains, that 
foamed, and tumbled, aud leaped along over 
the bosom of the deep, seeming every moment 
rendy to whelm and engulf the frail bark that 
struggled within the demoin grasp.
When Captain Lester had observed the signs 
of the morning, he feared that the storm would 
continue through the day, and so he told his 
men. The sky wore a hue of horror, aud rain 
was now driving down, mingling with the lash­
ing sea. At noon it was still worse.
At length night shut in again, and not a sign 
yet of the passing away of the storm ! The 
frightful howling of the tempest seemed rather 
to have increased than abated. The men gath­
ered upon the quarter-deck, clinging for sup­
port to the racks and rails—for the life-lines 
swayed so much that they were afraid of them 
—gathered as near to the light of the binnacle- 
lamp as they could, as though even from such 
feeble beams they might find some comfort.— 
But not all were there. No—not a l l ! Four 
stout, true-hearted men had been swept away 
by the storm. Near a score were le ft; but how 
many shall see the light of another day?
At nine o’clock Captain Lester went below, 
lie  took down a chart of the North Sea, and 
having spread it upon the table, he sat down 
to examine it. He was thus engaged when .Mr. 
Griffin came down ; but he did not look up un­
til he had finished the calculation.
• llow is it?’ the mate asked, as he saw his 
commander lay down the dividers.
* 1 have been making a reckoning, and 1 find 
that we have but little more sea-room left. The j 
course we have made since we wore, has been ! 
ns near as I can calculate, north-wcst-by-west, 
so that we ninst have been driving towards the ; 
roast of Northumberland. 1 think we have
hip to ; but that could not be done. No one 
A even gave it a serious thought. So it was de- 
I terminal that the ship should stand on, at least 
, till something further was discovered, 
j At half-past twelve the gale had moderated 
| considerably. The light was now to be seen 
i very plainly whenever the ship rose, and the 
; captain and his officers felt sure that they were 
right in their calculations.
‘ At all events,' said the former, ‘ we have no
choice but to stand on, at least------’
He wos interrupted by a cry from the bows 
that made every'soul start with horror :
‘ B reakers ! B reakers !’
Captain Lester leaped forward, and in a very 
few moments he was satisfied that the warning
any body harmed you?
Dick managed to raise his hand to his head— 
to a point above the left ear—aud, as he did so, 
he whispered—
‘ Look out—theyr asked for the capt’n.— 
That’s where they struck !’ He tried to speak 
further, but his voice failed him.
What could this mean ? Maurice Lester 
started to his feet and gazed around. Who had 
killed his men?
The captain was disturbed in his meditation 
by the sound of voices not far off, and upon 
turning he beheld four men coming up from 
the water. He who came in advance was a tall, 
muscular; man; with a gaunt, heavy frame; 
somewhere about fifty or fifty-five years of age; 
and habited in a garb of blue cloth, cut into a 
frock, or shirt, which was secured at the waist 
by a broad pistol-belt.
Maurice Lester was startled when he beheld 
the stalwart leader and his three ruffianly com­
panions ; and, considering all the circumstances, 
it iB no wonder that he was startled. However, 
he had not much opportunity for reflection, for, 
by the time he had fairly made out the party, 
they were upon him.
• Hallo,’ the leader cried, as he saw our hero,
1 here we have another.’ And, as he came up, 
lie added: ‘ And I guess we’ve found a live 
one, too,—one that knows something.—Say— 
who are ye?'
This last seutence was addressed to Maurice, 
who quickly answered:
‘ My name is Lester. And now, to be fair,; 
wnat is your name?’
‘ Well—1 guess you’ve heard it before. Men 
call me Ryan Wolfgang.’
‘ W olfgang !’ repeated Lester, with a start.
‘ Yes. That is my name.’
Then W olgang was not a myth after all.— 
That mysterious wrecker, whose name was a \ 
source of terror to honest sailors, was a being) 
of flesh and blood, like other men. Maurice | 
gazed upon him with wonder ; and, as he gazed,! 
he felt that he looked upon a fiend incarnate.— 
lie had often heard of the pirate-wrecker, and 
so dark and mystic had been the tales which j 
the North-Sea sailors had told, that he had been | 
inclined to believe that the whole theme was a j 
fabrication. Now, however, he had no more | 
doubt, for the man before him looked as dark i 
and bloody as were any' of the pictures he had ! 
heard drawn of him upon the forecastle.
But our hero was not allowed much time for 
reflection. Wolfgang plied him with questions, 
to all of which Lester gave straightforward an­
swers ; well knowing that evasion would serve 
no practical purpose, and hoping by his frank­
ness to propitiate the merciless fiend in whose 
unrestrained power lie knew himsclt to be.
When the wrecker chief bad elicited all the 
information he could, and learned with what a 
rich cargo the vessel was freighted, and that 
she had $40,000 in specie on board, he smiled 
grimly, and remarked to one of his confederates 
that she would perhaps be a richer prize even 
than the White Fawn had been a few years be­
fore. The mention of the name of the ill-fated 
ship in which Carrie Thornton aud her father 
had been lost , gave Maurice Lester such a shock 
that he nearly' fell to the earth, lie grew 
deadly pale, and his frame quivered convulsive­
ly.
‘ What’s the matter?’ said Wolfgang. ‘ You 
don’t seem to have much strength left!—Bring 
him along, boys, where we can doctor him.
The sinister glance which accompanied this 
last remark, and the peculiar emphasis laid upon 
the word ‘ doctor,' struck a chill to our hero’s 
heart. But he could not give his own safety 
much thought, while he was partly forced and 
partly carried along after Wolfgang, who strode
will mail you a copy if you will scud him iiv 
cents in a letter.
The Ledger is mailed to subscribers a $2 a 
year, or two copies for $3. Address you let­
ters to Robert Bonner, publishers, 48 Ann 
street, New York. It is the handsomest and 
best family paper in the country, elegantly il- 
lustrrtcd, and characterized by a high moral 
tone. Its present circulation is over four hun­
dred thousand copies, which is the best evidence 
we can give of its merits.
American and foreign Patents.
R .  E L  E D D Y ,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
(La te  Ag ent  of  U. S P a ten t  O f f ic e , W a shington  
UNDER THE ACT OF 1837.)
TO S T A T E  ST** o p p o s i te  K i lb y  s t M B o u to n , !
AFTER an extensive prnr.tice of upwards of twenty | years, continues to secure Patents in the Unitep 
States 5 alsoinGreut Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, I 
anti all Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liherul i 
terms, ami with despatch. Researches made into Atneri- 
c®n or Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility 
of Patents or Inventions,—and legul or other advice ren- ! 
dered in nil matters touching the same. Copies of the j 
claims of any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar, j 
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but j 
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents, I 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass- ! 
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can he i 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given j 
£ r.Vre **» ‘t none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA- ! 
TENT OFFICE than the subsciber •, and as SUCCESS IS ! ’ J  
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, j 0  
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and ^  
can prove, that at no other office of the kind nre the j 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im­
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, i 
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi- 1 
cations ami official decisions lelative to patents. These, j 
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical I 
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United j 




Haa been used and sold in Boston for the last Thirty 1 Yeora, and its virtues have 1
B u m s ,
L A R G E  S  A .  K  E  S
— AND —
S m a l l  P r o f S L t s .
JUST RECEIVED FROM
INT ZE2 ~5T <3 U K . ,
—A —
LARGE AND SPLENDID
A S S O R T M E N T  O F
MILLINERY GOODS,
All of which will be sold C H E A T for CASH. 
Fiirticuilnr ntlcnlkin given to the
M O U R N IN G  D EPA R TM EN T.
GRAVE CLOTHES male to order.
Slates and E
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procurea! 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in j
veil tors. ___
T  E S T IN IO  X IA  U S.
“ * regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable ami 




“ I have no hesiintion in assuring Inventors that they 
cannot employ a person more competent ami trust­
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in 
a form to secure for them an earlv and favorable consider 
ution at the Patent Office. EDMUND BURKE.”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“ Boston, February 8, 1858.
“ Mr. R. Ii. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appli 
cations, on nil but one oi which patents have been grant 
cd, and that one is now pending. Such unmistakable 
proof of great talent and ability on his part lends me to 
recommend all in venters to apply to him to procure their 
patents, as they may he sure of having the most faithful 
attention bestowed on their cases, and at very reasonable 
charges. JOHN TAGGART.”
From Sept. 17lh, 1857, to June 17th, 1858, the subscrib­
er in course of his large practice, made, on t>i ice rejected 
I applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of 
j which was decided in m s f a v o r , by the Commissioner of 
Patents ’ R .  J I .  E D D Y .
Boston, Jan. 1, 1859. lyg
THE GREEN BOOK.
•fu st P a b l iu lic r i ,  1 5 0  p a g ' r i c e  feu t * :
i the test of time.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BURNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CANCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EYES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ITCH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FELONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALD HEAD.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES NETTLE RASH. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CUTS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CORNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SALT RHEUM. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLEA BITES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WHITLOWS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ULCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WARTS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE N IP P L E S . 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES STIES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FESTERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES RINGWORM.
RU SSIA  SALVE CURES SCURVY.
RU SSIA  SALVE CURES BU NIONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE L IP S .
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ING R O W IN G  NAILS 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES S P ID E R  STINGS. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SH IN GLES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES E RU PTIO N S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES MOSQUITO BITES. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CH ILBLA IN S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FROZEN LIMBS. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES W EN S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SOIIK EARS.
RUSSIA SALVE*-CURES BOILS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLESH WOUNDS. 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES PIL E S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BR UISES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CH A PPED  HANDS. 
RU SSIA  SALVE CURES SPRA IN S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURE-. SW ELLED NOSE. 
RUSSIA SAI.VE CURES ERY SIPELA S.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES LAME W RIST.
Bites of Venomous Reptiles arc instantly cured by this
E X C E L S .E .W  O lX T ilIE N T .
SINGLE AND MARRIED LIFE ; or, THE INSTI­
TUTES OF MARRIAGE ; its Intent, Obligations at.d j 
Physical and Legal Disqualifications*, the rational treat­
ment of all private diseases in both sexes, Ac. To which i 
is uddad a pootical essay, entitled ‘* Cullipeadine ; or the j 
mt of uvaing and rearing beautiful and healtlm children, by 
the late Kohekt J. Culverwell, Esq., M. D.
sient free of postage, by the Publishers, Chas. KlI.ne & j 
Do., Box -1586, New York, or Dexter A Co., Wholesale j 
Agents. 113 Nassau Street, New York. Agents wanted
7*1 EVERY MOTETS WITH CHILDREN, 0  
~  a n d  a l i  H e a d s  o f  F a m i l i e s ,  ^
i tile shelf,
ngravod
Ali nple of the abov
tioiml
geuer-
t s , an extract and sai 
led D r .  C u lv e r  w e l l ’s* L ee
atrneut of Spennaterrhoea and p 
v, detailing the means by which invalids many etl 
y cuie themselves without the use of dangerous medi­
a's, and ;it but little expense to themselves. Sent free 
mail in a secure envelope; on the receipt of one stamp 
prepay postage, by addressing.
Oil AS. KLINE A CD., Box *1586, New York City,
Should keep a Box in the cupboard, i r handy to use in
C A SE  O F  O C C ID E N T .
** Fries, 25 Cents per Box.
Put up in laree size metal boxes, with anwrapper, similar to the above enfrraving, without which none are genuine.
Bold In the United States and Canada by all venders of 
Patent Medicines. Druggists, at most of tho couutry stores, and by
Redding & Co., Proprietors,
N o .  8 S t a t e  S t r e e t ,  B o s t o n .
BARNES Sc PARK, W holesale  A gents,
NEW  YORK.
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almost e ilia
hoar the a w fu l ro a r  o f  tl 
lie fancied that ne could see the gleaming of the 
white foam as it flew high in the air. As 
quickly as possible the topsail was taken oil', 
and the anchors cut loose. The ponderousgrap- 
plings plunged into the hissing sea, and the iron 
cables were spun through the hawse-holes like 
lightning. Snap went the starboard chain ; and 
in a moment more a shock was felt as the lar- 
lioard anchor found bottom ; but it could not 
hold. The cable parted as though it had been 
a hempen string, and on swept the devoted 
ship.
‘ In heaven's name!’ gasped Grillin, ‘ what 
does this mean ? See ! The light is still burn­
ing as brightly as ever—at least a league away 
—and yet here arc the rocks directly under our 
bows ! Wlmt can it mean ?’
Maurice Lester did not answer; but an old, 
weather-beaten sailor, who stood at the wheel, 
and who looked a thousand dangers in tiie face, 
answered for h im :
‘ It 's a W recker 's  B eacon ! I've seen such 
things afore. There aint no use in firin' the 
gun, sir. That light was put there to lead poor 
Jack to his death that the coast-sharks might 
pick his bones!’
‘ B reakers ! B ocks !— On the starboard
bold----- A'o !— On the larboard!—Pout !*
2  5^
3  S5 "
7, g  s  a
Ihe mills
cultivation, lion th. 
essentia! to tonlily  
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eptible
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C onnected w ith tile above is the
Bockland Bonnet and Hat B leachery.
the only one in Lincoln County.
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paying the p. unity of this ijegleet,'and m tiering dailv the
most trying ] ains. almost w bout a hope of relief. They
have come to believe (hot Hit ir ailment is Mtrouic. anrl that
thev must lx • r with it to th< end. It gra t flics us exceed-
ingiy to antu unce to these filleted iiuTiv iImiIs that they
mav now 1.01 1 iii .1 ml a re nit.! tij uuquest unable potency
and' virtue, u birli i.;:s never •een found t fail in all cases
of digestive weakness «.r leraugfineiit Hundreds oi
tongues are 1v-.ly to grow cl ■tin. nt in pm ise of this won-
derful conqu rer of dyspeps 1. which is k inwn as
C O  SI S E T
C O R S E T S .
Mover
Kockinnd, Oct. id, lB.'.y.
we cannot stand on much longer. If the gale 
does not abate by that time I know not what 
we shall do.’
The captain started tip from his chair, and 
would probably have walked across the cabin, 
but at chat moment a heavy sea caught the ship 
aud gave her a pitch forward, which caused 
him to catch his seat as quickly as possibly.— 
soon as the Hood had gone from the deck, and 
the vessel bad struggled up from the shock, lie 
looked into his companion’s face, and said, in a 
voice made tremulous by deeper emotion titan 
he lmd before manifested ;
‘ Griffin, I have something upon my mind 
more than you know ; and l am anxious to com­
municate it, too. 1 must tell it now, for I have 
a strange loreboding of coming ill. Something 
is to happen that will bear great calamity to 
some of us. 1 atn not croaking—I am only 
rending wliat the Unseen lias written in my 
soul. However, you shall bear my story. You 
have heard that my parents were both lost at 
sea ?’
‘ Yes,’ said the mate.
‘ And perhaps you know that they were lost 
in the sea ?’
‘ I haw heard so, sir.’
* Aye—so it was. I was a hoy then. They 
were on their way to Copenhagen, as we should 
be now. My father commanded the ship— 
she was called the ‘ Clara Jane.’ She was 
named for my mother ; aud site was a staunch, 
noble craft. 1 was at school then, in Troy ; 
and when 1 knew that my parents were dead 1 
was well nigh mad with grief. 1 fancied then, 
in my first hours of orphanage, that my heart 
would break ; and, I think such would have 
been the case if they had kept me at school.— 
But some of those who eared for me came to 
see me. and it was finally arranged that I should 
go to sea . And 1 prospered—prospered so well 
that, when 1 was twenty'years old, they gave 
me command of a ship.
‘ The man who owned the ship which I first 
commanded was named Thornton. He had a 
daughter named Carrie—one of the sweetest, 
purest, aud loveliest creatures that ever graced 
this poor life of earth. She was four years 
younger than myself; hut even when 1 first 
knew iter—and she was not then more than 
fourteen—she was a woman in intellect and 
grace, though n child in simplicity of love aud 
confidence. Mr. Thornton did not object to my 
suit, so I loved her with all my soul, and was 
blessed to know that she loved me in return.— 
It had been arranged that we should be married 
when she was twenty years old.—that had been 
our plan for more than two years, Mr. Thorn­
ton having set the bounds himself. It lacked 
two months of the time, and 1 bad arranged to 
remain at home until we were married. But—
w  ^
had not been a false one ; for he could not only | rapidly on for nearly ltalf an hour. He could
tl.in'n. only of tho While Cairn that- had been 
wrecked on that coast, and of his beloved Car­
rie who had, perhaps, in company with those 
same tnen, trod the same path lie was now tread­
ing. What had been Iter fate? Had site been 
murdered by these wretches, or reserved for 
some more deplorable doom ? Those thoughts 
filled him with muttcrrblc agony.
Wolfgang had now drawn near the water’s 
edge ; and soon coming to the mouth of a cave 
he entered it, followed by the three ruffians who 
had charge of our hero. Tho bottom ol the 
cave sloped upward from its entrance for some' 
distance, and then became almost level. The 
captive (for such Maurice Lester now felt him­
self to be) frequently hit his feet against what 
he thought, with a chill of horror, were human 
bones strewn around the cavern, but lie could 
not ciearly make them out in the dim light.— J 
He also noticed that the bottom of the cave was Therefore 
very wet, as though it bad recently been cov- celebrated Yarns 
cd with water. The wrecker chieftain stopped Mon 
at last, near wliat seemed the end of the cave, thosi 
and making a sign to his followers, they clapped Children 
manacles on the wrists and tinkles of .Maurice 
before be bad time to note their intention.
‘ Now, Captain 1 .ester,' said Wolfgang, * you lllc Y“nl 
must remain in this place for a short season.— .
You a re perfectly safe hen.—Silence! Say not 
a word ! If you attempt to leave this spot, you 
will be slain the moment you set foot outside 
the cave.’
Thus speaking, the chieftain and his follow-! 
ers silently but rapidly withdrew, leaving 
Maurice nearly stuperfied with astonishment.—
As they passed from the mouth of the cave, 
their feet were wet by the rising waves. The 
tii/r was fast coming in.
After a short time, the captive looked about 
him with eyes somewhat accustomed to the dim 
light, and became satisfied that what he had sup­
posed to be human bones were really such.—- 
There were many of them. And moving among 
them were huge rats, seeking (or prey. The 
top of the cavern, in sonic places, was but a few 
feet above bis head, and in one place lie dis­
covered a small aperture, through which a faint 
l: ■' * .... - ded, and on going underneath it, lie
D ll. J. 11O S T E T T E R S
Cclebrali’ti Hlmiiiidi Bitters
But that numerous class who devote themselves to Ilt- 
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Hut it was too late for mortal help. The ship 
_ . * lmd met her doom. She went upon the rocks
plontv of room to stand on until midnight; but ; with a L.rahh that BOun(Jcd high above the roar
o f  th e  e le m e n ts .
CHAPTER II.
WOLFGANG.
Maurice Lester was near the starboard gaag- 
wav when the ship struck, having started aft 
to look to the helm. The shock threw him 
upon his back, and lie tried to get up ; but ere 
lie could regain his feet the flood of mad waters 
came surging over the bark, and lie was thrown 
—he knew not where. He knew not where.— 
lie only knew tintt the flood came—that it 
caught him in its giant grasp—that it hurled 
him as the gale hurls a feather—that his head 
was hurt—that bis body was tossed and bruised 
—and then the lamp of his consciousness went 
out. When he came to himself it was day­
light, and the rays of the sun were beaming 
above him. At lirst lie did not attempt to move,
light stru^
thought he smelt the odor of vegetation and 
flowers.
On turning, from the comtcmplation of this
;iny further than simply to assure himself that aHcrturo’ *:0'vards the mouth ol tho cave, Cap- 
lie was really alive and sensible; but sought to ! lalu A s 1^’ observed, with alarm, that the water 
recall the events of the past, which he did” very creeping up the sloping bottom. \\ hat il 
dearly, up to the time when his ship struck u 8 luu , 7 1U 0:1 vum ■ -kh ! now he couldii lic lu
iqioii the rocks,—he could go no farther. Af­
ter this he raised himself upon his elbow, and
tried to gaze about him. He found himself h‘ll,lc-sr; prisoners who had been Jolt in that cave
j-_ i account for the presence there of those human 
I bones ! They were the sad memorials of other
D O N ’T  C O M P L A I N .
Ladies have said to me
During the last yea
WILTON YARN di-j not pay for knitting.
purchased a full assortment of the 
inbtetured by L C. Monsi:, Esq.,(late 
A Coleman,) who are the only parties who make 
fine and beautiful Stockings for Ladies and 
We can give you the fu'l assortment of 
STOCKINGS AND YARNS, 
are in the following colors :
B lu e  M ix e d  3 o r  1 p ly .
D i f i c r c i t t  Minnie* o f  D r n b j .
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PEAKE,” Captain Sidney Crowell, and 
“ P.xTAPSO,” Captain L. H. l.a>field, will 
hereafter form a semi-weekly line between the 1*
New York and Portland, leaving each Port every W 
day and Satuiiday at 4 P. M.
Passage, including Meals and State Rooms §5.00
The gieat dispatch given to freight by this line makes it 
the most desirable freight communication between New 
York and the East. No commission charged at either 
end for forwarding.
I>ru>Bge in New York between connecting lines by con­
tract nt lowest rates.
EMERY a FOX, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL, A CO., New York.
October 25, 1859. 6m44
•1EHT THOUSAND THANKS
ARE DAILY BEING SENT
E* R  G  P  . ,11 A  i\  V  I L L ,
introducing into this country, the
pasmodically, or
villi a temporary power—the inlluence of the remedy is 
asting. Ami if n patient will but give some attention to 
securing pioper exercise, after the relief has been nfi>>rd- 
d, lie need fear no reiurn i f the alliiclion. The debility 
of natural to tin* ei'croaeliments of years upon the bodily 
:s- : frame i- a!»o alleviated by this 2re.1t strengthening inedi- 
1 hie, thus enabling the aged to pass their declining days in 
physical ease; whereas they are now sulfering from ex­
 t f in e  weakness and nervousness. To this venerable class 
of people, IIOSTETTKR rf BITTERS may be commend­
ed as invaluable. The proprietors ol this invigorator 
have, in in addition, a d-u;> gratification in assuring 
NURSING Vi OTHERS that « cv will find the BITTERS 
the best and safest of restoratives. Very few medicines 
are sanctioned by ph\sieiuns as prnper to he administered 
during the peiiod of nursing ; and this has obtained tin
377* Those who desire to purchase this great remedy 
*" Dyspepsiajind_ Debility_.-!:otiid remember the pre
Scrofula, or King’s Evil,
Is a constitutional disease, a corruption of the 
blood, by which this fluid becomes vitiated, 
weak, and poor. Being in the circulation, it 
pervades the whole body, and may burst out 
in disease on any part of it. No organ is free 
from its attacks, nor is there one which it may 
not destroy. The scrofulous taint is variously 
caused by mercurial disease, low' living, dis­
ordered or unhealthy food, impure air, filth 
and filthy habits, the depressing vices, and, 
above all, by the venereal infection. What­
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the con­
stitution, descending “ from parents to children 
unto the third and fourth generation; ” indeed, 
it seems to be the rod of Him who says, “ I 
will visit the iniquities of the fathers upon 
their children.”
Its effects commence by deposition from the 
blood of corrupt or ulcerous matter, which, in 
the lung-, liver, and internal organs, is termed 
tubercles; in the glands, swellings; and on 
the surface, eruptions or sores. This foul cor­
ruption, which genders in the blood, depresses 
the energies of life, so that scrofulous constitu­
tions not only suffer from scrofulous com­
plaints, hut they have far less power to with­
stand* -the attacks of other diseases; conse­
quently vast numbers perish by disorders 
which, although not scrofulous in their nature, 
are still rendered fatal by this taint in the 
system. Most of the consumption which de­
cimates the human family has its origin directly 
in this scrofulous contamination; and many 
destructive diseases of the liver, kidneys, brain, 
and, indeed, of all the organs, arise from or 
are aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our people are scrofulous ; 
their persons are invaded by this lurking in­
fection, and their health is undermined by it.
To cleanse it from the system we must renovate 
the blood by an alterative medicine, and in­
vigorate it by healthy food and exercise. 
Such a medicine we supply in
A Y E R ’S
Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,
the most effectual Temedv which the medical 
skill of our times can devise for this every­
where prevailing and fatal malady. It is com­
bined from the most active remedial* that have 
heen discovered for the expurgation of this foul 
disorder from the blood, and the rescue of the 
system from its destructive consequences. 
Hence it should be employed for the cure of 
not only Scrofula, but also^hose other affec­
tions which arise from it, such as E r u ptiv e  
and S kin- D ise a se s , St . A n thony’s F ir e , 
B o se , or E r y s ip e ia s , P im pi.es , P ustules, 
B lo tch es, B la in e  and B o il s , T umors, T e t t er  
and Salt  R h eum , Scald H ea d , R ingw orm , 
R heum atism , S y p h il it ic  and M erc u r ia l  D is­
ea ses , D ro psy , D y s p e ps ia , D e b il it y , and, 
indeed, all  C o m pla ints a r isin g  from  V it ia ­
t e d  or  I m pure  B lood . The popular belief 
in “ impurity of the blood ” is founded in truth, 
for scrofula is a degeneration of the blood. The 
particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa­
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital fluid, 
without which sound health is impossible ill 
contaminated constitutions.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
FOR ALL THE PURPOSES OF A FAMILY PHYSIC,
arc so composed that disease within the range of 
their action can rarely withstand or evade them, 
their penetrating properties search, and cleanse, 
and invigorate every portion of the human organ­
ism, correcting its diseased action, and restoring 
its healthy vitalities. As a consequence of these 
properties, the invalid who is bowed down with, 
pain or physical debility is astonished to find his 
health or energy restored by a remedy at once so 
simple and inviting.
Not only do they cure the every-day complaints 
of every body, but also many formidable and 
dangerous diseases. The agent below named is 
pleased to furnish gratis my American Almanac, 
containing certificates of their cures and directions 
for their use in the following complaints: Costive- 
ness, Heartburn, Headache arisingfrom disordered 
Stomach, Nausea, Indigestion, Pam in and Morbid 
Inaction o f  the Bowels, Flatulency, Loss o f Appe­
tite, Jaundice, and other kindred complaints, 
arising from a low state of the body or obstruction 
of its functions.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
* FOR THE RAPID CURE OF
C o u g h s, C o lds, In flu e n z a , H o a rse n e ss , 
C ro u p , B ro n c h it is ,  In c ip ie n t  C onsum p­
t io n ,  a n d  for th e  r e l i e f  o f  C onsum ptive 
P a t ie n t s  in  a d v a n c e d  s ta g e s  o f  th e  
d ise a s e .
So wide is the field of its usefulness and so nu­
merous arc the cases of its cures, that almost 
every section of country abounds in persons pub­
licly known, who have been restored from alarming 
and even desperate diseases of the lungs by its 
use. When oiscc tried, its superiority over every 
other medicine of its kind is too apparent to escape 
observation, and where its virtues are known, the 
public no longer hesitate what antidote to employ 
for the distressing and dangerous affections of the 
pulmonary organs that arc incident to our climate. 
\Vhile many inferior remedies thrust upon the 
community have failed and been discarded, this 
has gained friends by every trial, conferred benefits 
on the afflicted they can never forget, and pro­
duced cures too numerous and too remarkable to 
be forgotten.
PREPARED BY
D K .  J .  C .  I V E I t  & C O .
LO W ELL, M A SS.
Sol.l By F G. COOK, mi I (I, I*. FESSLNDE.V, Ruck- 
land; E Dana, Jr., W iscasset: R. C Chapman, Dnmar- 
iscotta ; Carney Bros., Slieepscot Bridtitr ; S. J. Bond, 
0, Washing to '
greater 
by
C  TJ J iB R A T ’K D  G U  IflC IA  X
A i B  B E ;
u i st pride•ource of j
are so unfortunate as to loose their Hair, either by sick­
ness or hereditary baldness, that we have at lust, by con­
stant study w d practice, introduced an article into thi 
country
title, 11081’ET I'UlCS CELEBRATED 
TERS. 1» 14 put up in quart bottles, with the name, I ) R  
J .  H O S T E T T H R 'S  S T O M A C H  B I T T E R S , 
blown on the bottle, and also stamped on the cup coverin'; 
the cork, with the autograph of IIOsTETTER «v SMITH 
011,the label. These things are important, on account ol 
the numerous counterfeits now in the market.
Prepared and sold by .iOSTHTTER A: SMITH, Pitts­
burgh., Pa. and also sold by all drugg/sts, grocers, and 
dealers generally throughout the United Stales, Canada, 
Soitili America and Germane.
Sold by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; W. M. COOK, 
that Thoma.-ion ; J. H. ESTABROOKS, Jr., Camden.
WEEKS POTTER, Boston, general Agents for the 
England Si
B Weiherbee, Warren ; O. W. Gordon, Thor 














G recian H air R estorative,
That will absolutely produce a beautiful growth of Hair 
on bald heads, of its original growth, color and beauty. 
Among the ten thousand preparations for the Hair,
Rockland, No
there is none that hss, r will compare with this mi-
vailed preparation. It is the best Hair Dressing •ver
knowi in ihe world, and t those tlilit 11s it lor a d
mg, it will produce ihe mo> t heautifu curls that their fan-
cy eai desire. It prevents the Iluir from falling off, rid s
the he itl from duiulruil, cle tnsesthe calp, and will cure
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SAMARITAN I
p. s. ybedy in pursuit of any article of
D i i Y  GOUI»$
had better look here before purchasing as we sell lots of
Goods for a little money. 47tf
been with great difficulty that we could 
supply our orders, our facilities are now such,that we cun 
supply our friends at the shortest notice.
Manufactured by E. F. MA.WILL Sc Co.,
469 Broauwav, New-York.
All orders must l»e sent to
RUFUS SMALL, Biddeford, Me.,
Th? oaly wholesale agent for Maine, where a full supply 
will be constantly kept.
Piico 5U cents per bottle. The usual discount made to 
dealers.
Kept for sale at retail by N. H HALL, Rockland ; ED­
WARD Da n a . Wiscasset •, J .T . GII.MaN, Bath ; WM, in* the virtu
— FOR—
R  I I  E  l  M  A T  I S M  : X E U R A L G I  A l
TOOTHACHE, c r a m p .
Pain in the side, Stomach or Bowels; PLEURISY, 
COUGHS, COLDS, Sore Throat, Felons, Breeding 
Sores and Run-rounds; Burns and all flesh wouuds; 
Stillness and Strains caused by lifting or 
otherwise; Chapped Hands and 
Lips, Corns, See .
THIS LINIMENT 13 A
Certain and Speedy Rem edy.
This is enlireiv
upon a iicd oi sand, between two immense 
rocks. He had been landed there in that deep 
nook, and the tide had gone out and left him. 
In a little while lie rose to his feet, aiuf managed 
to crawl up, by the aid of a stranded, spar, 
over a low part of one of the rocks.
After seeing all that was to he observed from 
this, he moved on towards where he thought he 
should soonest find an open beach, for he felt 
faint and sick, and he wished to find help as 
soon as possible. After toiling over slippery, 
slimy rocks, and cruel, tearing crags, until liis 
clothing was all torn, and his flesh bruised and 
lacerated, he finally reached an open space 
among the rocks, where many pieces of the 
wreck had been lodged, and where lie found the 
bodies of three of his men. He hastened to the 
spot where they lay—two of them being clasped 
in eaeli other's arms—but he found uo stens of 
life.
M iih a sad, heavy heart, Lester passed on, 
■and presently he found two more dead ones, 
and one of them was David Griffin, his chief 
mate, lie kneeled down by the officer’s side, 
anil raised the head ;but it was cold and lifeless 
and the sk ill was broken! Gently lie laid it 
bark upon the saml, and then moved on amiin 
And be saw more dead men also ! Could ft be 
1 de that he had been the onlv one leftposi 
aliv
Ha?—wait—what is this? 
life !
I - 7 .......................... • It moves—it has
n ,
Captain Lester hurried forward, as fast as
Thornton had a heavy ship freighted for Copen- his feeble strength would permit, and found two 
bagen, anil her captain was dying. He could men lying by the side of a heavy spar. One of
find no one to take his place hat me, and he 
asked me to go. I could not refuse ; but I ask­
ed that I might be married first. Mr. Thorn­
ton shook his head, and said no. But bo had 
another plan which he said would be better.— 
lie  had been planning to visit Copienbagcn, 
where he had two brothers in business—they 
were in company with him and be said he 
would take the next ship, and bring Carrie out 
with him, and we should be married there. I 
finally consented to take out the new ship, and I
them was dead : hut the other gazed up into 
his commander’s face, and stretched forth his 
hands as though he would ask for mercy, liis 
name was Dick Mangie, and he had been one of 
the best seaman on board the ship.
‘ Poor Dick!’ said Lester, kneeling by his 
side and lifting his head. “ Are you badly 
hurt?’
‘ They ve done it for u s!’ the sailor answered, 
in a weakening voice. ‘ They’ve killed Tom.— 
Aint lie dead ?’
to perish by drowning
Slowly hut surely the waters crept along.— 
The vermin lied before him to the elevated spot 
on which Maurice stood. Slowly following, 
the incoming water at length reached his feet !
At the end of the cave, within a few feet of 
the wall, aud underneath the aperture before 
spoken of, was a large piece of rock, some four 
feet high, that might have fallen from above. 
To this Maurice hastened as quickly as his man­
acles would permit. After some exertion lie 
succeeded in climbing to the top of it, and 
stood erect, liis head within a few inches of the 
roof of the cavern. But lie was not allowed to 
occupy this retreat alone. As the water began 
to circle round its base, the rats also sought 
refuge on it in great numbers, and in vain did 
Maurice try to dislodge them with liis mana­
cled feet. Soon (as it seemed to the captive) 
the water came rippling over the top of the 
rock. He felt its moisture upon bis l'cet. Aud 
still it rose—slowly hut relentlessly it rose 
higher—higher ; and as it rose, the rats climbed 
up his limbs for safety. It was in vain that he 
brushed them off with liis fettered hands.— 
They instantly returned. They clambered up 
liis back—to liis shoulders—over the hack of 
his neck—to the crown of his head; their 
clammy bodies striking a chill to his very heart.
And mill higher the waters rose, and more 
thickly the foul vermin clustered upon the de­
voted captive's shoulders and head, as their on­
ly places of safety. Driven frantic at last by 
the horrors of liis situation, lie was about to 
plunge into the surging tide and seek a watery 
grave, when his attention was arrested by the 
tread of rapid footsteps near the aperture above 
his head, and the sound of a harsh masculine 
voice, ulmost instantly followed by a noise as of 
a struggle, and a piercing shriek which thrilled 
: aur'<x' Lester to the very soul. lie could not 
lie mistaken : it was Carrie’s voice. Again lie 
heard it, but now in tones of entreaty. Oh, 
was. ller V0lce' was not dead ! She lived 
and was near him ? Gathering all his strength 
he shouted ‘ Carrie ! Carrie Carrie !’
A dead 6ilence followed, broken only by the
I I .  H A T C H ,
\o .  4 Perry lMock,
4 Doors W a t o/ the Post Office. 
new and desirable assortment of
AXI) XVIXTEtt MILLIXEK1
ASH f a n c y  g o o d s ,
consisting in part of the following articles :
STRAW FANCY AND MOURNING BONNETS, 
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LaCES and EDGINGS 
of all descriptions.
H O S IE R Y  A N D  G L O V E S .
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN 
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED 
in great variety
SHETLAND YARN in all its shades.
e m b r o i d e r i n g  m a t e r i a l s ,
Such hh SADDLERS and EMBROIDERING SILK, 
Tatnbo, Moravian and Nuns Cotton, Linen Floss,
Gold Braid, and other small articles too 
numerous to mention.
BARKER. Brunswick ; and by the Apothecaries generally. 
I October, IS, 185S. ’ l}43
F A L L  I M P O R T A T I O N
Flour, Corn, Fine Feed.
XV. i. Oooils ami Ftimily Groceries,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
V SUPER assortment, well worthy the examii purchasers belore buying elsewhere.
1 5 0 0  BA,lRELS FL0Dli-
4 0 0 0  BUSH’N0RF0LKYELLOW co rn .
•20000 LBS-FINE FEED-
•2 0 0  BUSH- RYE- 
| QQ BUSIl. OATS.
Prepa
Internal as well as External use. Warranted to give en- 
ctisn when faithfully applied. Price 25 cents, 
tl am! sold wholesale and retail by the proprie­
tor, S. V. STRGUT, Frankfort.
XT  The following are some of the testimonials of the 
efficacy : —
F rankfort, Maine, Oct. 10th, 1859.
S. F. Strout—Bear Sir:—II wing been afflicted for a 
number of years with a hard Cough, which would come 
on m the fall and continue through the winter, hearing of 
the**Good Samaritan Liniment,” I was induced to try it, 
mid ain happy to say it has effected an entire cure;. Sym­
pathy with my fellow sufferers induces me to make this 
puhiic statement, ami 
similarly afflicted.
| for
Slave use 11 the 
:*ry effluent as 
which it is reco
Fra
F. S. DEAN.
f o r t , Oct. l i l i i ,  1859.
il Samaritan Liniment,” and find 
external application, in the diseases 
trended.
CIIAS. ABBOTT, M D.
j B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor, General Agent ; R 
MOODY, Belfast, Agent.
I D R . F .  G . C O O K , Sole Agent fur Rockland.
C ity  D r u g s t o r e ,  R O C K L A N D , M e .
! Sold by G. .J. ROBINSON, WM. M. COOK, CHAP­
MAN A: FLINT, Tliomaston ; MERItlAM & SIIEP- 
j HARD, and at Telegraph Office, Rpckport; JAS. PERRY, 
! Camden.
FRED. ATWOOD, General Travelling Agent. 
October 17, 1959. 3m43
U N FA JL
FOR
DYSPF.l’SIA, 01: IXDIGMSTIOX. 
DYSPKPSIA, 01s 1XDK i -TiO X. 
DYSPEPSIA, ok 1XDIUKSTTOX.
! ACIDITY, FUTULEvf-Y. iii.AiiTEi'RN, 
ACIDITY, FLATULENCY.  Hi; WITRI RN. 
' ACIDITY. FLATULENCY.  HEARTBURN,
i D E B IL I T Y  O P  T H E  SY T E 3 I ,  
D E B IL I T Y  O P  T H E  S Y : T l : : : ,  
D E B IL I T Y  O P  T H E  6 1 's T K .;! ,
Water Brasil, Oppression after Eating, 
Water Brash, Oppression after E ting, 
Water Brash, Oppression after Bating, 
J A U N D I C E ,
J A l ' X  1 >I< ' I f ,  
J A U N D I C E .
S ic k  I lc n d n c U c , JL«*-. o f  ’.p u c H tc ,
S ic k  i i c a d n c h e ,  L o ss  o f  A p p e t i t e ,




F E V E R  A X O  A G  U K ,  
F E V E I l  A N D  A G U E . ,  
F E V E R  A N D  A G U E ,
N E U R A L G I A .
N E U R A L G I A ,
N E U R A L G I A ,
B I L I O U S  C O M P L A I N T S ,  
B I L I O U S  OOTT P L A I N T S ,  
B I L I O U S  C O M P L A I N T S ,
Ac. A’c. etc. Ac.
A'c. A c. A c. Ax'.
Ac. Ac. Ac. Ac.
AND
all Diseases Laving tlrir Ori i;t iii 
IM P E R F E C T  DiGESTiON. 
IM P E R F E C T  DIGESTION. 










W H I T E  G O O D S .
Lawns, C,uni.tics, Brilliants, Muslin. Criinpolins, Mar­
seilles, Hiul a general assortment of other goods usually 
kept in such an establishment.
A G E N T  F O R
F R E N C H  and A M E R IC A N  H A IR  W O RK,
of the best manufacture in 
keeps constantly on hand <
ALSO, Agent for B a r r c f F s  M a ld e n  D y e f lo iia a .
where goods are dyed in the best possible manner.
500 Pounds o f H ood W orsted
direct from the Mumilhctory, which will be sold for less 
than can bn bought in any other place in the city.
All Ihe above goods will be sold low for CASH, and 
CASH ONLY.
B O N N E T S  B L E A C H E D  A N D  P R E S S E D .
Rockland, Oct. 11,1859. 42tf
The most of this immense stock was purchased for; 
CASH, in a Southern Market (Philadelphia). Having se- I 
lecied my wheat and had the same ground, I offer some- I 
thing that never has been before in (biscity.
C a l l  n t  N o . 9 ,  K i m b a l l  B lo o k .  
N o . 9  in l l ic  p l a c e  to  c o n ic .
L. C. PEASE,
Rockland, Nov. 23, 1859. 48tf





S .  NV. F  O w  T, K A* C o . ,
13 Tremont Street, Boston,
A n d  a r e  S o ld
by their Agents, and by Druggists and Dealers in Meur 
cino, both in City and Country,
EVERYWHERE. 
E V E R Y W H E R E . 
EVERYV/H E R E .
• C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland; WM. M. 
COOK, Thomaston ; JOHN BAl.CII Sc SON, W arren; 
JOSHUA S. GREENE. Union ; J . II. ESTABRO* »K# 
| CAMDEN ; and for sale by all dealers in medicine every - 
: where. july 7 28Iy
A. B. COBB & Co..
Downer’s Celebrated Kerosene Oil
J S  now being sold by the subscriber, at the
Low P rice  o f  80 cts. per G allon,
in quantities of 5 Gallons and upwards.
This oil is very Light Colored and free from offensive 
odor, while Ihe qutility is warranted superior to any of the 
new OILS in the market, under the names of C a u c i*  
m in e ,  Columbian Oil, Ac-, &c.
L. WEEKS,
Rockland, Sept, 28, 1859. 40tf
Skates, Skates.
A LARGE assortment of Ladies’ and Gent’sSkates may be found, at
VEAZIE’S,
45if No* 2 A t l a n t i c  B lo c k *
•mire interest of ANDREW 
y now oiler great inducements 
in; Marble Work ol any des- 
• P o w e r  to finish their work, 
in cost of manufacture. We
I T A VINO purchased the 
1 I CLARK, ol 1 * a iiiiieii. 1I1 
to those desirous of obtain 
cripiion as they use W a l e  
thereby waving 25 per cent, 
are prepared to sell
E I S D E I B t U B E I T S ,
G rave Stones, Chim ney P ieces,
C o u n te r  a n d  T a b l e  T o p s ,  S h e lv e *  <fcc.,
ALSO,-SOAP STONES, SINKS, and STOVE LIN­
INGS See., 20 per cent less than former prices by culling 
at our place
list D o o r  N o r th  ol* C o b b . W h i t e  Sc C a a e ’*,
R O C K L A N D ,
or at Shop formerly occupied by A. CLARK, Canulen 
Harbor.
Rockland, Nov. 29, 1859. 49tf
GRAPR GROW IRS CAN CARRYON theirbusiness most successfully at Hammonion, free from 
frosts. See advertisement of Hammonion Lands, another 
column. 31
LIGHT. LIGHT.
M ..... eu'el in making the O ld  S la g rr i  11 on the KBRi 'SENE OIL from 
* 1 .3 0  to  9 5  e l* . P e r  G a l lo n .
We will now try what more we can do. I am now pre. 
pared to sell that beautiful article
C A N C 1M E N E  OIL
at the extreme low price of
90 cts. Per Gallon.
CHARLES W. SNOW.
Rockland, Nov. 12 1859. 47tf
Cancimene Oil-
THE best Oil in the market is undoubtedlyihe New Cancimene Oil. Il gives n superior light to 
the Kerosene Oil. burns longer, and is entirely free from 
smoke and disagreeable odor. It will burn in the common 
Kerosene Lamps. The cheapest Kerosene Oil is §1.33 per 
gallon, but we will sell the CancemINE for $1.10 per 
gallon, and wurraut it to give belter satisfaction than the
other.
Rookland, October 5.1859.
UEW ETT Sc SAFFORD.
41 if
